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Cere, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

BARGAINS

KILLED BY LIGHTNING.

itst

Death of a Young Lady In Fairfield.
(Special Dispatch to the Press.)
Fairfield,
Sept. 20.—Another terrible
thunder shower and bail storm passed over oor
village last night. During the shower the

Entirely harmless; la not a caustic
It remove* Corns. Warta, Bunion* and Callous,
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

Sad

S&'A CURB IS QUARANTEED.mJ&k
Price 95 cento.
Fer sale by all Druggiau.
Try It and you will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to it* value.
Aak for Schlotterbeck’a Corn and Wars
Heir pat and take
nov23

no

—

lightning struck the house ot Timothy Osborne, about one mile above the village on the
river road, doing some damage to the buildings
and killing his daughter, a young lady about

other.
endtf

EDUCATIONAL

V

MRS. E. H. EAMES,
103 SPRING

RENE DE
Bachelier

es

POYEN,
lettres.

University of France, will receive pupiii
in the French language privately or in
classes. Address, IOO Park St. au25dim*

Portland

Academy,

MOTLEY BLOCK (Over Owen & Moore’s).
Fall Term begins Kept. 11, 1882
Pupils of both sexes fitted for High Scbol and College. Private pupils received as usual. For further particulars, enquire of the Principal.
MISS ETTA A. FILES,
se4d3w

173 Oxford St. Cor. of Stone

St.

MRS. THROOP’S
Home and Hay School
FOR YOUNG LADIES AND CHILDREN
Opnuat N*. 31 Iligh Street,

MON-

on

DAY, Sept. ve-tth.
ST&Th&w tillNovl

eepl 6

UNDERWEAR.

ST.,

Will receive pupils for vocal instruction, after October 1st.
eod2w
sep21

—

We have just secured from Messrs A.
Little & Co., several
job lots of Underwear
that they carried over
from the Twitchell &
Chapman stock which

they bought at a great

discount last

Spring.

Having closed these

lots at
we

very low price
propose to give our
a

YEAR^

WILL BEGIN SEPT. 12TH, 1882.
Kindergarten

will be in the

care

of

Miss

Proctor.

The Primary Department fits boys and girls for
the Grammar Schools of the city.
The Advanced Department continues the higher
education of young ladies.
A limited number of boarding pupils received.
For full circulars, address
14b

aug2

Spring Street, Portland,

Me.

1 lot Gent’s

heavy

ribbed merino shirts
anddrewres only 50
cents.

deodtf

Private

Lessons

French, Latin and English studies, (at the
IN pil’s
residence, if preferred,) by JfliNM H.

CLARK, 782 CougretiM St.

puK

sepOeodtf

Instruction in English and Classical Studies.
iven to

prirate pupils by the subscribe*'

J. W.

1 lot Gent’s fine
Scotch wool shirts and
drawers only 50 cents.
lot Gent’s fine
Scotch wool shirts and
1

COLCORI),

143 Pearl Street.
J»n24

dtf

drawers, extra heavy,
only 62 cents, usual
This

price 87 cents.

lot of goods are an
tra good bargain.

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT
have received large invoices of

AUTUMN
URESS FABRICS
which will be ready for exhibition on

1 lot Ladies’

fine
and

Tests
Pants, silk stitched,
and finished seams, only 42 cents.
In order to
customers

gain,

Tuesday, Sept,

ex-

1 lot of Children’s
fine Merino Tests and
Pants of good quality
and all sizes, only 25
cents.
Merino

we

give

our

good barbought last
a

Spring from parties

19th. going out

This will be a rare occasion of witnessing a line display of Rich and Medium Priced Goods, and the public are
cordially invited to inspect them whether desiring to purchase or not.

of business,
a
lot
of
Ladies’
fine Merino Tests and
Pants that we shall
now offer at 69 cents.
If we had to buy this
lot of guods now, $1
would be the price.
As

wish to distribute these last two
we

lots of

goods

among
customers
many

our

shall have to limit
the sale and cannot
sell over two suits to

we

CALL and SEE

Decker Bros

Pianos,

ladorsed by ANNIE LOUISE CABY.
Also

choice

a

stock ol firsfrdats

PIANOS AND ORGANS.
3 Free Street
«ep2Q

any

Block, PORTLANL
dtl

and retail.

DABNEY, SIMMONS

&

CO,

111 Milk St. Boston.

_eodlmo

artists* materials
Tube colors 6-7-8 cents per tube.
Canvass 33 and 4j>cents per yard and

upwards.

Sketch boxes of wood 10x14,
each.

O71io
3»»
»Ul2

Art
CONUKE

$1.75

Store,

STREET.
I’T&Sti

customer.

253
eep20

Iliddle

continuous.

At Fairfield the
Osborne was struck and his

Timothy
daughter Mabel, aged 22, instantly killed and
the mother utterly prostrated by the electric
shock.
THE LEWISTON CORPORATIONS.

Annual Meetings and Officers Elected.

Lewiston, Sept. 20.—Annual meetings were
today and the following officers elected:

held

ANDROSCOGGIN MILLS.

Clerk—A. P. Winslow.
Treasurer—Nathaniel Walker.
Directors—Theophilns W. Walker, E. Pierson Beade, Charles H. Fiske, George F. Fabyan, John A. tBlanchard, Nathaniel Walker,
Eben P. Jordan.
bates manufacturing co.

Clerk—John G. Kelley.
Treasurer—Jacob Edwards.
^Directors—James W. Clark,Dexter N. Richards, Jacob Edwards, Wm, H. Hill, Joseph H.
Gray, Isaac T. Burr, Phillips W. IWentworth.
HILL MANUFACTURING CG.

Clerk—F. B. Sands.
Treasurer—F. L. Richardson.
Directors—J. G. Abbott, N. D. Whitney. F.
L, Richardson, Thomas Nesmith, Lyman Nich
ols, Jacob Edwards, and Geo. F. Putnam.
LEWISTON BLEACHERY.

Treasurer—Wm. B. Wood.
Directors—T. W. Walker, W. B. Wood, Jacob Edwards, George Dexter, Thomas Wig-

glesworth.

CONTINENTAL MILLS.

Clerk—R. C. Pennell.
Treasurer—William B. Wood.
Directors—Nathan
Cushing, 'William J.

Rotch, Lyman Nichols,

Cyras

Wakefield,

William B. Wood.
Auditors—A. M. Newton, H. C, Little.
UNION WATER POWER CO.

Clerk—John B. Cotton.
President—Josiab G. Abbott.
Treasurer—Edward L. Wood.
Directors—J. G. Abbott, William P. Frye,
William B. Wood, Theophilns Walker, Jacob
Edwards, A. D. Lockwood.
FRANKLIN CO.

Clerk—Edward L. Wood.
Treasure.—Wm. B. Wood.
Directors—A. D. t Lockwood, William B.
Wood, Lyman Nichols, Nathan Cushing, F. L.
Richardson, Wm. P. Frye, Jacob Edwards.
The Gas Light Company and Lewiston Machine Companies did not (hold meetings from
lack of a quorum.

Appropriate resolutions were adopted

on

the

death of President Hildreth of the Bates.
Central Washington Fair.
Mathias. Sept. 20.—The Central Washington Agricultural Society closed a successful
show this afternoon. The exhibition of farm
stock, produce and fruit was fine. In the races
S. B. Hill’s “Walter” of Calais won the sweepstakes in three straight heats; time 2.42. Greeley’s horse of Ellsworth took second money.
In the three minute class Charles McGoulderick’s Morgan of Cherryfield took first money;
time 2.C2.
Boy Drowned.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 20.—A boy named Tobey, 15 years of age, from Eliot was capsized against Portsmouth bridge while going
up the river with a boad load of rock weed today and was drowned. His father was in another boat towing bat coaid render

no

help.

Death from a Cancer.
Wiscasset, Sept. 20.—The wife of W. B.
Chick had a cancer removed from her breast
Monday and died today.

CAMP SHEPLEY.
Occasional Showers

Dampen

Military

Ardor.

Augusta, Sept. 20.—Cloudy skies and occasional showers made life on the muster field
unpleasant this forenoon. The soldiers have
now settled into the monotony of camp life,and
one day’s proceeding is largely a rehearshal of
the preceding day.
The feature of the forenoon was skirmish match shooting, companies
firing at targets as skirmishers at irregular distances off hand. At 10 o'clock came a battalion drill which lasted until noon.
The afternoon was devoted to drill and dress
parade. The skirmish match was won by Co.
C. of Dexter, 45 men, who scorodJ393. Co. F.
of Augusta, 42 men, scored .323.
Co. E. of
Skowhegan, 38 men, scored 300.
Tomorrow the entire command will assist in
the ceremonies of dedicating the Augusta soldiers’ monument.
Gov. Piaisted will review
the militia in the afternoon.

MARINE NEWS.
A Bucksport

Schooner Col'ides with a
Wreck.
Boston, Sept. 26.—Schooner Eastern Belle,
of Bucksport, Me., struck the wreck of a vessel four miles east southeast of Thatcher’s Island, the mainmast going through the bow of
the Eastern Belle and carrying away her windlass and foremast; also going through the
mainsail and coming near tearing it ,into
shreds. The Eastern Belle has put into East
Boston for repairs, being very much damaged.

Street.
eodti

Their Convention

Worcester

Drowned While Bathing-.
Exeter, N. H., Sept. 20.—Geo. L. Dolloff,
aged 24, was drowned this afternoon while
bathing. He was a graduate of Harvard College and at one time tutor at Cornell. He was
lately engaged in private tutoring.
The North Atlantic Squadron.
Eye Beach, Sept. 20.—The North Atlantic
squadron passed slowly along at 4 o’clock this

afternoon about three or four miles from shore.
The five ships stopped in line when abreast
Rye X «3ge and after receiving a signal from
the flagship Tennessee stood up shore until off
Hampton and then put to sea.

The Star Routes.
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.—The trial of Thos.
A. Davitt, Benj. J. Wiley, Christian Price
and A. Legrand Ensign, charged with conspiracy to defraud the government in Star
Route mail contracts began in the United
States District court this morning. Wiley was
placed on the stand by the government as a
witness to swear that McDavitt with whom he
was friendly induced him to make proposals
for routes, the agreement being that McDavitt
was to perform the work %nd Wiley was to receive monthly payment for use of hiB name.

The Transit of Venus.
New York, Sept.
20.—Steamer Parthia,
which It ft to-day, took Professor Newcomb,
Lieutenant Casey, Ensign Holcombe and Julius UIke who compose the party sent by the
United States to Cape of Good Hope to take
observations of the transit of Venus.

at

Forty-one

deaths were reported

terday.

CONNECTICUT REPUBLICAN

ernor on the

ROBERT E. [BISHOP NOMINATED FOR
GOVERNOR ON FIRST BALLOT.

of yellow fever and six
at Pensacola, Fla., yes-

AND

for Gov-

at

of the Commander at Damietta,

New

AD-

GEN. WILLIAM H. BULKELEY NOMINATED FOB GOVEBNOB.

New York State
Republican Convention convened this foreRemarkable quiet pervaded the viliage. The delegates took their seats in an orderly manner. When they were seated the
doors were opened to admit the
public. At 10
0 clock the
Albany Grant Club with a band of
music marched from the
depot and proceeded
down Broadway,
attracting much attention.
R- Thnrber and the
V
anti-monopoly delegation took prominent seats in the
gallery.
Al 11.20 the convention was called to order
by B. Platt Carpenter, chairman of the State
committee, and Secretary John W. Vrooman
read the call for the convention. Rev.
George
W. Brown offered prayer, and the roll
was
then called. After the roll call, daring wbioh
there were a few contesting delegations which
were referred to the credentials
committee,
General Bnrpee nominated E. L. Madden for
temporary chairman, and Warner Miller nominated E. L. Pitts.
The roil was again oa.led
and each delegate named his choice for temporary chairman. The vote resulted: Madden,
251; Fitts, 243. Mr. Madden, on taking the
chair, said he would not indiot a speech upon
the convention, but would act fairly.

New Haven, Conn.,
Sept. 20.—The Republican State convention
met in the Grand Opera
House this forenoon and was called to order
shortly after 10 o’clock by George M. Harmon,
chairman of the State committee.
Hon. Marshal Jewell was elected
permanent
chairman. After
thanking the convention for
the honor conferred, he said:
When we last met in convention we were in
the midst of an active national
campaign with
trusted, able and wise leaders, and opposed by
unscrupulous, active and vigilant foes, who
resorted to every species of fraud, theft and
forgery known to party warfare to select their
candidate for President—who, it is but fair to
say, was much better than his party. Relying
as the Republican
party always did and always can upon the intelligence, wisdom and
patriotism of the people, and thoroughly
arousing the Bentiinent of the American public
by means of tlie printing preS3 and the forum,
all their nefarious schemes came to
naught,
and we placed in the highest human attainable
position one model man and statesman (Garheld,) whose brief and brilliant occupancy of
the Executive chair and whose
painful and
heroic death mark an epoch in American his.Never
was
a
loiy.
truer sentiment expressed
than this same great orator and statesman
uttered on the occasion of the murder of the
martyr Lincoln, “God reigns and the government at Washington still lives.”
And so we
find t.
The Ohicago convention made no
mistakes. Our second choice was as good as
our first.
President Arthur is winning golden
opinions from all sorts of peonle by the wisdom, modesty and dignity with which he is
administering the affairs of his office. His
hands should be upheld by all honest and
patriotic citizens in his attempt to reform the
civil service, to reduce the rate of interest and
taxation and to check any unwise and extravagant expenditures of public money. Our
success in electing his successor will not be
doubtful if the people do their duty as well as
he is doing his.
At the conclusion of the chairman’s
speech
Gen. William H. Bulkeloy was nominated for
Governor by acclamation.
An miormai oaiiot gave
Lyman w. Coe of
Torrington, 19G;JohnD. Candee of Bridgeport, 222; Charles L. Griswold of Essex, 3.
JohD D. Candee was nominated by acclamation for Lieutenant Governor. Stiles T. Stanton of Stonington was nominated by acclamation for Secretary of State.
Julius Converse of Stafford was nominated
for Treasurer by acclamation and Frank D.
Sloat of New Haven for Comptroller.
The
following is the text of the platform:
The Republican party of Connecticut re-aflirms its
creed—all rights to all men.
Th preservation inviolate of eaeh and
©very constitutional amendment.
A free and fair ballot and the enactment and enforcement of appropiate legislation to preserve this
right, upon which the integrity of our institutions

JOURNS TO TO-DAV,

THE BRITISH
TROOPS
CONGRATULATED IN A GENERAL ORDER.

London, Sept.

■Wobcesthk, Sept. 20.—At 11 o’clook the
Massachusetts Republican State Convention
was called to order in Mechanics’ Hall, by
Henry Cabot Lodge of Nahant.The call for the
convention was read by Secretary Haskell, and
temporary organization was effected by the
choice of Hon. Charles A. Stott of Lowell as
president, and E. H. Haskell of Gloucester as

secretary. It was announced that members
were seated by counties, and were expected to
vote by counties. It was ordered that all resolutions be referred to the committee without
debate.
Mr. Faxon of Quincy offered the following
resolutions, which were received with ap-

plause:
That the Republicans of Massachusetts welcome
back into their ranks the third party,—the Prohibitionists- assuring them and all others who sympathize in the cause of temperance and
that in the future the Republican party will do all
in its power to so amend the Constitution of the
State that the manufacture aud sale of intoxicating
liquors as a beverage shall be prohibited.
That a radical change in the jury law is demanded; that law-breakers should not be empaneled as
jurors to try criminals, thus rendering law a farce
aud a chant.
That respect for law can only be obtained by
having vigorous enforcing powers ^administered im-

prohibition

partially.
The committee on permanent organization
reported Hon. George F. Hoar of Worcester
for president, with the usual number of vice
presidents and secretaries.
When the name of Senator Hoar was read as
presiding officer, there was a burst of applause,
aud some person shouted "He voted for the
river aud harbor hill.” This created a momentary excitement, during which there were
hisses aud cries of ‘‘Put him out.”
But
Chairman Stott said: ‘‘Let no such exhibition
occur in this convention; every man is entitled to the conviction of his opinions.”
This
was greeted with,applause, which was prolonged for some time, when the Chair again read
the name of Senator Hoar.
A committee wag appointed to wait upon Mr
Hoar aud present him to the convention.
Mr.
Hoar, as he appeared npon the platform, received a hearty round of applause.
rnr. noar

Degan

ms

speecn

wan a

condensed

history of the rise, progress and achievements
of the Republican partv, and the incapacity of
Demccratio leadership to meet the require-

of the nation.
He alluded to the progressive element of the party which is apt to
be impatient because of the slowness of party
progress, and showed that great changes mast
be accomplished slowly.
On the question of
civil service reform, he said the Republican
party is pledged, and tho Republicans of Massachusetts are doubly pledged that the civil officers of the country shall cease to be used as
ments

an

organized political instrumentality.

The

holder of a public office is entitled to be active
inactive in politics, as in any other cause as
or sense of duty may dictate.
The issues
which Senator Hoar emphasized are the continuation of the Republican ascendancy in the
State, as the best for its interests; the ascendancy of the Republicad party in the nation in
order to secure freedom of elections; the reform of the civil service; the best legislation
necessary to insure financial stability, and the
revision of the tariff in a manner which will
not ruin auy of our diversified and expanding
industrial enterprises.
The address of Mr. Hoar was frequently interrupted with applause.
After Mr. Hoar concluded, a long series of
resolutions, wliieh were rather communistio in
their tone, and dealt principally with the relations of capital and labor, were referred to
the committee on that subject.
The committee on credentials reported 1,287
or

taste

delegates.

At five minutes before one o’clock, the committee on ballots took their places on the platform, and balloting commenced.
Balloting
was finished at five minutes before 2, and a recess was taken till li#lf-past 2 o’clock. The informal ballot resulted as follows;
Whole number of votes .1285
KobeitK. Bishop had.673
W. W. Crapo.604

Scattering.108

The announcement of the informal ballot
was received with great applause when the
vote of Bishop was given.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

The convention reassembled at 2.40. A motion was made that the next convention be
held in Bostoi but Senator Hoar decided that
the motion could not be entertained except by
unanimous cousent.
Dr. French of Imwrenc3 offered a resolution*
in favor of woman suffrage, which was rererred
to the committee on resolutions.
AttorneyGeneral Martin said the representatives of the
come
in
here
no spirit of
Republican party had
faction for one man; therefore in the interest
of harmony he moved the informal ballot be
declared formal and Robert R. Bishop of Newton be nominated by acclamation, and the motion was carried amidst continuous applause.
He again moved that the State central committee be instructed to call the next State convention in Boston,and the motion was received
with evident favor, but Mi. Faxon hoped it
would not prevail. The motion was carried by
a large majority
and the change was received
with applause.
On motion of H. D. Hyde of Boston tho convention proceeded to au in'ormal be Hot for
Lieut. Governor, whieh resulted as
"ows:
Oliver Ames, 573; Charles J. Noyes, 323; Col.
J. S.Harward, 283; and the balance scattering;
Oliver Ames was then declared the nominee
by acclamation.
Hon. Henry J3. Fierce of Abmgton was nominated by acclamation for Secretary of State.
Dabiel A. Gleason was nominated for Treasurer and
Receiver General. The convention
then proceeded to ballot for candidate for Attorney General. Hon. Charles R, Ladd was
nominated by acclamation as candidate for auditor.
E. J. Sherman of Lawrence was nominated
fsr Attorney General.
The platform was then read by Congressman
Robinson, and after a fruitless attempt by H.
H. Faxon to have Uis liquo: resolution inserted
the resolutions were adopted.

They reaffirm allegiance to Republican principles,
and express approval of the course of the Republican party; endorse legislation for the suppression
of polygamy; denounce all dishonesty and fraud in
the conduct of elections and demand that a free bal
lot and fair count be
secured to every
voter; affirm that it is the duty of Congress to
epeedily reduce taxation in all forms and revise the
tariff, but insist that in that revision the principle
of discrimination for protection and encouragement
of American industries and labor shall be adhered
to. aud such adjustment of details made tbat the
relief shall come where most needed and important
interests involved be not recklessly disturbed; urge
upon the consideration of Congress such measures
as may be necessary to keep coin and currency at
par with gold; to increase American commerce and
encourage American shipping and shipbuilding; to
provide, and, within proper limitations, in support
of the common school system throughout the country; to inaugurate and continue a wise, just ami humane policy toward the Indians;
to vindicate the
rights of American citizenship in all parts of the
Uni#n; demand.rigid economy #n all State and National affairs; demand reform of the civil service so
that merit, not patronage, shall be the basis of official tenure; disapprove any system of political assessments or demands for contribution under an expressed or implied threat of removal from office as a
penalty for non-compliance or under any other pretext whatever; tender grateful appreciation to
President Arthur that liis administration has been
wise, humane, patriotic and prudent, aud pledging
him cordial support; invite intelligent anu candiu
censideration of alt propositions in aid of temperance and good order;
for equal rights of suffrage,
irrespective of sex, and for the encouragement of
industry, frugality, contentment and prosperity
among ail the people of the State.

Saratoga, Sept. 20.—The

1

Committees

ou

credentials, permanent

or-

ganization and resolutions were appointed.
Mr. Hepburn read a communication from

_tfie anti-monopoly committee. The communication sets forth the dangers to the country of
the monopoly enjoyed by railroad and other
corporations, etc.

The
anti-monopely communication concludes as follows: “We ask the Republican
party of this State to insert the following declarations in its platform, and to place in nomination candidates whose character and affidavits are such as will be a guarantee that if
they are elected they will endeavor to carry
them into effect.
Corporations are the creation of the State and should be controlled by
the State.
The railroad commission shall
have a fair trial. Stock watering and unjust
discriminations should be prohibited.
Free
passes should be prohibited and more efficient
laws against the crime of bribery, and to secure the purity of the ballot, should be effected. Our canals, which during the seasen of
navigation are potent in preventing exorbitant
charges by railroads, should be maintained
free of tolls.
The legislative right, of taxation
is unrestricted. There should be equality in
taxation.
It is unjust that real estate should
bear, as it now does, nearly 90 per cent, of the
burden of taxation. We demand that the assessment laws be revised, so that personal and
corporative property may pay its fair proportion of taxes.
Among tne signatures to the communication
are Thomas Kinsella, John F. Henry, F. B.
Thnrber and others.
Recess till 4 o’clock.
AFTERNOON SESSION.

At 4 25 the convention was called to order.
After a long discussion over the roport of the
committee ou coutested stats, the permauent
organization was completed with E M. Madden. A motion then prevailed to proceed to
the nomination of Governor.
General George H. 8harpe in an eloquent
sp.ech presented the name of Judge Folger.
Mr. Pitts presented the name of Governor
Cornell and spoko some time in a very eloquent strain in support of his nomination.
Erastus Clark nominated James W. Wadsworth and James Arkeli nominated James II.
Starin of New York.* Robert O’Connor nominated Gen. John C. Robinson of Binghampton.
A

ballot was then .taken which resulted as
follows:

Necessary to a choice.249
Folger had ..223
Cornell.180
Wadswortj. 69

Svarin.■.

19

Robinson. 6
The result was received without any demonstration and the convention settled down for
another ballot.
The second ballot was taken amid breathless
silence. While the vote was being counted
the Broome county delegates changed from
Robinson to Folger and this was quickly followed by other changes.
Much confusion and excitement prevailed at
this point, fifty men being on their feet announcing changes and Ithe chairman found it
impossible to maintain order and refused to
recognize delegates until order had been restored. The disorder reigned for some minutes and it looked as if the convention was
making a stampede towards Cornell, and the
excitement was at fever boat.
Although order was restored an Oneida county delegate
announced the change of their 11 delegates
from Wadsworth to Cornell, when load calls
for another roll call were made and the confusion was again renewed. Delegates on-seats
in different parts of the hall were shouting at
the chairman but no one could be recognized.
Telegrams (from Westchester announced
their desire to change from Wadsworth to
Folger and other changes were shonted which
it was impossible to hoar. A roll call of Westchester county was had and it resulted 6 for
Cornell and 5 for Folger.
At this point Mr. Cookingham of Oneida
withdrew athe name of Wadsworth.
The
chair again announced that delegates mnst
take their seats or business be suspended.
Several changes were then annouced from
Cornell to Folger and a delegate said it was
evident that Judge Folger had the nomination
and moved that his nomination be made by
acclamation.
me cnairman earn tue motion was out of order unless no objection be made.
The secretary asked that the result of the last roll call
be first anounced and c.n this objection to the
resolution it was declared out of order.
Mr. Sharpe rose to a point of order and
asked that the nomination about to be made
be made decently and in order and that deleOrder was finally re
gates take their seats.
stored and the vote announced as follows:

Necessary for a choice.249
Folger had.267

Cornell. .222
Wadsworth.•. 18
The result was greeted with tumultuous
cheers. Hon. Warner Miller in a brief speech
moved to make the nomination unanimous,
and the motion was carried nnanimously amid
applause. The convention then took a recess
till to-morrow morning.

absolutely

a

hearty

greeting to the Eepublicans of Maine that they
have|triumphantly redeemed the state from its
shameful record of usurpation, knavery and
fraud practiced and continued by their political opponents, and that they have joined the
advance with Oregon aud Vermont in assuring victories of the coming campaign.

In view of the recent redistricting of the
state a resolution was passed that the various
Congressional conventions be called by a
majority of the d-strict committee of the old
district residing in the new districts, and the
convention then adjourned.

WASHINGTON.
Settled at Last.

■Washington, Sept. 20.—In the Christianey
divorce suit, Judge Wagner today granted Mr.

Christianey divorce from his wife on the
ground of desertion.
The Cabinet Meeting-.
At the Cabinet meeting to-day besides the
President there were present Secretaries Frelinghuysen, Lincoln, Teller and Folger. The
session lasted about two hours and only routine
basinets was transacted. The President will
leave this city for New York this afternoon.
Another Call for Bonds Probable.
The Secretary of the Treasury has been considering for some time dast the advisability of
issuing another bond call to relieve the stringency in the money market, and it is probable
that the call will soon be made for extended
fivesa

__

AN ELECTRIC BOLT
Strikes a Church and Kills Four Persons.
Tucson, A. T., Sept. 20.—A special says five
persons wore killed in a church which was
struck by lightning in Concordia, near Mazatlan. Others were seriously injured.
Newman Smyth.
New Haven, Sept.
20.—Rev. Newman
Smyth was accepted as the pastor of Center
church today and installed this afternoon.

Richard Henry Jackson of Providence, R.
I., a colored hostler 40 years old, attempted
suicide yesterday by cutting his throat and
drinking rat poison. He is not expected to
survive.

Harvey Cbaee, one of the pioneers of cotton
manufacturers in Rhode Island, died at Valley
Falls yesterday, aged 85.
He was the father
of Jonathan Chace,Repr entatiye in Congress

5%c <fc> lb.

Haven.

THEN

POLITICAL.
The Pennsylvania Republicans.
Philadelphia, Sept. 20.—The Republican

convention weDt into session this forenoon in
this city to nominate Congressional, legislative,
county and city tickets. The canvass has been
earnest and marked by more than the usual
excitement, but no disorder has occurred.
Thos. O’Neil was nominated in the second district.
New York Democratic Convention.
New York, Sept. 20.- Delegations from the
Democratic parties of this city left for Syracuse this morning to attend the state convention. The county Democracy numbered about
400 and the Tammany Hall about 500 men.
Among the delegates Was John Kelley.
Syracuse, Sept. 20.—The hotels are crowded with arriving delegates and friends to attend the state Democratic convention here
tomorrow. The principal topic discussed today is as to the admissioE of conflicting delegates from New York city.
The Official Vote of Vermont.
Montpelier, Vt., Sept. 20 .—Fall official returns of the vote of tha State, jnst completed
at tho effice of the Secretary of State, are as
follows: For Governor—J. L. Barstow, 35,839;
George E. Eaton, 14,406; C. C, Martin, 1,623;
scattering 8; majofity for Barstow. 19,829.
For Congress—First District, John W. Stewart, 15,638; L. W. Reddington, 6,009; E.W. B.
Kidder, 865; Charles H. Joyce, 46; scattering,
18; majority, 8.70.
Setond District—Luke
Poland, 12,795; George L. Fletcher, 6,218; W.
W. Frout, 4,598; H, D. Dunbar, 390; W. P.
Dfllinghem, 338; James M. Tyler, 221; Jonathan L. Edwards, 40; scattering, 48; majority
for Poland, 804.
The House of Representatives has 185 Republicans, 49 Democrats, 1
Greenbacker and 1 Independent.
In four
towns there wete no elections; Senate—28 Republicans, 2 Democrats.
Prombitloulsts.
N. Y., Sept. 20.—Tho state prohibition convention today nominated Prof. A.
A. Hopkins of Monroe for Governor.
Nebraska Republican (Convention.
Omaf a, Sept. 20.—The state Republican convention met at at 7 o’clock this evening and
was called to order by the chairman of
the
state central committee.
N. K. Griggs was
elected temporary chairman and the convention took a a recess till 11 p. m.
Congressional Nominations.
Paterson, N. J., Sept. 20.—The Democratic
convention of the 5th congressional distriot
nominated John Ryle today.
New York

Rochester,

Ottawa, Minn., Sept. 20.—The Democrats
of the 2d district today nominated Felix A.
Bohrer for Congress.
Oshkosh, Wis., Sept. 20.—Andrew Haten
was today nominated
by the Democrats of the
Gth distric t for Congress.
MehfhI e, Tenn., Sept. 20.—The Democrats
district today nominated Carey

of the lOtfc.
Young for

Congress.
Lodisville, Ky., Sept. 20.—Republicans of
the 0th district today nominated Silas F.
Miller for Congress; and the Democrats of the
8th district renominated Philip B. Thompson.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The North Atlantic squadron sailed from
Portsmouth, N. H., yesterday.
The national distillers and spirit dealers’ association of the United States is in session at
Cincinnati, O., with closed doors.
Thieves entered Chase, Smith & Co.’sjjewelry shop at North Attleboro,;Mass., Tuesday
night, taking 5520,000 worth of stock, including
gold jewelry, coin and stones.
The thieves
left their tools behind, but there is no clue.

rests.
A tariff reduced aud
revised, not only for revenue,
bat also for the protection of American labor
against the labor of the Old World.
Tho abolition of useless offices.
Equal taxation and a rigid economy in all departments of the nation and the State.
The protection of the rights and
liberty of every
American citizen at home ano abroad.
Education under the fostering care of the
general
and State goxernments, which shall
bring its advantages to the home of the humblest citizen.
The purity of the ballot box and its
protection
against intimidation, bribery and corruption.
Appropriate legislation for the encouragement of
commerce.
Reduction of the burdens of taxation, state and
national and limitation of expenditures to necessities of the government.
A judicial
system of civil service reform by which
competent officers shall be secured for public service, federal, siate and municipal and protected
from assessment and removal except for cause.
The Republican party as an earnest of its future
refers to the record of its past service both in war
and in peace, to the suppression of the
rebellion,
the abolition of slavery,the franchisement of a
race,
the resumption of specie payment, the
preservation of the honor of the
country, the payment of its
debts, the universal prosperity at homo and peace
with all nations.
It reveres the memories of its
martyred Presidents, Lincoln and Garfield, and it cordially indorses and supports the administration of
President
his modesty, his capacity and his
Arthur, who
fidelity to the interests of the people and by the
wisdom and courage of his public acts and utterances has commended himself to the confidence and
approval of his
without distinction
of party.
It believes that all just government derives its authority from the consent of the governed.
It has
confidence in the integrity and good sense of the
people, and is not afraid to submit to them question? rt-Kiofe. -rurt UCtfti
aikeet

by

fellow-citizens,

j-

ViXCtx

utvcuul

<M»<1

well being.
It therefore declares itself in favor of
submitting
to the people at a special election to be helu for the
purpose, the amendment to the constitution proposed ac the last session of the General
Assembly rela
tive to tlie prohibition of the sale and manufacture
of
liquors and of enforcing by approintoxicating
priate legislation whatever their will may be upon
that question. For the
purpose of promoting
economy and watchfulness in the expenditures of
the state, we believe they should be
regulated by a
We declare for
system of annual appropriations.
the
encouragement of state industries, tho snpport
of the public schools, a limitation
upou special aud
private legislation, and the passage of liberal general laws, under which all the citizens of tho state
shall have equal rights, and uone shall
enjoy exclusive

privileges.

We declare that the growing influences of the
great corporations of the country ought to be jealousy watched, that the assumption of any undue
power on their part should be promptly checked,
aud that the principle that the people must control
fhe corporations, and not the
corporation^ the
people, should be vigorously maintained.
We thank G v. Hobart B. Bigelow and his associate officials of the state for their efficient and satisfactory administration of the government, and we
take pleasure hi commending to the voters of Connecticut the nominees of this convention,
believing
them to be fit representatives of the
principles set
forth in this platform.

SPORTING.
The Poiat of Pines Regatta.
LEE WINS THE RACE IN 20 MINUTES
16 SECONDS.

Boston, Sept. 20.—At the Point of Pines
this afternoon 1500 people assembled to witness
teh regatta. The first event was for fonr-oared
working boats, three miles, with tarn, between the St. Mary’s crew of Charlestown,
and the Forest Rivers of Salem. It was won
by the latter, after a close straggle; time 21m.
2 3Ms. In the single scull race eight men startDriscoll of Lowell, Hosmer of
ed, namely:
Boston, Lee of New York, Riley of Saratoga,
Argy of Chelsea, Mclnerny of Lowell, Sullivan
and Casey of Boston. The course was
three miles with turn, and thr water in splendid condition. Driscoll led till near the turning stake, Lee and Hosmer together a boat’s
Here Lee pulled away from
length behind.
Hosmer, passed Driscoll, and turned first, with
Hosmer second.
The retnrn race was very
close and exciting between Lee and Hosmer,
but Lee kept a slight lead and won by a third
of a length. Time 20m. 16s.
A Four Oared Race.
Lawbkncb, Ks., Sept. 20.—In the great four
oared race to-day the Centennials won first
prize, Modocs second. Pawtnckets third, and
Hillsdales fourth. Time 13m. 41s.
The Drlscoll-Nagle Match Falla Through
St. John. Sept. 20.—The proposed sculling
match between Driscoll of Boston and Nagle of
this city has fallen throngh.
Ross Cominer to PortlandRo38 leaves for Portland Saturday.
Base Ba'l.
At Chicago-Chicagos 5, Worcesters 0.
At Detroit—Providence 6, Detroit 5.
FOREIGN.
Matters in Moscow.
Moscow, Sept. 20.—An Imperial Court has
been established in the Kremeliu and an order
has been promulgated stating that in consequence of the arrival of the Emperor and Empress at Moscow, and of an ^Imperial procession to the cathedral the following persons are
requested|to attend the Kremlin this afternoon,
viz: Principal army and navy oflicers, all persons entitled to present themselves at
court,
the nobility, municipal authorities of Moscow
and other cities, principal members of the Russian and foreign mercantile community and
trade guides.
JNauonanzauon or i_,anu in

PRICeTcENTK
Lamb Skins 76c to *1 each.

At Chi-

to-day Cattle were nominally 15@20e lower!
exports 6 76@7 40: good to choice shipping 6 66@
6 60; common to fair 4 00@6 40.
cago

Reported Shooting
Harmonious Gathering

Second Ballot.

THE .CONVENTION

EVENTS IN EGYPT.

CONVENTION.

Judge Folger Nominated

Yesterday.

Prairie Fires.

Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 20.-A prairie fire is
raging in the west part of the state. The table laud between Platte and Republican Rivers is being ravaged with disastrous effect to
bay and grass. No loss of life is reported. (]gj|
new cases

NE Y YORK REPUBLICAN CON-

VENTION.

The resolutions concluded with

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

The Pennsylvania Labor Troubles.
Pittsburg, Sept. 20.—The executive committees of the iron manufacturers’ association
and representatives of the amalgamated association met this afternoon and upon presentation of the old scale by the latter It was signed
by the manufac'.urers. Fires in the mill will
be lighted immediately and all will be in operation within a few dajs.

STUDLEY,

TURKISH RUGS.
We have constantly on hand a
large assortment ol Daghestan,
Geordes, Persian, Ouchuk and
other Bugs and Carpets, and, importing direct from makers, can
offer at low prices. Wholesale

one

Examine our underwear and learn our
prices and you will be
pleased that you called.

_

eelG

was

—

Bradbury’s,

The

Seth.
twenty-three years of age.
[By Associate Press.]
Watkrville, Sept. 20.—A fearful thunder
storm passed over this city and vicinity last
night. For more than one hoar the heavens
were a sheet of flame,
and the roar of the
thunder
house of

customers underwear
as long as it lasts at
OF
than the usual
Uliss Sargent's School, less
FORMERLY
wholesale price.
miss Sargent & miss
THE SEVENTH

%

—

REPUBLI*

I~~

1882.

TWENTY-FOCR

War Dep’t Office Chief Si
Officer, Washington, D. C
Sept. 21, 1 A.
For New England,
Partly clondy weather and local rains, winds
shifting to cooler northerly, stationary or
higher barometer.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Cure Your

FOR

MASSACHUSETTS
CANS.

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 21,

England.

London, Sept. 20.—Henry George, at a large
ly attended meeting of churchmen in London
yesterday, explained his views on the land nationalization question. He declares, that as a
matter of abstract justice, no compensation
should be awarded the present land owners. If
the State made the land common
property by
taking the whole rental value in taxation for
public purposes, very little hardship would be
done. If those urging nationalization declared this to be their intention, as soon as
they obtained power the value of the |land would de*
cline. Practically the whole
process simply
amounted to carrying the
principle of free
trade to its logical conclusion.
He believed
that on this basis the free trade battle in America could be fought and won.
The Austrian Bomb Maker.
\ ienna, Sept.
20.—Overdank, who was arrested recently while
manufacturing bombs,
haf declared that the explosives were intended
as a greeting by the
youth of Italy to Austrian
imperialists. An accomplice of Overdank has
been arrested at Gomen.

Foreign Notes.
A Catholic clergyman at Breslan of some
rank has been liued 200 marks for libeling
Prince Ilismark in an article on the Chancellor’s attitude toward the Kulturkampt.
A dispatch from Cattaro says news has been
raC3ived from Cettiuje that an offensive and
defensive alliance has been concluded between
Kussia and Montenegro.
E. C. Shaw’s woolen mill at Wales, Mass.,
is burned. Loss $50,000; insurance $19,000 on
building and 12,000 on stock.

20.—The Times

lias tbe fol-

lowing dispatch from Cairo: Ridiculous rumors still prevail here, one of which is to tbe
effect that Russia insists upon Arabi Pasha’s
release and is sending an army to
Egypt to
drive out the entire English army, a proof that
our authority is still
required in Egypt.
The Times’ Constantinople correspondent

telegraphs

that Lord Dufferin has informed
Said Pasha that as the military operations in
Egypt are practically terminated, there is no
longer, in the opinion of Her Majesty’s government, any necessity for a conclusion of tbe
military convention.
The following general order has been issued
to be read at the head of every British
regiment on the successive parades: The Geoeral
Conamaeding-in-Chief congratulates the army
on its brilliant success, crowned
by the capture
of Arabi Pasha and the surrender of Cairo. The
General Commanding-in-Chief feels
prond to
place on record the fact that the brilliant
achievements of the campaign are to be attributed to the high courage and nobie devo°*
rauk8 called upon to show discipline
t10? under
and
exceptional privations to give proof
of fortitude in extreme toil, and to show confor
tempt
danger in battle.
Officers and men
have responded with zeal and alacrity,
adding
another chapter to the long roll of British victories.
The Times has a dispatch from Cairo announcing that Abdellal Pasha, the commander of Damietta, has been shot by his own
soldiers.
xam xlines prints tne
following:
20.
Caibo,
The following account of the Sepfc.
collapse of
Abdellal Pasha’s resistance has been received:
Abdellal summoned his black regiment and
said he expected them to
fight till the last. He
declared that Arabi had turned traitor and
fled, but that Kafr-el-Dwar wus making a
heroic resistance.
The soldiers asked why
they should risk their lives for Arabi and Abdellal. The latter replied that they were not
fighting for him, but for their religion, their
country and the Caliph.
They should be
ready, he said, to die, as he was. The soldiers
replied, then die, and shot him through the
stomach.

London, Sept. 20.—A telegram is pnblished
here stating that in consequence of some dis-

orders

in

the Arab quarter of Cairo General
has threatened in the event of their
renewal to open fire from the citadel. Not
much credence is attached to this report.
Poet Said, Sept. 20.—A summons to surrender was to-day addressed to the commander
of Fort Ghemileh.

Wolseley

Freak Beef Vlarket.

Corrected for the Press daily by Wheeler, Swift
Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Brassed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
Bides. 8
9% Hinds.10%@12!
6% it 7
Hatties. 6%,§ 6%
f°™».
Backs. 0 (§ 8
Pounds. 8%® 9%
Rumps.10 ®14
Loins.16 <gl8
Runic Boins..
gig
S

The trade is brisk and market
steady for straight
eattle. Hinds, however, show a slight falling off
and Fores a corresponding rise.
Br» iu

llarket.

Port land, 3ept. 20.
The following quotations of Grain -ere
received
by telegraph from Chicago to-day by S. H. Barmlnle
« Co., to7 Commercial
street, Portland.
Chicago-Wheat-. -Corn—. —oats
Time.
Seot. Oct. Sept.
Oct.
^
Sept.
Oct
P
10*
9.87..
66
96%
82%
10.0.
101% 96 yg 69
66% 32% 32%
10.30..
101*/* 96% 69
66% 32% 32%
11.00
101% 94% 68% 65% 31% 32%
11.30.. 101% 96
68% 66% 32% 32%
12.00.
101% 94% 68% 66% 32% 82%
12.30
102% 96
69% 66
32*/s 32%
1.08
103
95% 69% 86% 32% 32%
Call-... 103% 95% 69% 66% 32% 32%
_

Foreign Import*.
LIVERPOOL. Bark Beugnela—910 tons lalt, 80
line do Emery & Furbish.

tons

Bnilroutl Receipt*.
Portland, Sept. 19.
Reoeived by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
32 oars miscellaneous merchandMe; tor
connecting
roads 97 ears miscellaneous meichandise.
Miscellaneous merchandise received iby the Portland (fc.Ogdcnsburg Railroad, 36 cars.
—

stock

ainrket.

The following quotations of stocks are receiveand corrected dally by Woodbury A Moulton (mem
bers of the Boston 8took Exchange', ooraer of Middle and Exchange streeis:
NEW

YOEK

O. & M..
Mo. K. & Texas..
Nor, * West’ii prf
Lor’t & Nash.
ilieh. & Dan.
Cen. Pacific.
Texas Pacific.
St. Paul pref.....

STOCKS.

Missouri Pacific.. 107
Wabash preferred 68%
Union Pacific.112%
Bof. Pit.& W.com 21%
St.L. & Frisco 1st
Omaha common.. 62%
—

Dsnrer & R. G... 59
Frisco preferred.. 61 %
Western Union T. 90%
New York Cent’). 134%
Omaha preferred 110%
Lake Shore.110 Vs
Erie...
42%
Nor. Pac. prefer'd 96%
14

—

82%
60
—

Boston* Maine. 157%
Flint * Pere Marquette preferred 96%
L.B. * Ft. Smith. 67

Pacific Mail. 45%
Northweet’n com.146%
North west*n pref.
C. B. & Quincy...133%
St Paul common. 110%
—

St. Joseph pref

—

73%

BO8T03T STOCKS.
Boston Lana.....
7%
Water Power.
3%
Flint S Pere Marquette common. 21%
Hartford SKrie 7s 67
A. T. * 8. F. 83%

60%

jom....

38%
31)%

Marquette,Houjhton * Qnt

70

Summit Branch.. 13

—

Illinois Central..

Mexican Cent’l 7» 83 %
.141%
Michigan Central. 104
Sale* at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Sept. 20.
Portland & Kennebec R. 6s, 1895.lllVi

Urighion Cattle Market.
MAINE POST OFFICES.

For the week

Number of
Presidential Officers
and
Their Salaries—Other Interesting Statistics.
Maine has 957 offices of all classes at present
against 922 when the adjustment of 1880 was
made. This gain of 35 is not large as
compared with the rapidly developing country in the
West, bat it is about the average for the Easas

tern section. In this connection it can be said
that some of the Son I hern States are equaling
the West in the competition for increased postal facilities. This can of course only be accounted for on the ground of increasing intelligence and increased business.
The Pi esidential officers of Maine are 31 in
number. Of the first class there are three—
Augusta, Bangor and Portland. Lewiston has
almost reached the front rank, receiving now
$2900 a year. There is a gain of one in the
first class, however, as Augusta, with an increase of $200, under this adjustment enters
that rank. The second class offices are nine in
number.
This represents a gain of three,
both Calais, Hallowell and Waterville rising
from the third grade.
The third grade numbers 19.
Richmond, Sagadahoc county, made the
largest increase in salary, $400. The next
largest increase is in the case of Waterville,
where a gain of $300 is recorded. Five offices
gain $200 apiece.
They are Augusta, Calais,
Camden, Dexter and Thomaston.
Others receive a single hundred.
The heaviest reduction in salary occurs at
Belfast, where the loss is $200. Both. Machias
and Wascasset lose a single hundred.
There
are very few of the offices in Maine in which a
of
is
not
made.
change
salary
The following statement shows the Presidenolllcroo i»nd

next two

octUtiuo

tea

Bangor.1
Bath.2

Belfast.3
Biddeford.2
Brunswick.3

Bucksport.3

Calais.
Camden.
Dexter.

2
3
3

Kastport.3
Ellsworth.3

Fairfield.3

Farmington.3
Gardiner.3
Hallowell.2
Houlton.'_3
Lewiston.2
Machias.3
Mechanic Falls.3

Norway.3
Portland.1
Richmond.3
Kockland.2
'-.2

Skowhegan.3
Xhomaston.3
Waldoborough.3
Waterville.2

Salary.
52300

3000
3000
2400
1C00
2300
1900
1300
2100
1400
1000
1600
loot)
1300
1600
1900
2000
1600
2900
1100
1100
1200

3000
1000
2100
2300
1000
1000
1100
2000
1100

*
Wiscasset .3
Since the beginning of the year 16 new offices
have been established in the state and three
have been discontinued.
Three offices have
the letter carrier system—Augusta, Bangor
and Portland. Application has been made for
four new routes: From East Livermore Station, via East Livermore Mills, to Hunt’s
Mills; South Hancock to Hancock Point; Orland Village to Dedham Village; and Port
Clyde to Monhegan Island.

A

pair.6
pair.6
pair.6
pair.6

1

new

lbs.
6
8

2700
2800
2700

Price.
$180
$140
$145
$110

7
4
2450
Good Cows sell rsadily, but common grades sell
sales
of
1
verv choice new Milch Cow at $76:
slow;
Mileb at

*6(J.

Veal Calves are in fair demand at 3®8c t> ft live
weight.
Sheep and Lambs—Those from tue West cost,
landed at the yards/Lambs from 6®7c
lb, Sheep
6®6c V ft live weight.
Swine -Western Pat Hogs cost 8V4®9Vbe ®
live weight; Store Pigs 6@9c.

filew York Stack and Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)

New Yokk. Sept. 20—Evening.
Money loaned
down from 7 to 4 and closed (offered 6; prime mercantile paper 6@7.
Exchange is steady at 483 for
long and 488 for short. Governments unchanged,
except 4%s, which are % lower. State bond* are
neglected. Railroad bonds moderately active and

Irregular.

rbe transactions at the

ed_302,000 shares.

Stock Exchange aggregat-

cl0Bl°* <W°t»aon»

01

unitea aiates cm ext....A

Class.

tunes.

Girth.
1
1
1
1

Ivja tUo

years:

Auburn.2
Augusta.1

g»°e

«a.a A

ending Wednesday, Sept. 20.

Amount of stock at market 1862; Sheep aid
Lambs 6000; Swine 13,534; Veals 69; horses 64;
number of Western Oattie 1377 (Eastern and Northern Ca’tl
Milch Cows, Ac., 28b.
Prices of Beef Cattle p 100 lb, lire weight—Extra qu1 lity at 7 o’ 38 37’/a; first quality at 6 50
g
7 3 < hi; second quality 6 5i (8,6 37^; third
quality
at 4 60@5 37>A; poorest grades of coarse Oxen.
Bulls, etc., 3 50®4 37Ml.
Brighton Hides lOo Jt ft; Brighton Tallow 7k4o
@be Jr ft; Country Hides, ? tht, 7%; heavy at 9o
ft. Country Tallow 5c 4’ lb.
Calf Skills 12bke & 1b; Lamb Skins 1 00® 1 12V«
each; Sheep skins 50®75e.
Cattle cost higher at the West, but the trade here
has not improved any over that of one week ago,
prices realised bein» about the same and trade slow.
Working Oxen—There has not been a large lot of
Working Oxen In market for tome time past, a few
pairs beinv all the demand requires. We notice sales
of

PASSION FOB DRAW POKES.

Capt. John Hartley’s Resignation! from
the Army and Its Cause.
A Washington dispatch gives the
following
additional particulars regarding the disappear-

of Capt. John Hartley from
Washington,
and his subsequent resignation from the
army.
He was born in Maine, but was in a Minnesota

ance

regiment during the

war, and was commissiored from that State.
He is supposed to be in
Canada or at his old home in this State.
The
officers at the department are anxious to know
where he is and why he resigned. His actions
for the past few months have been
singular.
About four months ago he was detailed to the
office of the rebellion records, in charge of Col
Scott, and when that officer left on his summer vacation Hartley
was placed over the office. Capt. Hartley is very fond of the natioual game of poker, and indulges i.is love for it
to an inordinate degree.
Finding himself a
chief of bureau, Capt.
Hartley, to be in the
fashion, followed his regular chief and all the
other chiefs away from Washington on a summer trip, and made such a
prolonged stay that
Col. Scott returned ahead of him. |The chief,
not at all pleased to find that his subordinate
had followed his example, asked that he
might
be relieved from duty at the office and sent
back to his regiment.
In the meantime, one
of Crpt. Hartley’s friends in Washington informed him of tne colonel’s return, whereupon
the truant, instead of coming back and
facing
the music, put off in baste for Canada. The
next news from the fugitive came in the
shape
of a resignation, dulv made out aud forwarded
to the department.
The officers had, of course,
been offended by Hartley’s
conduct, but did
not wish to lose him from the
service; so both
Col. Scott and Gen. Ruggles
telegraphed him
to withdraw his resignation and all
would be
well.
Hartley replied that if they were
uiouua auu wisnea 10
ravor Mm, they would
urge the Secretary of War to accept the resignation, npon which Secretary Lincoln took
him at hia word.
Since this correspondence
Hartley’s friends have heard nothing from
and
he
is
him,
supposed to be too busy playing
poker to write. While on duty here Hartley
was knowu to play poker all night and until
noon the next day without a break, aud then
go to the office decidedly the worse for wear.
Of late his passion for cards was supplemented
by a taste for drink, and between the two his
official duties suffered.
It is supposed at the
department that he left the city in order to indulge his favorite pastimes in Philadelphia
and other northern cities, and one story is that
he made suoh a pot that an army officer’s salary is no longer an object.
Whatever may be
the real cause of his resignation, his act is a
his
to
brother
officers.
mystery

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Review of the Whtleinle market*
FOB THB WEEK
KNDINO.Sept. 13.
Few changes are noticed ir the markets the past
week. Bread shows a drop in prices as per quotations. In Drugs, Opium, Quinine and Morphine are
lower. In Fish, prices are steady, except mackerel,
which show an increase of 60c, There are some
changes, as quoted, in Raisins. Nails have advanced 10c. Keroseue Oils are higher. In Seeds,
Red Top is quoted at 4 76(s5 00; Herds-grass at
2 60@2 75. Cloves are 3c olf.
In Grain, Corn
was lower yesterday, but to-day the decline was
partly recovered. Beef is 60c lower. Molasses
continues quiet. Sweet potatoes are easier. Eggs
are in good receipt and easy. No change in poul
try; the supply is small. Ox Hid as are Arm; over
90 ft>8 weight are quoted at 9c^»lb; between 80
and 90 Its at 8o, undei 7c. Bull hides, all weights;

..100%
new,4% g, reg.
112%
new, 4%’s ooip.112%
new, 4’s, reg.119%
new. 4’e. coup.120%

United States
United States
United States
United Stales
Pacitio 6’s of 96.130

The following are the closing quotations of stock
Chicago* Alton.140
Chicago * Alton preferred.
Chicago, Bur. * Quincy.,. 133%
Erie...... 42%
Erie preferred. 87
Illinois Central.141%
—

Lake Shore.
116%
M’chi<»an Central .104%
New uersey Central. 79%
Northwestern.
147 %

preferred.116%

New York Central.134%
Keck Island
136%
Milwaukee * St. Paul.
110 Va
»t. Paul preferred.124%
Union Pacific stock.
112%

Western Union Tel.Co.ex dv. 90%
llemetuc Markets.

<Bv Telegraph.)
***wYr>RR, Sept. 20-Evening.—P lour receipts
14,881 bbls; exports 8038 bbls; dull and strongly
in buyers favor with a very light export and local

trade demand.
Sales 14.9U0 bbls; No 2 at 2 60@3 75; Superfine
Western and State at 3 20®4 16; extra Western
and State 4 10 aft 00;
good to choice Western extra at 610lg8 00;
common
to
©holt
White Whe«*t Western extra 7 00@8 00; fancy
do at 8 1048 25; common to good extra Ohio
at 4 10@T 00. common to choice extra St. Louis
at 4 25®8 25; Patent Minnesota extra at 8
25®
8 25; choice to double extra 8 30® 8 76;
City Mills
extra 6 25® 5 40 for W I.; 700 bbls No 2 at 2 60
@3 75; 900 bbls Superfiue at 3 20@4 15; 1200 bbls
low extra 4 10@4 60; 3700 bbls Winter Wheat oxtra at 4 U @8 00; 4600 bblo Minn, extra at 4 10
@8 75; Southern flour steady; common to fair 4 75
@5 40. Wiieus—receipts 318,520 bush: exports
186.988 bush; cash lots l@2c lower on common
grades; No 2 Red steady; sales 2,063,000 busn ib
eluding 439,000 bush on 8Bot;ungraded Spring 65cungraded Red 90c@l 08%; No 3 do 1 05® 1 06%;
steamer No 2 Red at 1 04% @1 06; INo 2 Red 1 07
@1 07% cer:ittoatos:l 08%(®1 08% delivered; ungraded Wnite at 80c@l 14; No-2 do at 1 09%:No 1
White 8,000 at 1 12%@1 13. Rye is steady 71®
77c. Barley is Ann.
Corn is %@%c higher and
somewhat feverish with a moderate export and fair
speculative trade, closing with a slight leactiou; recent- 13,220 bush; exports 106,712 bush; sales 1,614,000 oush, including 86,000 bush on the spot;
ungraued 70@78%c: No 3 at 76%@77% in elev:
77@77%c delivered; steamer at 76c; No 2 for September at 76%@77c, closing at 77c; October 74%
@75%c, closing at 76%c; November 7l%@72%.
closing at 72c; December closed 67%c; year close*
at 67%; May at 69c.
Ont* cash %@%o lower;

options %(®%c better, closing firm; receipts 80,700 busb;exports-bush; sales 71,200 bush;No 3
at 36%@37c: White ao at 42@42%c; No 2 at 89®
40%c; do White at 46®46%c; No 1 at 39o; White
do at 63c: mixed Western at 32 a.42c; White do at
41@52c; White State 50®52%c. sugar strongly
beldjretining 7 6-16@7 7-16c;reflned Arm:White Kx

0 8%®-%; Yellow do 7%@8%; off A 8%@8%;
cut loaf 9%c; crushed 9% @9% c; powdered 9%®
9%; standard A at 8%@9; granulated at 9%o.
MolRHHrM is steady. Purolruu is unchanged;
united at 78%; refined 7%@8e. ThIIow steady:
sales 65,000 at 8% @8%. Pork is again higher,
closing strong; sales 726 new mess on spot 21 26®
21 37%; 10O Western prime 19 60; lOO clear back
27 00; September 21 10@21 40; October and November 21 15@21 40. liard is 7%c@16c higher
and fairly active on speculation,
very
sales 760 tes prime steam on spot part 12 60; 136
city steam at 12 26®12 30; refined at 12 62% for
continent. Butter is weak; creamery at 30®3lc.

closing*

troug;1

Cheese unsettled.
Freights to Liverpool steady;Wheatp steam 5%d.
Chicago, Sept. 120.—Flour unchanged. Wheat
higher; regular at 1 03 for September; 96%@95%
for Ocwoer; 94%@94%o for November; 93%®94o
year; No 2 Red Winter 1 02%@1 03 cash; 1 03 tor
September; No 2 Chicago Spring same as Winter
and regular; No 3 at 87c; rejected at 66c. Corn is
higher; 69%@69%c cash; • 9% September; 6«%
@66% c for October; 62%@tf3c November; 56% ®
65% « for year; rejected 65c. Oats higher at 32%
@32 %c cash.
At

rue

uiuMiig

chu ui

iut-

unani

[ins

aitsrnoon

Wheat was higher; regular at 1 03%® l 03% for
September; 9o%c for October; 94% for November:
94%@94%0 for year; No 2 Rid Winter at 1 04 for
September; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 04 September;
94%c year. Corn irregular 69%@70c cash; 09%
for September; 66%o October; «2%c November;
66% c for year. Oats higher; 82%®32% for cash;
82%c September; 32%®32%c for October; 32%
®32% November; 32%c year. Pork shade higher
at 21 45@21 47% October; 20 60
NovembcrjlS 90
year. Lard higher at 12 60 for October; 12 70%@

November; 1166 year.
Receipts—13,000 bblcuoor, 280,000 bush wheat.
226.000 bnsbjcorn, 91,00 bashi oats, 18,060 bnsh

12 10

rye. 42,000 bnsh barle/.
Sh paients-13,000 bbls floor. 163,000 bnsh wheal,
37.000 bnsh oorn, 74,000 bnsh oats, 7,000 bnsh
rye, 13,000 bnsh barley.

St. Louis,Sept. 20.—Flour—upper grades better;
family 4 lOct4 20; choice 4«o®4 76; fancy 4 90
®6 20. Wheat higher; No 9 Ited Fall 94ys®96%0
cash; 95c Septembcr;94%®96%cfor October;94%
q;94yfcc November; 96%®96Vsc December, closing
outside prices; No 3 at 89%®92c; No 4 at 82c bid.
Corn higher at 70c for cash; 65®66%c for October;
58%®b8e for November; 80%®61%e the year,
closiog outside prices. Pork higher; Jobbing 21 86.
Lard nominal.
Kooeipts^-6,C09 bbls flour, 40,000 bnsb wheat,
0,000 busn corn, 00,000 bosh oats, 0,000 bnsh
rye. 0.000 bnsh barley.

Shipments—12,000 bblr flour, 19,00C:basb wheat,

11.000 bnsh oorn, 0,000 bash oats, 00,060 bush
barley, 0.000 bush rye.
Dktboit, Sept, 20.—Wheat is Arm; No 1 [White
cash at 1 04; Sept at 1 03% ; October at 1 00%:
November 1 00% bid, 1 00% asked; December at
100%.
New Orleans. Sept. 20.—3otton is ea3y; Middling uplands 12%o.
Mobile, Sept. 20.—Oottoa is weak; Middling uplands 12o.
S A VANNAn. Sept. 20 -Cotton is steady ^Middling
uplands at 11%0.
MSRpaiH.Sept, 20.—Cotton nominal;Middling unlands at 12% a.
Enntrss Marcels.
Bv Telegrapu.
Liverpool, Sept. 20-12.30 P.M-Ootton mukst
dull; Uplands 7d; Orleans 7 3-16d;sales 8,000 tales'
speculation and export 1000 bales,futures dull.
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We do not read anonymous letters and comma x<
cations. The name and address of the writ are in
all oases indispensable, not necessarily for ublicat on but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

Every

regular

furnished

attach* of the Press is

frith a Card certificate signed by Stanley Pullen,
Editor, All railway, steamboat and hotel managers
will confer a favor upon us by demanding credential'of every person claiming to represent our journal.

The Latest Census Bulletin.
The latest bulletin from the Census
Bureau classifies the population of the
United States in 1880 by nativity. The native-born were Whites, 36,843,291; colored,
6,632,549; foreign-born, 6,679,943; total popOf the foreign-born,
ulation, 60,155,783.
2,772,169 were natives of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, 1,960,742
of the German Empire, 717,084 of British
America, 194,337 of Norway, 181,729 of
Sweden, 106,971 of France, 104,541 of China,
and the remainder represent all the countries of the earth.
The bulletin shows that while in 1880 the
total population of Virginia was 1,512,565,
the total number or persons in the United
States who were born in Virginia was 2,118,460; Tennessee, total population, 1,542,359; total number of Tennesseans in the
country, 1,787,504; Ohio population, 3,198,002; Ohioans in the country, 3,302,656;
North Carolina population, 1,309,750; total

North-Carolinians, 1,638,058; Kentucky population, 1,648,690; total Kentuckians, 1,856,310; Georgia population, 1,542,180; Georgians in the country, 1,719,068; Alabama
population, 1,262,505; Alabamians in the
country, 1,319.189; South Carolina popula"
tion, 995,577; South Carolinians in the country, 1,183,311; Vermont population, 332,2SC;
Vermonters in the country 430,041; Maryland population, 934,943; Marylanders in the
country, 958,141; Maine population, 048,936;
natives of Maine in the country, 745,272;
Delaware population, 146,608; Delawareans
in the country, 155,517. In all the other
States and Territories the population is
greater than the total number of natives of
respective States in the whole country.

the

The Northwestern Lumberman makes a
very serious attack on the accuracy of the
lumber statistics of the present census. In
the upper peninsula of Michigan, where 6,000,000,000 feet are given by the census,
twice this are to be found; in Wisconsin a
single tract of 3,000,000,000 feet was omitted
and from a tract estimated at 75,000,000,000,
400,000,000,000 have been sold, and in Minnesota the Lumberman “will stake its reputation” that the Government estimate will
be trebled. As one result of the Government
report, pine and pine lands have advanced
in value—increasing the cost of every house
now building—and the Lumberman says
that the man selected to act as expert “by
instinct, association and policy trains with
the large body of men whose pockets demand that the price of pine lands be forced
to the highest possible notch.” It is plain
that the management of the census cannot
neglect charges of this character.
The President of Mexico, in addressing
tke Congress of that country last Saturday,
ook occasion to congratulate his hearers on
the great advance Mexico hr s of late been
making in material and political "rosperity.
if the improvement was continued, President Gonzales remarked, the Mexican republic would celebrate its centannial in
1921 with as much enthusiasm, and as much
reason for it, as the Americans developed in
1870. President Gonzales is taking a long
look

ahead,

but there is no reason to doubt

the correctness of his prognostication. Certainly the condition of Mexico has wonderfully improved within the last few years. It
9V01UB to

1)ts

luugci ouWjwk

no

W iliwoo iutor

political convulsions to which it
formerly the prey, and by which na-

mittent
was

tional progress was to a great extent paraand it is a country so rich in natura1
resources that its people have it in their
power to become a rich and powerful nation.

lyzed ;

Sesce the summary suppression of Arabi
Bey and his alleged army at the hands of the

British, the report that Itussia is preparing
for a possible war has been revived. It is
probably not without foundation. There is
certain to be more or less trouble in arranging for the administration of the Egyptian

assets, and Russia would not be sorry
have an opportunity to revenge itself

to
on

Great Britain for the part Lord Beaconsfield
played in nullifying the treaty of San StefaThat
no and substituting that of Berlin.
Russia is preparing against a not improbable contingency is no more than likely. The
Russians have, or believe they have, a deep
interest in the settlement of the Egyptian
question, and may be trusted not to let the
English have everything their own way.
The Egyptian collapse is sure to have an
immediate effect on the American market,
because it reopens a source of food and of
cotton which a few days ago appeared likely
to be closed for weeks, certainly past the
period, October and November, in which
Egyptian crops go into the freshly inundated
soil. It is now certain that Egypt will be in
complete peace before the inundation is over, the fellah will return to his daily task
and the coming year will see a crop of cotton and wheat,

less

than

the

customary

30,000,000
600,000 bales of the f jrmer
bushels of the latter, usually produced, but
still large enough to furnish a surplus for
English export. Still more, the Suez Canal
and the Indian supply is now rendered safe.
or

Congressman Ellis, of Louisiana, sighs
for the Democratic party as it once existed>
“not alone the name but the principles.”
This man wants to eo back to the time
when the Democracy pronounced the war a
failure, declared the constitutional amendments invalid and resumption impractica-

sion had a

right

would be in the

do, the
minority.

to

Mormon

voters

Tiie Mayor of Danville, Va., having
cently killed his Chief of Police, has been
tried for murder and honorably acquitted.
It is to be hoped that other States will not
re-

so readjust their municipal matters as to
permit of police “removals” after the Danville fashion, since that might render the

office of Chief far from covetable. It is not"
able that ideas in Virginia relative to shoot
ing people differ very materially from those
entertained elsewhere.
The Boston Post had an airy correspondent in this State pro. to election. He predicted a great victory for Pla'stod. Since he
"Ot sque'ched here he las ir’gra- ’.to New
Hampshire and sends utopian ca'culations
about that Slate to cheer the Democrats on
to defeat. One can rest assured the louder
a victory the surer the
the Post clain
Democrats

are

of defeat.

The attention of our young readers is
called to the predictions of the Argus prior
to election. Our young men ought to cut
out some of the brag of that paper and
scrap book for future use.
Older Republicans don’t need any such advice. The Argus has done the same thing

paste them in

a

for twenty-two years and can’t help making
wrong statements.
Abthub C. S. Jackson appears to outrank Toots as a letter-writer. If it is not
the long handle to his autograph that eggs
him on to waste ink it must be the fact that
he is one of the one hundred men Josh Billings speaks of “who are fools and don’t
know

lt.”_____

It is rumored that the Hon. Charles n.
Chase is to assume the character of Jonah
in a new act called “Bouncing a King, or
The Last of the Tabulators,” in which
Chase is made to appear as too heavy a load
and is fired.

Most noteworthy, perhaps, are the two
portraits of Abraham Lincoln, which have
never before been published. The larger of
these, the frontispiece of the magazine, engraved by Cole, is a fine copy of an ambrotype

House Bix weeks before the President’s death.
These remarkable portraits enable us to see
the groat change which was wrought in the
features of Lincoln between 1860 and 1865.
With the portraits are published letters
giving
the history of the originals, and a paper entitled Ho w Lincoln was Nominated, by Frank
B. Carpenter, who throws new light on the in-

The coalition of the Democrats and
Greenbackers in Michigan is in a fair way to
The
meet the fate of the Maine Fusion.
Greenbackers have discovered that they are
in the company of questionable characters.
Boiled crow is out of favor among political epicures of the Democratic stripe in
this State judging by the profanity one
hears from them at the mention of the
dish.

it,

feeling

akin to sea sickness.

Tub Albany Argus tires of Fusion and
Maine, and advises a search for the old Democratic party.
The Utility of Drunkenness.
A

Novel Illustration of the
the Fittest.

of

Survival

[Gentleman's Magazine.]!

early argumentative struggles

be-

tween the advocates of total abstinence from
alcohol and their opponents, the latter believed
they settled the question by affirming that
“these things are sent for our use,” and therefore that it was flying in the faceof Providence
to refuse a social glass. This and many similar arguments have subsequently been overturned by the abstainers, who have unquestionably been victorious “all along the line,” especially since Dr. B. W. Kichardson has be.
their commander-in-chief.
In spite of this, I am about to charge their
serried ranks, armed with an entirely new
weapon forged by myself from material supplied by the late Dr. Darwin, my thesis being

come

that the drunkenness which prevails at the
present day is promoting civilization and the
general forward progress of the human race.
Malthas demonstrated long ago that man,
like other animals, has a tendency to multiply
more rapidly than the means of supporting his
increasing numbers can be multiplied; he and
his followers regarded this t ndency as the
primary source of poverty and social degradation. Darwin, starting with the same general
law, deduces the very op[ ite conclusion respecting its influence on each oarticnlar species, though his antagonism to Malthas does not
prominently appear, seeing that his inferences
were mainly
the lower animals.
applied t

Darwin shows that the onward progress, the
development, or what may be described as the
collective pro'perity of tue i,
is brought
about by over-multiplicat o
followed by a
necessary struggle f<" exisi mce, in the course
of which the infercr or unsuitable individuals
are weeded out, and "the survival
of the fittest” nece sarily follows; t iese superior or
more suitab'e specimens transmit more or less
of their advantages to their offspring, whioh,
still multiplying excessively, are again and
similarly sifted and improved or developed in a
boundless course of forward evolution.
In the earlier stages of human existence, the
fittest for survival were those whose brutal or
physical energies best enabled them to struggle
with the physical difficulties of their surroundings, to subjugate the crudities of the primeval
plains and forests to human requirements.
The perpetual struggles of the different tribes
gave the dominion of the earth to those best
able to rale it; the strongest and most violent
human animal was then the fittest, and he survived accordingly.
Alien

came

auoiuer

era

oi

unman

enort

gradually culminating in the present period.
In this, mere muscular strength, brute physical

power, and mere animal energy have become
less and less demanded as we have, by the aid
of physical science, imprisoned the physical
forces of nature in our steam-boilers, batteries,
etc., and have made them our slaves in lieu of
human prisoners of war.
The coarse muscular, raving, yelling, lighting human animal
that formerly led the war-dr noe, the hunt, and
the battle, is no longer fittest for survival, but is,
on the contrary, daily becoming more and more
out of place.
His prize-fights, his dog-fights,
his cnoirnita, «nd bnll baiting are uracticallv
abolished, his fox-hunting and bird-shooting
are only carried on at a great expense by
a
wealthy residuum, and by damaging interference with civilized agriculture. The unfitness
of the remaining representatives of the primeval savage is manifest, and their survival is
purely prejudicial to the present interests and
future progress of the race.
Such being the case, we now require some
means of eliminating these coarser, more brutal, or purely animal specimens of humanity,
in order that there may be more room for the
survival and multiplication of the more intellectual, more refined, and altogether distinctively human specimens. It is desirable that
this should be effected by some natural or
spontaneous proceeding of self-extinction, performed by the animal specimens themselves.
If this self-immolation can be a process that is
enjoyable in their own estimation, all the objections to it that might otherwise be suggested
by our feelings of humanity are removed.,
Now, these conditions are exactly fulfilled by
the alcoholic drinks of the present day when
used for the purpose of obtaining intoxication.
The old customs that rendered heavy drinking
a social duty have passed away, their only remaining traces being the few exceptional
cases of hereditary dipsomania still to be found
here and there among men and women of delicate fiber and sensitive organization.
With these exceptions, the drankards of our
time are those who.e constitutions are so
coarse, so gross and brutal, that the excitement
of alcoholic stimulation is to them a delicious
sensual delirium, a wild saturnalia of animal
exaltation, which they enjoy so heartily that
every new raving outbreak only whets their
appetite for a repetition. While sober they actually arrange and prepare for a forthcoming
holiday booze; work and save money for the
avowed purpose of purchasing the drink and
its consequent ecstasies, which constitute the
chief delights of their existence. When a
professional criminal hrs “served his time,”
and is about to be released from prison, his
faithful friends club together to supply him
with the consolation of an uninterrupted course
of intoxication: tie longer its duration the
greator bis happiness, and the deeper his obligations of gratitude to the contributing “pals.”
We know that such indulgence has swept
away the Red Indian savage from the American Continent, and prepared it for
a
higher
civilization, as the mammoth and grizzly bear
have made way for the she op and oxen; and
this beneficent agent, if allowed to do its natural work, will similarly remove the savage elements that still remain ?% impediments to the
progress

oi

rue more crowueu

Northwest,

1

which describes the life and natural features
of the country between the Rockies and the
Cascade Ranges, including the new wheat
fields of Idaho and Washington; an admirable
statement of The Growth of the United States

by Francis A. Walker, the Superintendent of
the last census; and an account by Judge Farman, late Consul-General at Cairo, of his Negotiations for the Obelisk, with much that
bears on the troubles in Egypt of which the
present rebellion is the grand sequel. The last
mentioned paper is illustrated, as also are Robert H. Lamborn’s interesting description of
Life in a Mexican Street; S. G. W. Benjamin’s
paper on The Corcoran Gallery of Art; Charles
H. Farnham’s description of Quebec, or The
Gibraltar of America; David C. Barrow, Jr.’s,
lively account of A Georgia Corn Shacking;
and Charles G. Leland’s useful and suggestive

BY W. MATTIEU WILLIAMS.

In the

side history of that memorable contest. Other
articles of practical or timely value i-re E. V.
Smalley’s third paper on the New

commu-

nities of the Old World. If the e who love alke of the excitement
coholic drinks for the
they induce s re only supplied with cheap and
abundant happiness, our crimmat and pauper
population will be reduced to a minimum.
It 's commonly suppo 3d tnai, because nearly
all criminals are drunkards, therefore drunkenness is the chief c-rie o' crime.
This is a
confusion of cau
with effect. Crime and
to
drunkenness go
tetter bee-use they are concurrent effects of toe same organization. Alcoholic stimulation merely remove! prudence
and brings out true character without restraint
or diBguise.
The brute who beats his wife
when drunk would do t! when sober if he
dared and could; but what we call the sober
state is with him a condition of cowardly depression and feebleness due to the reaction of
If a number of quairelsome
intoxication.
men assemble and drink
together, they finish
with fighting. If a similar number of kindly
disposed men dr:nk together, they overflow
with generosity, profuse friendlinets, and finally become absurdly affectionate. The citizen who would have subscribed but one guinea
to a charity before dinner will give his name
for five af' jr the “toast of the evening.”
My general conclusion is that all human beings (excepting the few dipsomaniacs abovenamed), who are tit to survive as members of a
civilized community, will spontaneously avoid
intemperance, provided no artificial pressure
of absurd drinking cust ims is applied to them,
while those incapable of the general self-restraint demanded by advancing civilization,
who cannot share its moral and intellectual refinements, are provided by alcoholie beverages
with the moans of “happy dispatch,” and yvill
be gradually sifted out by natural alcoholic selection, provided no legislative violence interferes with their desire for “a short life and a
merry one.”

Democratic Opinion of Fusion.
The Manchester Union, the leading Democratic paper of Now Hampshire, conducted by
Stillson Hutchins, esq., who presided over the
New Hampshire State Convention,
speaks thus of the Fusion defeat in Maine:
“The alliance in Maine was an unnatural
one in the beginning. Its first and only success was the result of blind luck and pure unadulterated awkwardness. It was evident from
the first day of the contest that there was no
discipline, no organization, no real unity of
purpose, but a lot of forces akin to Falstaff’s
soldiers, who did not really know what they
wanted.
It is again demonstrated that it is never politic for an organized national party to follow after the strauge gods who get up local issues
with the idea that the whole world revolves
about them. Mr. Flaisted was perhaps well
enough, considered by himself and in the abstract, hut tlie ten or fifteen thousand men he
took with him out of the Republican racks,
and to whom fifty or sixty thousand Democrats made an almost complete surrender, were
"Ot of the Btuff of which either heroes or reformers are made. The tail went through the
business of wagging the dog with all the seriousness possible, and at last it
really came to
believe that it was both dog and tail, only to

paper on Handwork in the Public Schools, a
new departure in education which, here, for
the first time, finds record in the magazines.
Short papers ot literary interest are, Some

(hitherto unpublished) Letters

of
Charles
with an intrc

Lamb to John Howard Payne,
duetion by R. 8. Chilton, and William P. Andrews’s account of An Inspired Life—that of
Jones Very, the New England poet. Mr. Howells brings A Modern Instance to a close, in

chapters

that have not been surpassed for dramatic power and interest in the previous chapters of this story, which is accepted as the best

he has yet written. Mrs. Barnett further develops the aim of Through One Administration, on the side of the lobby, and the short
story of the number, entitled Five Hundred
Dollars, is by the author of those remarkable
st tries Eli and Tbe Village Convict.
The poems of the number are by the late
Lan-

Sidney

ier, Mr. Boyesen, Frances Hodgson Barnett,
H. C. Banner, S. M. B. Piatt, Robertson
Trowbridge, J. P. Irvine, and in Bric-h-Brac,
by J. A. Macon and others. Topics of the Time
discusses the rising generation at the South,
burial reform, and other important
questions,
and the other editorial

was

neither.
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Parties wishing to make money in Stocks should
communicate with the old established firm of

JOHN A. DODGE & CO..

BANKERS AND STOCK BROKERS,
No. 13 Wall (Street, New
York,
who will send free full information
showing how
large profits may be realized on investments ot

$1,000.

___feb!8eodly

Buy Now While the Assortment is Complete.

Clews &

18

STREET,

Co.,

NEW YORK.

(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Stocks and Bonds bought and sold only on com-

mission for cash or on margin.
Deposits received.
4J « cent. flowed on all daily balances. Members
of N. Y. Stock Exchange and the
Chicago Board of
1 rade. Private wire to Chicago.

N. Y. City

Branches.

\ £5? groadway.

eepl9

6s
6s
6s
5 l-2s
6s
6s
6s
7s

...

Fort Wayne
...
ISt. Louis County
Northern Pacific R. R.
“

II. M. PAYSOY & CO.
32 Exchange Street.

eodtf

We Offer Tor Sale
choice line of

City, Town

and Railroad

Securities.

Woodbury & Moulton
Exchange Sts.

Jy14

eodtf

BONDS.
Portland Water Co.. 1st Mort.

6s

Cincinnati,

g8

Cincinnati,.6s
Cook

County

7s
7a

Evansville JLnd.,

Chicago...
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. 1st Mort.,
Eastern
Car Trust

m.

..

...

Me.

*nch7

MUNICIPAL

$1,400,432.00

North Western of Milwaukee,
TOTAL ASSETS,

$1,036,280.00.

Shoe and Leather of Boston.
ASSETS

$938,343,00.

■

Transatlantic, of Hamburg.
131,919.33

Assets in the United States,

$435,5

ASSETS

$243,637.00.

Nobby Curl Brim Derby, High and Low
Crown, the Leading Style. Look at

Dwellings, Household
Perry’s Special Styles
niture, &c.,
in Nobby Hats for Young Men.
the aders in stock.

5.00.

Atlantic, of Providence.

ROUND TOP

MEN’S

$330,111.86.

Lion, of London.

in Soft and Stiff Hats, just received.

YOUNG

SURPLUS,

Also,

031.39

for Re-

insurance,

YOUNG MEN’S FALL STLYES

ready.

nsured for

A11

a

term of years
term?.

on

SILK
made toorder and

E. N.

a

eodtf

FOR

Bonds

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

STO O KS
bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic qaotationg from New York
Stock Exchange.

HANSON,
Street.

eodtf

TELEPHONE

Easy Glees and Part Songs

31 EXCHANGE ST.
CA.I.C, FOR.DOC('nE!VT!«.

YOUR CAPITAL.

wlU

in

_

speculations, can dosobyopereS^C-B.3 ating on our plan. From May 1st,
1881, to the present date, on investments of $10.00 to $1,000, cash
been realized and
WHEAT Prutit8tokave
investors amounting to
paid
several times the original investment, still leaving: the original investment making money or paybJSjSJ
«ibl< »n demand. Explanatory cir-

First-rate Anthems are found in Perkins’ ANTHEM II ARP ($1.25)Emerson’s K<»OK OF
AMERICAN
ANAN1HEMH ($1.25).
THEM B’K($1.25), and t*EM GLEANER
($1.) by Cha iwick.

CO.,

1

on

^

separate Octavo Choruses, Glees and
Anthems, each 6 to 10 cents.

sepl6

Thos desiring to make money
small and medium investments
grain, provisions and stock

^

or more

OLIVER DITSON &

8ep8d3wis

INCREASE

found in abundance in Perkins’ new CHORAL CHOIR ($1,)
new
PEERLEM9 (75 cts.), also in Emerand his
OF PRAISE ($1.) and
son’s HERALD
IDEAL (75 cts.)
are

Scenic Cantatas, as JOSEPH’S BONDAGE,
($1.00). by Chadwick, BEL§H * ZZAR ($.), by
Butterfield, and the classic a>€>N 11UNIO (§1.50),
COMAE A (80 cts.) and CHRISTMAS (80
cts.), by Gutterson
Send for lists and descriptions.
Any book mailed for retail price.

331.

Office

Glees and Choruses, easy and difficult .are found
in Emerson’s CIIOBUS BOO k ,($ I .OO.) Per.
kins’ AMEBICAN OLE K BOOK, ($1.50.)
Cobb’s
FESTIVAL
CHORUS
KOOK,
($1.23.) Perkins’ GLEE AND CHORUS
BOOM, ($1.) GER MAN FOUR-PART
SONGS, ($1.50,) and Zerrahn’s INDEX, ($1.)

[

culars and statements of fund W
We want responsible
sen< freeOTOPK^
u
1 v/vivo
agoiu-s, who will rei>ort on crops
and introduce the plan. Liberal
CPlIPfera commissions paid. Address,
Fll MM1N« A MERKIAM. ComwBwl>9 mis i»n M-• ruhiuits, ilnjor Block,
C’hl
go. 111.

■felHIBI

dly

u28

Boston.
ST&T&w

EITIBROIDERIES.
i

Stamping

and

Designing.

CEOWELS
from the Royal School o
A Serirl

Story by Edward
Payson.

tho
October, the Daily
the first chapter of
ON•publish
2d of

Advertiser will

ROLY’S PROPHECY.

Payson, author of “Doctor Tom.*
The scene opens in England, but is soon shifted
to America, where the greater part of the action

By

$1.60.

sep20d3t

NOTICE!

MANUFACTURED

BY

Washington Butcher’s Sous

ARRIVED.

10000 Bush. Turks Island, cargo “C. M.

Richardson.”
2<>000 Bush. Turks Island, cargo “Dida
£. Clark.”
In store, lOOOOlluah. Liverpool.
Also for dairy use. English Dairy, IIigFalk’s Ac., Arc.
Tlie former we import direct and from
the testimony of many farmers, who have
used it, and without any doubt, state it has
uo superior ns to quality aud price.

gin’s Eureka,

BAlffA

GREAT SAYING OF EXPENSE.

An Absolutely Pure Vegetable Oil,

dtf

SALT) SALT!

gel

OLIVE BUTTER!

BIjM ST.

JUST

GO.

H1
dim

The
selS

Maine, 1
Portland, Sept. 20, 1882. J
PURSUANT to the rules of the Circuit Court, of
the United States, District of Maine, Notice
is hereby given, that GEORGE D. PARKS, of
Brunswick, in said District, has applied to the undersigned for admission as an attorney and counsellor of said Circuit Court,
A, H. DAVIS,
Clerk of the U. S. Circuit Court.
sep20d3t
of

I

BOSTON.

Fall

Opening

of

BOYS’

and MEN’S Suits.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Buies
for Self measure.
When you

come

to

Boston

“VISIT OAK HALL.”
G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
se5

32-44 north Street, Boston.
eod&wlmnrin

DRESSES
DYED
WITHOUT

RIPPING.

LEW ANDO’S

FRENCH DYE HOUSE,
17 Temple Place,

BOSTON, U. S. A.
Price List Sent Free.

aug31eod&wlm

For

Gilbert’s Dancing Academy.

Three

For

COMMENCING

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER Slat,

SMOKE THE 444 CIGAR.

O’BRION'

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

COAL.
Domestic Coals
Prices.

a

Specialty,

at

Lowest Market

322 Commercial Street,
Brown’s
PORTLAND,

W laari

cepld2m

TOMPKINS & HILL^S BOSTON THEATRE CO,
TIMIPKIVS, Haaagtr.

EITCENE

Producing for the first time here, the greatest
success of the age, known as tha

with

WORLD,

special

cidents and
THU

and

new scenes and powerfully realistic
effects, including

in-

EXPLOHION,

presented

TU*£ 18 AFT,
THE EMC APE,
with a remarkably strong cast.

PRICES:—Evening. fl.OO, 75 cts. 60 cts. and
35ot8. Matinee, 76 cts. and 50 cts.
Sale of seats TUESDAY, Sept. 19th.
dlw
seplG

GRAND

COICERtT

CITY TTAT.T.,
Thursday Eve’g, Sept. 28, 18S2.
—

Miss

BY

—

Georgia May Latham.
appearance in Portland.
She will be assisted by

Her first
—

♦

—

Miss ADDIEC. REED, Soprano,
Miss MARIO.N 0SU00D, Violinist,
—

AND THE

—

MRS. HAWES. Soprano,
mrs. j. king Morrison, contralto,
MR. ALBERT PENNELL, Tenor,
MR. J. L. SHAW, Batto,

sep20dtd

MR. HARVEY MURE?, Accompanist,
Prices, 60 and 76 cts.

HARRY WJFRENCH

IllnstratedLectores.
Brilliantly

CITY

Friday Evening, Oct. 20th.

TT&Stf

Funmnm
Me Your Foetwi Yen and Have Them fafectlj led,
Ladles’ fine New York Boots a specialty. Wood& Gardside’s Boots on Congress Street.
French Kid with Matt Iti d Tops, all widths, sizes
and half sizes. Walking Boots Opera
Toe, Cut Toe,
new and stylish, all widths and sizes.
Boyd’s New' York Boots, in French Kid, Oil Goat
and Cloth Top. Our increasing trade on fine
goods
compels us to keep the best, from the narrowest to
the widest, your long slim narrow feet
perfectly tit-

Gant#’ Calf Balmoral, all widtfli*, sizes and haif
sizes. Prices, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50, $4.00
and $4.50.
Gents’ Calf Congress, from the narrowest to the
widest, AA, A. B. C. D. E. and F.
Tour wide troublesome joints properly fitted.
Gents’ English Grain Balmoral for the B. R.

Headquarters for Curacoa Kid Button. Medium
price goods a specialty. The worth ef your money

Haml Pegged Wescott Calf Boots the most

mange e

led.

each and every time.
Fall and Winter Boots

from the narrowest to the

widest.
Boots and Shoes sent by mail, postage prepaid.

durable Boot on earth.
Gents’Machine Sewed Morocco Leg Calf Boots.
A. B. C. D. Ac G. sizes and half sizes.
Boys Stylish Calf Balmoral and Congress Boots.

Greenland and Nar way.

BENEATH THE HIM ALYAS.
The Sacred

Congress Street, Sign of Gold Boot.

BROWN,THESHOE DEALER.
J

ee9

LIEBIG

eodtf

COMPANY’S
EXTRACT
OF MEAT

fr.m
Source.

the

angr*

Sem

Holiday Evening, Oct.

to

its

SOth.

THE NEW REPUBLIC.
Paris and Fra nee.

.Holiday Evening, Nov. Gth.

ACROSS OUR CONTINENT.
From the

Golden Gate

Boston Harbor*

to

Thursday Eveiling, Nov. 16th.

PEDAL, ORAAMEATS A AD PROTECTORS

421

the list of subjects and dates:

Friday Fvcning, Oct. 20th.

narrow

Boots.
Gents’

is

The Shores of the Polar Seas.

widths.
Gents’ Cloth Top Congress Balmoral and Button

trade,

HALL,

beginning

1

IORDAN AND THE NILE,

Through Syria

and

Egypt.

Thursday Evening, Dec.

14^.

Conrse Tickets, with Reserved Seats, have been
placsd at tire exceedingly low price oi *1.00 and
$1.60, according to location. Evening Tickets 60

cents.

Reserved seats 60 and 75 cents to members haying tickets signed by the President.

Tickets and reserved seats for sale at
Stockbrldge's
Tuesday morning, Sept 26. at 9 o’clock.
The lectures begin at 8 o’clock.
se21d5t

L0RI9IG, SHORT & HARMON,

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUGES.
An invaluable
and debility.

and palatable onic in all

cases

of weak

digestion

CAUTION.—-Genuine ONLY with
fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signa-

at»°°nfor which Nations should feel grateful.”
ture in Blue Ink across Label. This
—•See Medical Preto, Lancet, British Medical Journal, Ac.
Caution IS necessary owing to
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers, and Chemists.
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale only) C. David & Co., various cheap and il ferior 3Ub9, Fenchorch Avenne, London, England.
stitutes
in the Market.

ls19

tssnsi

..

..

being

dlawTh

my 4

CUMBERLAND COUNTY FAIR WEEK
AT

E. H. SISE A CO.’S FURNITURE WARE
No. 229 Middle and 12

ROOMS,

Temple Streets.

SPECIAL SALE OF TABLES.-Cousisttug of Parlor, Library, Italian Warble, Shell, Tennessee and Inlaid Warble. Extraordinary inducements to be offered in all goods in our line purchased during
Fair Week.

CUSTOM BOOTS
Having taken the

store

NO. 7 TEMPLE STREET,
OPP. FVLtlOlTIl

DON'T FOKGET THE NUWBEK,

middle

Street,

and 12

Temple

Street.

jytt____eodly

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED,
and Elm Streets.

HOTEL,,

I shall oontinue the manufacture of fine

Boots and Shoes to

Measure,

Bring the best stock In the market, and having socure! some of the finest workmen in New England,
am prep tred to make any style Boot or shoe desired, and guarantee satisfaction. Thanking my
friends and the public generally for their patronage
in the past, I solicit your future orders.

Hallett, Davis & Co.’s

DRESS

GOO

S

Hplbdvf

DEPARTMENT !

BARB ADOES^MOl/ASSES.

Hbds. Choice Ilarbadoes Molasses from cargo
of Bark “Favorite,” also all gtade3 Cienfueand Porto Kico for sale low by

260
gos

SMITH, GAGE & CO,
130 & 13S Commercial St.

d3w

Bel 8

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
arc

Also

several other

good manufacturer’s

make,

For Sale and to Let.

Flower Pots and Brackets,
sc20

PIANO

d4t

COVERS

and

STOOLS.

-AT—

We have just received and opened one of the largest and finest assortments of Fall and Winter Dress Goods that we have ever displayed. Also an elegant line of Fancy ami Plain Velvets and Plushes
which are in great demand this season.

A large portion of these goods were selected from some of the lirst
importations, audfor that reason we are enabled to show a BETTER
furthermore the
assortment than if we had deferred it until now;
price on many things lias advanced considerably since our purchase
of
of these goods, for reason of the SCARCITY
them; therefore we
give our Customers the advantage of the low prices.

selling

AT LOW PRICES.

MAINE.

Orders received by Telephone.

—

AJLSOJIT.

septl__d3w

CHAS. H.

OF

PIANO FORTES.

One Pound of Olive Balter Will n0 the
Work of Two Pounds of Lard.

GROCER FOR

Saturday

and

Evenings

Matinee.

Lnrd.

ASK YOUR

on

Class for young Ladies’ and Gentlemen commences Monday evening, Oct. 2.
Class for young Ladies, Thursday,
Oct. Sth, at 4 p. m.
Class for Juveniles, Saturday, Oct.
7th. at 2.30 and 4.30 p. m.

Is

Better Than
Cooking Purposes
Fully Equal to Butler, and
at Much Less Cost Than Either.

Trot

to

Collin's Millltary Band will furnish music at tbJ
Park in the afternoon and City Hall in the even'jg.
All entries to be made at the Secretary’s office,
J. «J. Frye, No. 23 Preble Street,; where any one
se5d3w
wishing premium lists can get them.

pondent

Hatter, k 237 Middle Street.

PHILADELPHIA.

“OAK HALL,”

ady Entered

Wednesday.

Following

229

Notice.
Distbict

all

are

tion have the p’easure to annoance that they have
secured the services of Mr. Harry W. French oZ
Boston, the well known art erii ic, trav elor, corresand author, to deliver five of his Superbly
Illustrated and
Descriptive Lectures, at

MERRY

TON EMBROIDERIES.

3

47 Coles

The Portland Young Men's Christian Associa-

SOUTH KENSINGTON.
given in KENSING-

11y20

TROTTING PREMIUMS $1500.

Portland Concert Company

Art,

E. FAIRWEATHER

21st and 22d.

Special exhibit of Fruit and Flowers. Also goods
manufacture 1 and sold by Portland merchants.

d3t

Hundreds of New Fine Goods from New York.
Some new and all the extreme Shapes. Do not buy
until you have looked them over.
Hats to suit you and prices to suit you.
Finest selection of Children’s and Boys’ Hats.
Best assortment of Fall Gloves, street wearSpecial Agent for Dunlap & Co.’s celebrated Stiff
and Silk Hats of New York.
$3.50 will buy one of our entire New Silk Hats.

Instruction

IV!.

STREET.

----

SEEDLEWOR^.

Edward

takes place. The plot is much more elaborate than
thptof “Doctor Tom,” and the narrative is more
animated.
The publication of the story will take about three
months, and subscriptions for that period will be
taken at the Advertiser office, 197 Federal street,
Portland. It will be impossible to supply back
numbers.
Subscribers will receive every evening, in addition to the story, all the despatches of the Associated Press, giving day by day the history of the
struggle for the control of the next Congress,together with the current, local and general
news.[
The paper will be delivered by carrier within
city limits, or by mail anywhere, three months «or

Little,

COME IN
YOUR HAT
HAS
ARRIVED

highly favorable

nished-averaging $125,000 weekly.

MUSICAL SOCIETIES.

$6.00.
$7.00.
$8.00.

Fur-

and its Policies are continually increasing in value.
A Policy for $3,600, on a well b nown citizen oi
Portland, is now $9,000. Another for $3,000 is
now over $7,500. and another of $8,000 is now
over $18,000.
No other Company in the world
can show such results.
for
Death
Claims and Endowments are
Payments
made immediately after satisfactory proofsjare fur-

245 middle Street.
sep2

&

i-.

Its RAXES of PREMIUM are 16 per cent LOW
EH, its DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Great*
er than any other Life Company in the
WOrtLD,

PERRY,

HELD

Also Thompson's Colt Race, which must
draw a large crowd.

IMPERFECT.

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

County

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
TO BE

Blankets,

CONGRESS

sepl9

YORK, Established 1843.
CASH ASSETS over $93,000,000.

perfect fit warranted.

Cumberland

FRANK CUBTIS .Proprietor and Manager.

516

OF NEW

HATS

—

Sept, 19th, 20th,

Millett

ATNO AGENTS FOR TIIE OLD

A NOVEL.

194 Middle

Western, of Toronto, Can.
TOTAL ASSETS,

Fall Style Silk flats

ON THE VERGE; Oil,

-AND

oct8

1,419,321.00.

MET

eodtf

SAMUEL

$1,000,000.00.

■

Assets in the United States,
L ahilit'es. including reserve

U. S. Called Bonds cashed.

Railway

1,794,303.00

CASH CAPITAL,
Total Asse

STREET.

MIDDLE

7e
6s
6s

BARRETT,
Portland,

|

JOHN
FRYE, Secretary,
23 Preble Street, Portland*

245

$1,000,000.00

Orient, of Hartford.

to be mile heats, best 3 in 5 to
in No. 3. Races will be startc i at

-FOR SALE BY-

186 Middle St.,

National, of Hartford.

2 P. M.

S6l8d5t

$1,209,400.00.

JwoSaftly

CASH CAPITAL
Total Assets

THE

—

This company conducts its business under the re
strictions of the New York Safety Fund Law. The
Funds together equal $1,100.-

races

U. S. 4 per ct. Bonds, Registered and
Coupon,

SWAN &

Total Cash Assets,

No. 10—Same Day—Free for all Horses
owned or held for service iu Maine.
Purse 9SOO—Divided 9150, 940, 950, 940.
Ira P. Woodbury, Portland.b. g. Tom Keeler
Sylvester Furlong, Portland..b. in. Wellington
B. F. Trask, Lew sSton.Dandy J.
C. H. Prine, Deering.Bell Fitsburg

harness, except

$15,000,000.

OF

Engagement Extraordinary,

$3,000000.00.
4,309,972.00.
over

FORTY-FIFTH ANNUAL FAIR

$1.

Continental of New York,

Casspudra

No. 0—Fourth Day, Friday, Sept. 22d,
2.50 Class.
Purse 9150—Divided 965, 945, 945, 945
J. B. Woodbury. Lewiston.b. m. Drummer Girl
E. A. Wearnan, Hiram .ch. g. C. II. Gould
Morrill & Gibbs, Bangor .blk. m. Fannie W
I. T. Winans, Vassalboro.g. g. Belmont Pilot
B. W. French, Liveriro e Favs.blk. g. Harry
F. R. Hayden, Rv.mford PoinJ.ch. m. Cassandra
H. G. Waketield, Holds Centre.... .b. g. Wonder
F. C. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth.blk. m. Fanny M
A. E. Scribner, Portland.. .b. s. Glen Knox
H. A. Libby, Gardiner .blk. g. Centurion
Robinson Dean, Bucktleld.Robert D.
A. T. Cobb, Dealing.Flora
A. I. Allen, East Hebron.blk. s. Gov. Morrill
W. D. Kamsdell, Knightville.Humming Bird
IraP. Woodbury, Portland
.Lady Independence

1000

Cor. Middle &

.ch.

William Hezeltine, Lovell...

and other desirable securities, for sale by

a

Total Assets
Losses paid,

Sylvester Furlong, Portland.bg. s. Wellington
F. C. Nutter, Cape Elizabeth.blk. m. Fanny M
b. g. Wonder
H, G. Wakefield, Hollis Centre.

d2t

imperfections in the above Blankets are hardly
or perfect goods of the same
are sold for $8, $9 and $10 per pair.
We oifer at the same time, 40 dozen of Ladies’
sel3
dtf
Merino Underwear for Fall wear at 80 cts. per pair,
PORTL AN DT H EAT R Eworth

ARTFORD, CONN.

CAPITAL,

se20

~W~9 m 9 CS

The

InsarancelCompaBy,

Phflenix

20th,

noticeable and the regular

tne post fitting liat in the market.

Cleveland

maylO

thFol

J. B. Woodbury, Lewiston.ch. s. Lone Star
Walter G. Morrill, Dexter.b. s. Aroostook Boy
I. T. Winans, Vassalboro ..blk. n>. Fondling
E. A. Weaman, Hiram.eh. g. C. H. Goulu

Point

$5,364,504.44.

•■■ ■

T?

11-4
12-4
134

SIZE,

THE SELF CONFORMING STIFF HAT,

BONDS.

“
Southern
Maine Central

TOTAL ASSETS.

Total Assets In V. S.,
783,617.25
Losses paid over $114,000,000.

No. 8—Same Day—2.84 Class.
Purse $JOO-Divided $00, $60, $JO,F$jO.

Hayden, Romford

Company,

OF LONDON, ESTABLISHED 1TS2.

No. 7—Third Day, Thursday, Sept. 21st,
Running ltace.
Purse $100—Divided $50, $<5, $15, $10.
John M. Lanlin, Portland.Jim T.
Portland..... Lady Norwood
Duchey,
F. O. Woodbury.Jumbo
E. McKay......Star Light

eodtf

Portland Mnnicipal
St. Louis

Phoenix Assurance

The following is a complete list (except the Colt
races) of the several entries:

F* R.

_

(illTI.V

Cumberland Comity Ti mans Mis tann.
SIZE,
II
W.
UTILE
ton. SIZE,
FAIR !
A Full List of Special Trotting Entries.

the benefit of a free bed in the Maine General
Hospital, will be held at
Wo. 441 C'ongreiici Ntreet,Farrington Block,
Weduewday and ThuriMlay of ibU
week, Afternoon nod Evening.
Lunch will beset vod at six o’clock and Refreshments during the afternoon
evening.

—

200 pairs of

TuTb&Stt

continue to furnish insurance for their friends and
customers on as favorable terms as anv other agency in Portland. They represent the olu

Little.
SEPT.

WEDNESDAY,
T T

} gLfiS&Ska*.

m»y°_

&

Fancy

For

We shall offer

Geo. A. Gay & Co.,
199 COMESS ST., COB. BROWN.
White

now

BANKING HOUSE

millett

and

A Bazaar of Useful
Articles.

BLANKETS,

Childrens’

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS._

_

SEE OUR BIO CORNER WINDOW.

F. Haines, Biddeford.b. g. Cainors
W. G. Morrell, Dexter.b. s. Aroostook Boy

STOGKSPECULATION

Henry
NEW

and

UNDERWEAR.

The above

$10 to

Gents’

Ladies'

J.

FINANCIAL.

recent

discover that it

departments

great variety of interesting criticism and information.

_

GREAT SALE OF"

which was made two days after Lincoln was
nominated in 1860. The smaller one is a copy
of the last photograph for which Lincoln sat
and was taken on the balcony of the White

cal dyspeptics and belters. There never
will be found a State Committee verdant
enough to set another Punch and Judy show
up in business.

must cause a

_MISCELLANEOUS

name.

The utter failure of political side shows
to draw in this State bodes evil to the politi-

The remembrance of the Fusion episode
to the hard-money Democrats who went into

Notices.

ne

Unusually varied and interesting are the
ooatentsof the ctrber Century, which clo.3
the first year of the magazine under the new

ble.

uuwaru

The Utah commissioners report that under the Edmunds act the names of about
10,000 Mormon voters will be erased from
The voting population of
the poll list.
Utah is about 23,000, of which not over 5,"
000 are Gentiles. This leaves the Mormons
Had the commissioners
a majority of 3,000.
construed the act so as to defranchise the
women, as the Gentiles claimed the commisf

Maga

WM. P. HASTINGS’,
144

may25

sepltfSS

&

HOMSTED.
dtf

Exchange

S. H. LARMINIK,
Chicago.

A. W.

Co..<.i..

Seeds,

St.

eodom

JORDAN,
l orttand, Mo

S. H.LARMINIE &

Grain,

CHAMBERLIN

1-2

.Hrrchaau.

CO.,

Provisions,

., Portland
Me.
1ST Commercial
122 La Salle St
CHICAGO OFFICE,
nd tola on
Future, bough
Chicago Market on
marSdtf
Margin*. Corrwp mlenoo nriUxL

THE PTtlTSS.

OUR COUNTY FAIR.

THURSDAY MORNING. SEPT. 21.

The Colt Races for the Thompson

THE PRESS.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of N. G.
Brunell & Co., Andrews ArmMarquis,
Fessenden,
A. T. Cleveland, Robstrong Wentworth, Hodsdon,
ert Costello, Forest City News Stand, Jewett,
Bose Hitcbings & McFarland, Watson, Stinson,
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all
rains that run out of the city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Bangor, Bangor News Co.
Bar Harbor, F. S. Jordan.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.

A. L. Jellerson.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennis n.
Cumberland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damartisootta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W A. Mitchell.
FryeDurg, R. C. Harmon.
Fairfield, E. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowlton.
Gardiner, Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. H. Irish & Co,
Hallowell, C. L. Spaulding.

creditable to the society.

CITY AND VICINITY.
ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY
ENTERTAINMENTS.

Ilarry W. French Illustrated Lectures.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Cousumpticn ean he cured.
New lot—Owen, Moore & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Harper's Weekly—Ready To-day.

Bros. & Bancroft.
For Sale—A Good Family Horse.
Farm For Sale—R. L. Wescott.
Choice Bulbs—W. 0. Sawyer & Co.
Kendall & Whitney—Have Just Received.

Opening—Eastman

Wanted—Good Agents.
AUCTION SALES.
Horse and Carriage Mart—F. O. Bailey & Co.

Consumption Can be Cured.

Try one bottle of Norton’s Specific Cough
Remedy, (Compound Syrup of Larlx Americana BaUam,) for your cough, and if you receive no benefit, your money will be refunded.
Safe to take, as there is nothing poisonous in
its composition. Cures oough of long standing in a short time. From one to six bottles
Will cure any cough that can be cured by med-

which originate from Colds,
Bronchitis, weak and irritated Lungs. Consumptive Cough and Ulcerated Lungs may bo
Cured by the timely use of this most excellent
medicine.
Only One Dollar a bottle, cr six

Coughs

bottles for $5.
I will correspond with and furnish my Specific Cough Remedy gratis to a limited number of persons living out •£ this town having
any disease of the Lungs providing that after
they are cured they give me a certificate stating their disease and the means by which they
O. W. Norton, M. D.,
were cured.
Freeport, Maine.
For sale at H. H. Hay’s, Portland, Me.
New lot Gents’ Flat Scarfs and String Ties
Owen, Moore & Co.
opened to-day.

Superior Court.
SEPTEMBER

TERM,

A.

D.

1882—BEFORE JUDGE

BONNEY.

Wednesday.—.James Dumphy paid $116.12 fine
and costs on an indictment for keeping a drinking

hcuse and tippling shop.
State v. SamuelRounds. Forgery. The jury retired at half past eleven o’olook. and at half past
four in the afternoon rendered a verdict of guilty.
Hadlock for deft.
A. W. Coombs. Co. Att’y.
Court adjourned until next Saturday morning.

The attendance yesterday forenoon was light,
but that of the afternoon, in the opinion of the
gate keepers, was very satisfactory, a large
number of teams arriving about the time of
the races.
The pulling match for oxen of the third class
which occurred in the forenoon in front of the
judges’ stand, proved
interesting contest
the crowd present.
The following gentlemen officiated aB judges:
Isaiah Elder, Eiohan

to

ard Willis and Oscar F. Deerin
The drag
was loaded with
S. 8.
0,726 pounds of stone.
Drew of Cape Elizabeth, took first premium,
I. L. JohuBon of South Windham, second, and
Wm. Warren of Scarboro, third.
Among exhibits of cattle which we have not
heretofore particularized, the following are especially worthy of mention: The imported
Guernsey cow “Heart’s Ease,” property of D.
W. Clark, who also shows a handsome Guernsey bull, “Arch Duke,” weighing 1190 pounds,
and the handsome Guernsey cows Rose Troth
and Truth, the latter with calf.
Two beautiful heifers (Guernsey) Vivian and Lily of Long
Creek, are also exhi ted by Mr. Clark. .One
of the finest herd i;< Jerseys exhibited, we
learn, gave in one week last April 21 pounds of
.butter.Eleven handsome Jersey cattle comprise
the exhibit of Parker Shattuck of Deering.

Conspicuous
magnificent Jersey herd
shown by Mr. Orestes Pierce of Saddlebeck
in the

farm, East Baldwin, are Pierson, the bull, for.
merly noticed, and the cows Clover Bess, Mystns, Evelyn, 2d, Walnut Queen and Beau
Monde, wbese appearance is the subject of
much favorable comment. As previously mentioned, the fine herd of Jerseys, 36 in number,
exhibited by the Blanchard Bros., including
their bull Polo, and the herd of 20 Jerseys and

Ayrshires shown by Alonzo Libby, receive
merited attention.
The exhibit of sheep is not behind the other
departments. E. B. Sturgis & Son of Brookside Farm, Gorham, exhibit a handsome Hock
of
12

imported Hampshire Downs, consisting of

buck, tiie only flock of Hampshire Downs in the State.
An excellent exhibit is that by C. E. Cobb of Deering, of a
A fine flock of 20
flock of 16 Shropshires.
Oxford Downs comprises the exhibit of Mr.
C. A. Brackett of Gorham, among them two
ewes

and

a

bucks that have taken numerous prizes at
previous fairs elsewhere. Among the finest
sheep shown at this or any other fair is the
flock of Cotswolds, owned by Gen. C. P. Mattocks.

Among swine William E. Gould of Woodford’s shows a fine Berkshire sow; A. H.
Gondy of Deering, a Poland China sow with
litter of pigs, and also the notable display by
Gen. Mattocks from his Riverside Farm. In
this latter exhibit appear the boar Riverton
Sambo and several sows
of Brobdignagin
proportions, and several interesting littters of

pigs.
The following premi urns were awarded:
MATCHED OXEN.

Municipal Court.

Edwin Htmnewell, So. Windham, 1st

BEFORE JUDGE KNIGHT.
Wednesday.- James Russell. John Williams,
John D. Flynn. V intoxication. Fined $6 and coats.
Mary Libby. > Intoxication. Thirty days in the
City House of Correction.
Wm. H. Dyer. Search and seizure. Fined $100
and costs. Paid.

Brief Jottings.
Mercury 66°
Warm yesterday and cloudy.
at Bunrise, 70° at 8 a. m 76° at noon, 70° at
sunset; wind southwest and southeast.
The deputy sheriffs and police made several

liquor seizures yesterday.
The trips on the Harpswell and Chebeague
line have been discontinued for the season.
YesterThere is a great demand for rents.
day over 80 people were looking for houses.
Mrs. Cushing of Tbomaston has been engaged for the remainder of the year to sing soprano at the First Parish church.

Harper’s Weekly, ready today,will contain a
fine portrait of Gov. Kobie.cur Granger Governor.

A bnggy was overturned on the return from
the Park races yesterday, and one of ihe occupants, a young man, seemed to be considerably
hurt.
The Providence Journal says it is reported
that the Boston people who purchased the
Sprague mill property at Augusta, Me., will
be invited to fight for their title.
The flowers and plantA at Evergreen Cemetery, nnder the care of Mr. Patrick Duffle, are
looking splendidly, and should be seen by all
The coleas are in full bloom and
our citizens.
of all color, and present a rare sight.
We are indebted to Dea. E. F. Daren, Bangor, for the minutes and reports of the General Conference ol the Congregational churches
in Maine, and Maine Missionary Society, held
in BaDgor Jane 20th, 21st and 22d, 1882.
Dr. Thayer, who is interested in establishing
the cattle quarantine at this port, was in the
city yesterday, and with Deputy Collector
Moulton, visited the different localities in the
harbor again.
Slippery wood pavement and a slippery shod
horse caused the fall of a heavy pole animal
on Middle street yesterday morning belonging
the sugar bouse team. The horse was somewhat cut, but was got upon his legs without
serious damage.
MUSIC AND THE DRAMA;
ALVIN JOSLIN.

Mr. Charles L. Davis gave his impersonation
of “Alvin Josiin” (at Portland Theatre last
evening. The quaint bat good natnred character of the shrewd New England farmer finds

several representatives upon the contemporary
stage, and among them the “Alvin Josiin’, of
Mr. Charles L. Davis deserves a reputable place
There is much in it that is amusing and not a
little that is original. The audience appeared
well pleased with the humor and eccentricity
of the character, and constant laughter was
the well-earned reward of the comedian. Mr.

supported.

THE WORLD.

There has been

a

good demand for seats at

Portland Theatre for the

great

spectacular

melo-dramaof the “World” which will be produced there jthis evening. The plot of the
It
in yesterday’s Press.
will be remembered the piece had a long run
the
will
be
The
at Boston Theatre.
following
principal people in the cast:
know
as Chas. Hartly
Clemont
Sir
Iluntingfard,
Mr. Chas. Vandeuhoff
his
Harry Huntingford,
younger brother.
Mr. W. F. Edwards
Isadora
alias
Montmorency
Mo Jewell,

play was published

..

Mr. John T. Craven
Martin Bashford.Mr. Fliineas Leach
Lumley, a London lawyer.Mr. H. N. Wilson
Dr. Wyodham. I Madhouse (Mr. J. P. Endress, Jr.
( Doctors. 1.Mr. W. B. Falls
Dr. Hawkias

Mabel Huntingford, Harry’s Wife
Miss Edith Kingdon
.Miss Uaehel Noah
Mary Blythe, a governess.
NOTES.

«

2

prs.

L. Johnson, So. Windham, 2d.

Isaac L. Johnson, 1st on 3 years old.
Wm. M. Libby, 2d on 3 years old.
O. F. Stone, Windham, 1st on 2 years
Isaac L. Johnson, 2d on 2 year old.

old,

STOCK.

Alonzo Libby, Saccarappa, 1st on bull “Prince of
Ayr;” do 2d on bull “Maine;” do 1st on 4 year eld
cow “Queen of Ayr 3d;” do 2d on 4 year old cow
“Queen of Ayr 5th”; do 1st on 3 year old cow
“Dora D.;” do 2d 3 year old cow “Queen of Ayr
6th:” do 1st on 2 year old heifer “Daisy Maine;”

do 2d on 2 year old heifer “Mrs. Stickncy;” do 1st
1 year old heifer “No Name;” do 2d on 1 year
old heifer “Queen of Ayr 7th;” do 1st on heifer
calf; do 2d on heifer calf; do 1st on bull calf.
on

JERSEY STOCK.

Orestes Pierce, East Baldwin, 1st, 4 year old cow
Beauty o£ range; 1st, 3 year old cow Walnut
Queen; 2d. 2 year old cow Beau Monde; 1st, heifer
calf “Gilderoy’s Mystery; 1st, 2 year old bull Piersou; 1st, bull calf Maeoma; 2d, bull calf Lionel

Lincoln.

Win M Libby, North Gorham, 2d, heifer calf.
Blanchard Brothers, Cumberland, 2d, 4 year old
Nodneim’s Pet; 1st, 2 year old cow Oxford
Star; 1st, yearling heifer Winnie of Oxford; 2d,
yearling heifer Lily of Cream Brook; 2d, heifer
call Maid of Broadmoor; 1st, 3 year old bull Polo.
a Alonzo Libby, Saccarappa, 2d, 3 year old cow
Foxy Fizzle 2d, 2 year old bull Polo, Jr.
cow

SHEEP.

Cotswold buck; 1st,
C P Mattocks,
2 year old Cotswold ewe.
2 year old Oxford Down buck;
C A Brackett,
1st, 1 year old do; 2d, 1 year old do; let, do buck
lamb; 1st. 2 year old do ewe; 1st, 1 year old do; 1 st,
do ewe lambs.
B R Sturgis & Son, Gorham, 1st, 1 year old
Hampshire Down buck; 1st, do lambs; 1st, 2 year
old do ewes; 1st, 1 year old do: 1st, do ewe lambs.
1 st, 2 year old

1st,

The Races.
The attendance to witness the trials of trotting speed was considerably larger than on the
opening day, and it is to be regretted that
there should have been famished so much
food for disappointment, as far as good races
concerned.
The contests were for the “Thompson” colt
stakes, for which there was said to be fortyseven entries.
What these stakes seemed to
bo was a mystery, bnt our reporter learned
were

from President Harris that it consisted|in a series of deposits by colt raisers, made from time
to time, with Mr. Thompson, until the amount
aggregated $25. It should have been understood that these races were separate from the
regular purses offered by the Cumberland Fair
but by reason of their consequence to stock
breeders they consented that they thould be
trotted upon their grounds.
The judges agreed upon were among the
best known horsemen in the State, viz., John
S.„Heald of Portland,Geo. W. Ricker of Rockland, and I. V. McKenney of Auburn.
TWO YEAR OLDS.

The first race

for the annual nursery
stakes of foals of 1880, mile heats, best two in
three, for which the following colts were published on the programme;
was

F. M. Hacker, Canton,.be Islander
E. L. Norcross, Manchester.ch c Maximilian
W. 3. Tilton, Togas .bo Indus
A. C. Scribner, Portland.blk c Beulah
Fred A. Maxwell, Portland.be Dr. E. Maxwell
Jus, M. Floyd, Portland.bre Lady Blaine
Stillman P. Jiersey, No. Auburn.Bessie Morrill
Victor Stock Farm, Vassalboro.be Beauthina
"
Victor Strok Farm,
.Drew Hambletonian

A verbal protest was made against Maximil.
ian before the race was started on the gronnd
that he was not owned in this State.
The
judges required it to be furnished in writing
and ordered up the horses.
Only four responded and they drew positions
as follows: Dr. E. Maxwell drew the first posi-

tion, Maxmilian the second, Lady Blaine third
and Beanthina fourth. The race requires no
Maxmilliau took the lead and
distanced his competitors in 3.17; Lady Blaire
and Benuwas second, Dr. E. Maxwell third

description.

tbina fourth.

evidently

a

He is a Fearnaught colt and is
good representative of that once

famous stock. He was raised on the Norcross
farm in Manchester, Me., and was but two
years old in May. He was never broken to
harness until April last, and trotted with 200

It is next week’s dates which John A. Stevens and Mitchell’s “Goblins” have cancelled.
The Bale ol seats for Miss,Latham’s concert
will begin at Stockbridge’s tomorrow (Thursday) morning at nine o’clock.
Mile. Nillson, the celebrated prima-donna’
and her company, which i deludes Miss Hope
Glenn, the new American soprano, aird the
new Swedish tenor, will give a concert in City
Hall this winter.

pounds weight yesterday.
Subsequently a written protest was filed
against Maxmilian, whose owner claimed the
entire stakes, and after discussion it was agreed
upon at the suggestion of Mr. Norcroes that
Mr. Thompson hold the entire stakes and await
any evidence that might be produced at Lewis-

Railroad Notes.
There is likely to be a large gathering of the
general passenger agents of this country at
their annual convention in Montreal the present week.
The Bangor Commercial says:
“The bridge
on which the B. & K. I. W. R. crosses Sebec
stream at Milo, is a very solid structure, consisting of three spans, each 60 feet in length,
making a total length of 180 feet. At Milo station there is a new freight station, tool shop
and passenger station, all of neat design, and
is also a neat dwellpainted olive color. There The
road is in good
ing for the road master.
the officials
comfortable,
cars
condition, |lhe
banks
polite and the ride along thePleasant of pretty
river on
Sebec stream and smiling
the way to the great Katahdin Iron Works, ip
delightful indeed.

Annual Breeders’ Stakes, for foals of 1879.

A New Firm.
Messrs. T. H. Johnson & Co. have leased
the large three-storied building on the west
side of Central wharf, and opened a large busiOd the one
ness for the sale of canned goods.
side of the building the railway track comes
close to the doors, and on the other side vessels
Mr. Johnson
can unload into the building.
has been forjmany years the agent of Cowdrey
of Boston, in Maine, and Mr. Dexter was for-

merly

of the well known firm of

ter, hardware merchants.

King

& Dex-

ton next

week.
THREE YEAR

heats,

OLDS.
Mile

best 3 in 6.

Norcross, Manchester .br c Straight Flush
Win S Tilton, Togus.be Hussar
S W Thompson, Uanton.be Alice Miller
Victor Stock Farm, Vassal boro.be Beaumonto
E L

.sc

.be

Tiara

Zephyr

But three colts appeared and they drew positions inJthe following order: Alice Miller,

Straight Flush Mid Zephyr.
The last named took the lead and distanced
both competitors. Time, 3.13.
Maine

Trotting

FOUR YEAR OLDS.
Stakes, for foals
heats, best 3 in 5.

of 1878.

Mile

Glenarm
0 P Drake,
L C Ryerson, Auburn.8 g Report
,blk Gallant
W S Tilton, Togus
..

Lewiston.f....b

Two horses appeared, Glenarm and Gallant.
The former had the pole and showed himself a
remarkably fast trotting colt. He made the
half in 1.20^ and the full mile with ease in
2.39^. It was a fine display for a young
horse.
Another heat was jogged by Glenarm and
Gallant in

3.17£,

and still another in

SUMMARY—TWO

Maximilian.
Dr. E.

A Great

Qlenarm...1
Gallant...2
Time 2.39%, 3.17%, 2.54%.
The Races Today.
The 2.40 race will be substituted
race. The running race will also
and the 2.34 class will contest.
horses are entered, as will be seen

1
2

1

2

for the colt
take place
Some fine
by the adto be high-

vertisement, and the races promise
ly interesting.
During yesterday afternoon the people were
entertained by an exhibition of the trained
shepherd dogs of the Riverside Farm with a
flock of
course.

sheep in

the field in the centre of the
This performance was indeed wonder-

The Association for the Advancement of
Women will hold |its tenth congress in this
city October 11th, 12th and 13th. As this year
completes the first decade of tho Association’s
existence the congress is looked forward to with
unusual interest, and it is thought the attendance will be unprecedently large.
Many disinterested in the movement,
such as Julia Ward Howe, Kate Ganett Wells
Maria Mitchell, Abby May, Antoinette Brown
Blackwell, Mary J. Safford, Mary A. Livermore, Mary F. Eastman, and Anna D. French
will be present. Tho following topics, presented by the following named women, will be

tinguished

women

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Daylight

The great comet reportod in Tuesday’s papers
having been discovered by observers in Colorado, was observed at the Naval Observatory
Tuesday afternoon. It was found in right ascension llh. 19m.
32s., and declination north,

degrees and no minutes. The comet was
easily seen with the naked eye, and exhibited
a short
trail, with a bright head of considerano

ble extent.

the telescope the nucleus
showed as a confused moss of bright light, inIa

dicating a large comet with plenty of loose material.
Extending on both sides were seen
bright arcs of bright light, presenting the ap-

pearance of a bird with outstretched wings.
That afternoon a dispatch was received from
Hie observatory at Paris to the following effect:
The Yarmouth band discoursed
capital
of view.Mrs. Caroline M. Severance, Cal,
Thai Ion's comet observed at Nice about noon.
music.
Right of women to free competition as workSept. 18, three degrees west of the sun. The
ers..
Miss Laura Clay, Ky.
nucleus gives a continuous spectrum, very
Regulations discriminating in favor of single
AT CITY HALL.
brilliant and very much extended towards the
women agaiDSt married women, aa tethers,
violet. Doth tail and nucleus give the sodium
There is little that can be added to ear acguardians, administrators,.
lines extremely brilliant, very sharply divided
Mrs. Mary E. Foster, Ann Arbor, Mich.
count ol hall exhibits already
published. The Vacations and
and characteristic.
vacation schools.
They seem displaced
Gaiter
Whitney
Company have a very good
Miss Eunice Sewall, Portland, Me.
toward the red.
The spectroscopic observaof
Records
and
results
ol
preceding congresses,
tions reported in tho above dispatch are of exdisplay
gaiters made under their patent.
Mrs. Lita Barney Sayles, Conn.
W. E. Morton displays a fine exhibition of cut
traordinary interest. They indicate that this
Comparative effects on health of professional,
is the second comet that has showed a sodium
fashionable and industrial life..
flowers and a wreath of Japan lilies. There is
spectrum. The first was that discovered this
Dr. Anna D. French, N. Y.
a beautiful night blooming cereus owned by
ye .r by Wells at the Dudley Observatory, aud
The condition of women in Utah.
Mrs. J. A. Froiseth, Utah
observed at that institution in full daylight.
Capt. Black, deputy marshal of police, aud an
Mrs. EmmaC. Bascom, Wis.
The reported displacement of the two sodium
Rights of children
immense sunflower, reminder of Oscar Wilde,
Possibilities of;success for women in the indushues toward the red end of the SDectrum is of
owner unknown.
trial arts_Miss Ella 0. Lapham, Buffalo, N. Y.
C. N. Pierce exhibits some
the highest interest, since it indicates that the
Needs of tlie|r#ligious nature.
beautiful “Daturae,” and Miss E. Mountfort
comet
is now moving toward the earth with
Miss. Louise V. Boyd, la.
quite a collection of plants in bloom. Thomp- Polical economy....Miss Emily J. Leonard, Conu. planetary velocity. Such au observation has
never before been made in the case of any
A study of Saturn.Prof. Maria Mitchell, N. Y.
son & Hall have quite a collection of their
comet. Fiom the position given in the above
choice Silver Lake canned corn. There is a
Our Old School Days.
dispatch, the comet is moving we3twa.d from
the sun at the rate of lire or six degrees daily.
Morris clothes wringer and washer, which inIa answer to the Transcript inquiry about
It is almost certain that the comet has now
terests the ladies, as does the Coraline Polishthe old “Centre Schoelhouse,” Mr. S. H'
passeu pennenon, or tne point wuere it is nearing Fluid for polishing silver, made by C. H. Colesworthy writes us as follows:
est the Bun. Astronomers will now be anxious
to learn if this comet is identical with the one
Curtis and warranted not to contain any acid.
The Centre schoelhouse stood on Congress
recently discovered in South America. If this
There is a pretty carved clock from A. M.
street, between Pearl and Market street, and
is proved, it will follow that it has apidentity
Boothby, and some nice butter made by Mre.
It
proached very near the Bun—probably as close
nearly opposite the Third Parish Church.
Glenville McKenney of Buxton.
as did the great comet of 11880—the comet
was two stories high; the lower story used as
which had the smallest perihelion distance on
In Reception Hall Owen, Moore & Co’s long
the town house, the upper as a school room.
record. Several
must elapse before the
case filled with kid gloves of all
shapes and The writer of this artiole attended school there particulars of thedays
orbit can be calculated by
styles causeB the ladies to pause and inspect,
and
this question be definitely
sixty odd years ago. The first teacher’s name astronomers
while those devoted to panels, table covers,
settled. The comet to-day, at 3 o'clock, was
when
the
writer
entered the school was
nine degrees west of the sun, and it will probacushions and children’s articles get an equal
Moody, then followed Prince, Hail, Chase, bly have increased this distance by sunrise on
share of attention. There is a prettily painted
and last Winslow. Prince and Hall were sethe 20th to 12 or 13 degrees. It will, therefore,
placque by Mrs. Dr. Sylvester; stockings knit vere masters. The first day that Prince kept rise somewhat before the sun, but owing to the
fact
that it is also farther south than the sun,
a
75
a
by lady
beautiful lambrequin
years old;
he sent his son out to a store for the dealer to
it will not readily be seen before sunrise. In a
with hydrangeas painted on a deep brown
send bin tho best raw hide be had in his store.
few days, however, with its present rate and
background by Miss Ella Bacon.
direction of motion, it should become a brilThere were many queer transactions carried
Miss E. B. Pierce exhibits a black knit
liant object in the morning sky. On the whole
on in those days that would not be tolerated at
this may be regarded as one of the most extrashawl, and Miss Julia Crosby lace pillow the present time.
The school room was quite
ordinary omots of modern times. The only
shams; Miss Amalia Callado a handsomely large; at the farther end was a stage, so called,, one which it resembles in its special features
worked towel; Mrs. E. W. Knight, an afghan;
of interest is the great comet of 1843, which,
elevated some three feet; a broad aisle led
Mrs, R. A. Waterhouse, crochet work; scarf, from the centre of the room to the stage and like this one, was visible to the naked eye in
fall suDlight.
Miss C. W. Staples;
shawl, Mrs. G. W. on both sides of the room were the desks eleWitham; sofa cushion, Mrs. J. P. Davis; Miss vated from the centre aisle. These desks were
Great Hog Island.
C. G. Pierce, a pretty painting; Miss Annie E.
The girls ocHog Island contains about 4C0 acres. Part
arranged each for two scholars.
Dodge displays a sofa cushion; Miss A. cupied the right side of the room, the boys the of it consists of grass land and tilled fields,
left. One-half of tho stage bad seats for boys,
Knowles, a shawl; Mrs. A. D. Babb, a painted
while a large portion, at the eastern end, is
the other half for girls.
The master’s desk
panel; a George Washington shirt; Mrs. E. J. was in the centre. It was common to have a heavily wooded. Henry Deering, Esq., as repHussey, a covering for the back of a chair; monitor appointed during school hoars and resentative of the Deering heirs, holds 115
Miss Siemens, a wax wreath; Miss Fannie J.
placed ou the stage where he could see all
acres on the southwestern side. It is his purand call out any tioy or girl he
over the
Sturgis of Brookside Farm, Gorham, an might seeroom,
to reserve the frontage on the southwespose
or
and
the
playing,
whispering
punafghan. Handsome carriage lobes and afghans ishment was varied, sometimes by the rawtern shore as a roadway, and to leaso lots for
are also shown
by Mrs. J. W. Sawyer, Mrs. hide on the back, often by heavy blows on the summer cottages on the remainder.
At the
band with a ferule, at other times by holding a
John C. Ross, Ferry Village; Mrs. E. W.
eastern end of the island the United States
brick at arm’s length or perpendicularly over
Witham, Deering’s Bridge; knit spreads by the head, and wheu, held at arm’s length, the government some years since purchased two
Annie Winchester and Lizzie E. Cobb; a home
brick began to sag in consequeuoe of the pulots, one of thirty acres, on the Bouth side of
made carpet by Mrs. A. Jordan, Cape Elizapil’s arm giving out, a blow by the master on Diamond Cove, and one of forty acres on the
the
wrist
it
rise
would
make
One
other
again.
beth Depot, and Mrs. E. A. Green. There are
north side, for the purpose of erecting earth
kind of punishment for boys was to make
rags by MiBs R. A. Crane, Mrs. C. I. Bell, V.
them set with the girls, of which some few atworks as defences of the harbor. No|steps hare
G. Congdon, Cape Elizabeth Depot; Mrs. N.
tended. No vacations in those days.
yet been taken towards the erection of these
In this school as in many town schools
M. Ricker, Mrs. Sarah Starbird.
A fine
works, and the lots remain covered with a heathere were some very unruly boys.
Whoa
crayon portrait of City Marshal Bridges, made
The purchase of the
Master Caleb Chase took charge of the school
vy growth of timber.
byW. H. Rounds adorn the wall. Mary E. the boys were determined to play some tricks company recently formed comprises about two
on him.
He was rather a small man and not
Jordan, Cape Elizabeth Depot, exhibits some
hundred and fifteen acres, in the centre of the
very robust, so the first day or two that he
Mexican work; Mrs. E. M. Mclntire, crochet
island and extending along the northorn shore
some
of the boys became noisy
The
kept
shawl; Mrs. C. W. Staples, infant’s sacque;
master called one of them—John Thomas,
from its western extremity to Brimstone CoveMrs. A. Jordan, Cape Elizabeth Depot, several
long since dead—to come up to the master’s The company numbers nine-five
stockholders,
desk. John obeyed.
The master attempted
pairs stockings; Mrs. Wm. Atwood, Cape to
punish him, but he up with the broom and holding from one to ten shares, the larger sum
Elizabeth Depot, placqne; Mrs. Thomas N. H.
her owning but one share each.
defied him to. The master was determined,
Each share
when John sang out, “Jake, come up here.”
Briggs, a bed spread.
comprises one acre, one-quarter of which is
Jake
Webb
started.
The
master
with
the
up
The fol ow
1 premiums were awarded
held as a house-lot,the other three-quartors gotongs and sang out, “If yon do I’ll beat your
yesterday
brains out.”
ing into the common fund for improvement*.
For considerable time there was
AXXED FRUIT.
an uproar in the room which finally ended by
It is the purpose to build wharves ou the northW. H. Whitter, l-i rtland, best collection... $ E.00
the master’s giving leave for all the scholars
ern front, to reserve the wooden
W. M. Libby, 1 orth Gorham, canned corn
portion, in
who
would
not obey the rules of the school to
favorably meuti .,ned.
Perhaps one-quarter of the school part, as a park, and to otherwise improve the
Thompson & Hall, Portland, canned corn.50 depart.
natural features of the island. Already twenleft, making the greatest noise possible.
BREAD AND TABLE LUXURIES.
On one occasion the monitor called the
ty have decided to build cottages for next seaL. A. Goudy, Portland, crackers and biscuit.
1.00
writer
and
John
for
a whipping.
out
Plight
Mrs. W. W niftier, Portland, bread
1.00
son.
LallaFenno, Portland. 1.00 Master Chase called ns both up to the desk,
uijoou uy my givuu uauic u.uu my cumpauiuii
A Relic of the Past.
BUTTER AND CHEESE.
by the name of Jack. “Jack, come up hero,”
Mrs. Granville McKenney, Buxton
Ia 1876 it will be remembered, a cannon was
Centre,
was repeated three times.
I went up, but
butter in prints.
5.00
raised from its resting place in the bed of tho
John did not move. Then the master went to
D. W. Clark, butter in prints. 3.00
the door and locked it, and taking his cowhide
D. A. Fogg, Freeport, jar solid butter.
Penobscot river. This pieoe of armament has
6.00
went to John and began laying it pretty seD. A. Fogg, cheese.
6.00
a remarkable history, and was on one of ComD. A. Fogg, sage cheese.
6.00
John resented with some
verely on his back.
modore Saltonstall’s sloops of war which were
terrible hard words, jumped on the top of the
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE.
desks and ran all over the room and the masblown up in Penobscot River in August 1769.
E. H* Sise <£r Co., Portland...
6.00
ter after him, hitting one boy in the nose and
After remaining at the bottom of the river for
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
making it bleed. Finally by some coaxing he
97 years it was recovered, and came into the
Samuel Thurston,best display,favorable menhim
to
the
desk
and
talk
after
some
up
got
tion.
possession of Dr. Edward M. Field who purasked him why he did not come when first
TABLE VEGETABLES.
chased it from the original finders.
It has
called. John gave as a reason 'that he called
been recently mounted on a granite base furThurlow Brothers, East Deering. 10.00
him Jack; to me the master said, that a3 I
Chas. E. Gould, Deering...
nished by the Jewell Granite Company, and
6.00
obeyed when called I might take my seat.
S. R. Sweetsir,0u mberland.... a.
3.00
Dr. Field has allowed the relio to be put in a
I remained at this school until the formation
CROPS.
public place ou the southerly approach to the
of the Boy’s High School when, with a numCustom House. The curiosity was placed in
Granville McKenney, trace of corn.
2.00
ber of the other boys, I was tranferred to make
position yesterday afternoon, and was viewed
CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS. #
up the requisite number to form*the school, of
during the afternoon and evening by a throng
G. E. Whitney, Portland, single sleigh.
3.00
which Joseph Libby was the teacher.
of people.
The cannon has recently been
3.00
Same, road buggy.
Mr. AY. D. Little writes the Transcript that
painted, and in red letters its history is briefly
2d.
Same, single top phaeton,
told.
J. 11. Sawyer, top buggy, favorable mention.
“the lower story was originally used as a town
Zenas Thompson, Victoria, favorable mention.
house, while Master Loring taught in the upSTATE NEWS.
Same, cabriolet, 1st.
Same, carryall, favorable mention.
per story. At one time it was occupied by the
Same, phaeton, 1st.
Universalist Society, and the Rev. Russell
Same, box buggy, 2d.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.
Streeter preached there.
Later the building
Same, buggy, ist.
The Pioneer says: “Potatoes are coming to
LEATHER GOODS.
was used as a female grammar school.
AVhile
Houlton market at the rate of twelve to fifteen
S E. Heartz, harness. 6.00
the new City Hall was in process of erection
M. G. Palmer, boots and shoes.
hundred bushels per day.
6.00
The prioe paid
the police court occupied the old school house.
KITCHEN UTENSILS.
Monday morping was SI.79 per barrel. Nothbut
a
short
It
was
in
the
west
fire
of
1866.
would warrant
ing
crop
W. C. Sawyer, Portland.
destroyed
great
6.00
such a fabulous price.”
George Blaucliard & Bro. 3.00 There was another school house at the northHatch & Harmon, champion washer and milk
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
east corner of Center and Free streets, oppopail, favorable mention.
The Whig says the new repair shops of the
site the residence of Judge Goddard.
Master
FRUIT.
E. & N. A. railway at Alattawamkeagare comS. R. Sweetsir, Cumberland Centre, best colBarnes taught there, and Mr. Little was one of
pleted and the mrchinery is now being moved
lection apples, 1st prize. .$10.00
his
at
the
time
when
the
in.
The structure ia of large size, built of brick
late
James
pupils
C. A. Bianclwrd, Cumberland Centre, best
and substantially constructed.
six platts apples.
Brooks and
his brother Erastus attended
6.00
C. P. Trickey, Cape Elizabeth, 7 plates of apThe rafting of logs at Penobscot boom closed
there. James was always at the head of his
ples, 3d. 3.00
last week. About one hundred and forty-three
class. We remember still another school room
S. R. Sweetsir, best dish Alexander, Duchess,
million feet of logs were rafted during the seaOldenburg, Red Astrachan. $1 each
in the second story of a building on Free
son.
S. R. Sweetsir, best dish Autumu and Winter
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
street, near the site ot Kilborn’s carpet store'
apples.$2 each
G. M. Stevens, Stevens' Plains, best dish
Mr. and Airs. Joseph Partridge of Woolwich
lower story of which was occupied by the
the
Russet and Northern Spy.§1 each
celebrated the fiftieth anniversary of their
late Nathan Barnes as a carpenter shop. The
C. E. Gould, Deering, best dish Baldwin
marriage last Saturday evening, the 16th inst.
and Yellow Bell-flowers.$1 each
school room was approached by a lqng flight of
The old couple seemed to enjoy the occasion
C. P. Trickey, best dish Crab apples,.$ 1.00
outside
stairs
in
the rear of the building. AVe
Remembrances in the way of
very much.
Same, best dish pears. 1.00
gold pieces and other useful gifts were left as a
remember, as a boy, peering into the widow of
flowers, &c.
token
of
the
esteem
and good wishes of their
J. A. Dirwanger, best exhibit greenhouse
this deserted school room and
gazing at the friends.
8.00
plants.
desks
aud
carved
with
dusty
benches,
thickly
WALDO COUNTY.
P. H. Brown, second best.
6.00
Albert Dirwanger, 20 pot plants.
6.00
the initials of school boys of previous generaAir. Fred Stevens of Monroe, met with a sad
Mies E. Mountlort, variety flox.
1.00
and painful accideDt, Friday.
tions. Mr. Little tells us that Master Gurley
While threshW. E. Morton & Co., 12 varieties roses.
8.00
ing at the barn of Dexter Mansur, his hand be
2.00
Same, wreath.
taught there.”
came entangled in the beater, mangling it in a
Albert Dirwanger, best exhibit ferns.
3.00
J. A. Dirwanger, best exhibit geraniums. 2.00
fearful manner. The physicians amputated it
The Harris Case.
P. 11, Brown, best exhibit begonias.
2.00
at the wrist. It warfhis right baud, and it is a
As the particulars of the Harris case have
J. A. Dirwanger, best single pot plant.
1.00
hard blow to a poor man dependent on his labeen so fully published, the officials now tell
bor for his bread.
The Yarmouth Band discoursed fine music
the story of the alleged crime.
It seems there
in the evening and three times as many adwere advertisements of Beveral kinds published
mission tickets were sold as on the evening
The fellow, who, by mistake, sent his auin many places. The first was signed “T. A.
burn-haired sweetheart instead of a bottle of
previous.
Campbell,” wanting an out-of-town lady to do Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup a bottle of hairdye,
Cumberland County Society.
copying at home for 86 a week, and address wants to know the best way to commit suicide.
The annual meeting of the association was
box 796, Portland.
When the answer came
called for last evening at the office of the
Many attractions to investors are offered in
Secretary, J. J. Frye. At the meeting no busi- the following circular was forwarded:
Office of Thomas A. Campbell’s Female Buthe 6 per cent, bonds of the Topeka, Salina
ness was transacted but the meeting was adreau
of Employment, No. 170 Middle street,
and Western Railroad.
Tapping the choicest
journed to the Secretary’s office at the Park
Room 8, opposite Post Office.
All kinds of fefarming lands of Kansas the future of the road
at 12 o’clock, noon, to-day.
male help procured at Bhort notice.
is secure.
Portland, Me., Sept. 4,1882.
Personal.
Dear Madam—I have secured you the situaMr. Tichenor, lately special agent of the
and
tion as copyist,
you can go to work immeU. S. Treasury Department, stationed in Eudiately at 86 per week, as soon as my fee of 81
is received, which must be before any work
rope, is now residing in Peering.
I have a great many who
can be obtained.
The many friends of Mr. F. P. Barton, now
ask if the fee can be taken from the first
week’s wages. It cannot; for after I get you
manager for Lawrence Barrett, were glad to
the situation i have nothing to do with it.
shake hands with him Tuesday.
Mr. Barton
The work is for responsible parties, and if
is looking well.
not satisfactory will be returned
by me. If
H. M. Sylvester, Esq., has been the recipiyou wish the situation let me know at once, as
I have a great many applicants.
ent of many kiud letters from Penobecot,
Yours truly,
wherein he is accorded much credit for his ser..

2.54£.

YEAR OLDS.
1

Maxwell.dist

Bello Blaine...dist
Beaut hina.diet
Time 3.17.

SALES.

HORSE AND CARRIAGE MART,
Saturday, Sept. 23, 1882,at 10 a.m.

as

brought up for discussion:
The Chinese Question from a Woman’s point
..

AUCTION

%

Comet Visible Ito the
Naked Eye.

LADIES’ HOSIERY

1

Three Horses, description at sale
Three New Phaetons.
Two New Concord Wagons.
Two 2nd. hand Phaetons.
Two 2nd. hand Jump Seats.
One 2nd. hand Open Buggy,
Two Dump Carts.
Seven New Harnesses in Rubber,

Gilt and Nickel

Trimmings.

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

We shall offer this morning, *50 Dozen
Ladies’ Full Fashioned Cotton Hose in Solid
Cardinal, Navy Blue and Brown at 25 cts. per
pair. Ths is one of the best bargains in
Ladies’ Hosiery we have ever offered.

OWEN,
^

8021

&

MOORE

CO.

dtf

Auctioneer*.
d3t

se21

F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
SalnrMi. IN Exchange Ml.
V. O.

0. W. allbs

bailsv,

Regular

Furniture and General MerchanSaturday, commencing at 10 o’clook a.
octSdtf
Consignments solicited.
sale of

dise every
m.

1881
1881
LOOK

—

~

STEERS.

AYRSHIRE

Davis was very well

on

oxen.

Isaac

Tho Tenth Congress of Women.

Time' 3.13.

ful.

AT THE PARK.

_:_a-

Cine.

was

has not been greater—except at the races—for
displays of stock and agricultural implements have been very fine, and the races very

Chandler & Estes.
Livermore Falls, G. D. Hughes.
Mechanic Falls, A. W. Bridge, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S.|L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg, A. L. Jellison,
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Rockland, O. S. Andrews,
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
Saccarapna, F. E. Webb.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co.,
Springvale, C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Viualhaven, H. M. Roberts.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterville, J. M. Wall.
Yarmouth, W. E. Smith.

The

ED.

the

Lewiston,

NEW

PARTIAL LIST OF PREMIUMS AWARD-

the second day of the Cumberland County Fair and the weather was all
that could be desired; warm and pleasant in
the morning, cool and cloudy in the afternoon.
It is to be regretted that the attendance so far

F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
11

A. A. W.

SCMMABY—FOLK YEAE OLDS.

Stakes.

Yesterday

THE NEW COMET.

SUMirAEY—THBEE TEAK OLDS.

Zephyr. 1
‘list
Straight Flash ..
Alioe Miller.dlBt

..

..

SOMETHING

EVERY LADY

vices in the campaign in that county, notably
one from ex-Gov.
Davis, and one from Chief
Justice Appleton of the Supreme Court.
We
congratulate Mr. Sylvester on the good im-

pression

he has made.

Prof. D. S.

Wentworth, principal of the
Cook county (111.) Normal School, and a teacher in Chicago since 1854, died at Denver on

Saturday, aged
field, Me., and

58.
was

He was born in Parsonsgraduated at the Bridge-

Normal School. He was, for a number
of years, a teacher in the towns of Webster
and Milton, Mass
Going west in April, 1854,
he was chosen principal, first, of the Scammon
and afterward of the Dearborn school. He
was, at one time, a member of the Board of
Education, and was one of the first organizers
water

of the graded system in Chicago, and in 1863
and 1864 was inspector of schools. In 1807,
when the Cook County Normal School was
first established, he was placed in charge and
remained at its head from that time to the day
of his death, saving an interval of one year.

indefatigable worker, *f a decided
nervous temperament, and his death may be
indirectly traced to overwork in the arduous
position he was called upon to fill. He leaves
a widow and
three children—two boys and a
girl. The eldest child, William W. Wentworth, is a student at Harvard College.

He

was an

Wedding.
There was a very pretty wedding at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception yesterday, on the occasion of the marriage of Mr. D.
R. McDonald of Boston and Miss Mary A.
A reception was held at
Keating of this city.
the residence of the bride, on Marion street
duriug the morning. The happy couple left
on the noon train for Boston, where they will
reside.

They carry

with them the best wishes

of their many friends.

± ho mas

A.

Box

Campbell,

7S6, Portland, Me.
P. S.—Please use the enclosed envelope and
there will
be no need of going to the expense of registering or sending money order,
and all losses will be borne by me.
T. A. Campbell.
As soon as the applicant received this circular. in nine cases out of ten, she sent the
dollar demanded, aud, of course, heard no
more from‘‘T. A. Campbell.”
The authorities <hen took up the matter, ascertained that there was no occupied room at
170 Middle street, and that no one had occu
No man by the name
pied it for some time.
of Campbell had ever had an office there. The

letter contained first, applications for a situation; second, the moDey; and third, inquiries
as to whero the situation was, and
demanding
the return of the money if the work was not to
be forthcoming.

MadawasKa Mystery.
A straDge and mysterious affair has just happened in Madawaska, which creates a great
deal of excitement in that laud of usual peace
and quiet. Vetial Du Peur is 00 years old, aud
for many years has been ferryman near Little
Falls on the upper St. John. Monday eveniug
was appointed for the wedding of one of his

OUGHT TO KNOW.
There exists a means of sea soft and brilliant

READY TO-DAY,

THEHON. FREDERICK RQBIE.

OP

FOR

CHILDREN’S

FALL.

Governor-Elect of Maine.

THE BOSTON INDUSTRIAL

A PICTORIAL MAP OF

FAIR,

EGYPT,

Showing

the British Conquests
in that Country.

The

SUITS MD CLOAKS.

Star lute Trial Cartoon,
By

THOMAS NAST.

THE GYPSY ENCAMPMENT ON BROADWAY.
Sunday Morning at Asbury Park,
PAST AND T SENT.

MATCH GA

ments,

properly display our large
we have decided to have a

of these

21st and 22d.

N. B.—Opening of Ladies’ Garments will be advertised next week.

and Effective Comics.

editorial comments

on

ry, brief articles

many

on

current

events,

a

serial

so21

children. Sunday night Du Peur’s son crossed
the river to the Provinces to get some liquor
for the wedding festivities. Late in the evening young Du Peur arrived at the opposite
bank, and shouted to his father to come and
take him across
The ferryman has not since
be8n seen and he is supposed to have been
drowued, as cries were heard at the time The
son got another boat aud came home.
A long
search for the grim ferryman was fruitless, but
at the old roof-tree joy wag nuuonfiued.
The
wedding tollowed at the appointed hour, aud
the young folks were merrily dancing on Monday forenoon in the ferryman’s house, hoping
the mystery they could 4not stop to unravel,
might unravel itself,

Laces

and

j French

i

BAGS.
We are Agents for] the Patent Wood
Trunks. Also hare a large (stock of
Laather, t'anras and Zinc.

HARPER’S BAZAR.4 00
The THREE above publications
.10 00
7 00
Any TWO above named.
HARPER’S YOUNG PEOPLE.1 60
HARPER’S MAGAZINE
HARPER’S YOUNG PEOPLE

I

R OO
w

J.°

Have just received some very choice

HARPER’S FRANKLIN SQUARE LIBRARY

We are closing out Jail of our Light
Goods at cost.

(52 Numbers).10 00
Index to Harper's Magazine, Vols. 1 to 60. 8vo,
Cloth.4 00

Postage
or

Free to all

subscribers in the United States

Canada.

Gloves BOSTON,
an31eod&wlm

STRAWS MDLIGHTFELTS.

Farm far Sale.
in Albany. Oxford County, 4 miles
from Betbel. Said farm contaias 100 acres of
good tillage, pasturing land Ac; well watered and
under good cultivation, 175 fruit trees and young
sugar orchard, 1% story house with ell Ac. Price
$1,400. Will sell for part cash down, or exchange
for a small st»ad either in or vicinity of Portland.
For further information, inquire of
R. L.
15$ Commercial St.,
sep21dlw*
Portland, Me.

SITUATED

HARPER’S FRANKLIN SQUARE LIBRARY: a
weekly publication, containing works of Travel,
Biography, History, Fiction, and Poetry, at prices
ranging from 10 to 25 cents per number. Fr’.l list
of Harper's Franklin Square Library will bo far.
nished

gratuitously,

application

a

to

Harper &

Brothers. Subscription Price, per year, of 52
Numbers. *10 00.

comprising th3

S3r“HARPER’S CATALOGUE,

titles of between three and four thousand
will

be sent by mail

volumes’

receipt of Nine Cents.

on

V.

CHOICE BULBS,
Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocus, Lilies,

Brackets, Flower Pots, Trellises, Stands, &c,
W. C. SAW! EB & CO.

«e21eod2w

HARPER & BROTHERS,
Franklin Square, N. V.
dlt

J, ? 4 » Preble Street.

waitepT

A

CHEESE! CHEESE!
today another lot of those celebrated
North Livermore Cheese. Also 50
Boxes,
Tamer Factory.

RECEIVED

SMITH,
6618

CAGE

&

CO.,

130 & 132 Commercial St.

dlW

THE

HATTER
197 middle Street.
WlCaodtf

bo21

A

For Sale.
GOOD family liorse, Six years old, weighs H00,

fault.

Sound and kind In every respct. Sold for no
Enquire at the CITY LIQUOR AGENCY.
dtf

sep21

agents to sell our goods in overy town in
Maine. Rights given for towns or counties.
A good living for every agent, and more than that
for live ones. Send two 3 cent stamps for circular
and information. A neat and pretty business, and
every article guaranteed. Address

GCDD

se21eod3t_

-‘X,” this office.

BAILEY &
Havejjnst received

NOYES,

all of the latest
□ambers

■■ ■■■■■.

THE

FRAIKLO|SQlAR£

IMPERISHABLE

LIBEAEY.

PERFUME.
& Lanman’s

Murray

FLORIDA WATER.
Best for TOILET. BATH
and HANDKERCHIEF.
TT&S6mnr

apll

CARPETINGS.

GENTLEMEN,
WE OFFER TO CLOSE

One

of

GOOO

Drawers, Medium
Weight,

money by

FIRST
No trouble to
or not

purchase

a

One Lot Full Finished Hose

very

One

Lot

Collars

Linen

At 10 cents, worth 1 o'cents.

CO.,
eodt

jyl5

POBTI.AIVD,

HE.

Will be

ALSO

Wrhite Mountain Guides, Pic-

tnresque Maine and tuany
other Books of a like nature.
Croquet Sets in large vari-

Unlaundried

Shirts

At 50 and 75 cents, worth
and $1.00.

75

cents

Laundried Shirts
At 80 cents, worth

Jj29

4 Button real Kid Gloves 50 cents.
Mohair and Linen Ulsters,
Shetland
Shawls and Dress Goods at cost. Collars,

$1.25.

Handkerchiefs, Ties, Fiehues,
Hand run Spanish Laces, Embroideries,
Hosiery, Gloves, Crash for Embroidery,
Buttons, Trimmings, Leather Bags,
Shopping andLunch Baskets, Gossamer
Rubber Circulars and Fancy Goods at
reduced prices.

J. M. DYER & GO.
511
V19

the best bargains you
If yon can’t come
yourselves, send your wife or children to

These

ever

dly

are

bought.

W edding]
.AMD

Visiting
Cards.

to receive her friends
and patrons at

545 CONGRESS ST.

515 Congress Street,
se20dlw*a jtjiit)it,. Cor cr l'olman Place*

William S. Lowell,
CABO PLATE ENGRAVER;
Stationer.

Engraved Cards and Invitations
for Weddings and
Receptions a Specialty.
513 CONGRESS STREET.

pleased

L. A. WATERHOUSE

Congress St.

_eodtf

d3m

Where she is prepared to show them ail
the latest styles in millinery goods
straw and felt hats and bonnets, ribbons,
laces, flowers, velvets, plushes, ostrich
plumes, tips, etc.

NOYES

Cuffs,

cheap.

GA¥^&

cents.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.

At 20 cts. worth 80 cents.

lot

selling

gifted writAnthony Trollope, Miss
Braddon, William Black, Sir
Walter Scott, Victor Hngo.
and Miss Hillock, and range
in price from ten to twenty
ers 8s

BAILEY

GOODS.

show our goods whether you wish to

the works of such

Exchange Street, Portland.

the Lowest Prices.

CLASS

These books are reprints of
the leading novels of the day,
comprising with many others

ety.

At 40 cts., worth 62 1*2 cts.

STOCK,

Positively

And

can save

us.

Sliirts,
Light Weight,

One Lot Merino Shirts and

OH Cloths.
Persons in need or Carpetings

Merino

At 20 cts. each, worth 37 1-2 cts.

Brussels, Tapestry, Ingrain, Hemp, Straw^and
buyinr

Lot

Mrs. L. A. Waterhouse
S.

COE,

WESCOPT,

so20

Price List sent Free.

COST.

KENDALL & WHITNEY

w. L. WILSON & co., H. I. NELSON
& GO'S.
Wholesale and Retail Grocers,

D.ve House.

AND

dtf

......4 00

HARPER’S WEEKLY.

The finest quality and highest grade of Mustard
warranted chemically pure. For sale by

17 Temple Place,

$3.00.

*4 00

imported,

LEWAXDO’S

The nobby Pall Silk Hats? arejjf&ll
ready and we exchange for

r:

HARPER’S MAGAZINE.

MUSTARD.

Feai Hers Dyed & Cleansed.

HATS.

HARPER’S PERIODICALS.

‘ExtraGenuine’

TT&Slmnrm

SILK

Bto-

A

jyl

FOR $1.00.

TRUNKS

PIACME1S

for 75 cents.

Rousing Good Hat

subjects, poems, &c.

499 Congress Street, Corner Brown.*

right to
present a disfigured face in
society when the Magnolia
Balm is sold by all druggists

heavy rolled brims for stiff
rafts of Soft Hats, Pocket
in all colors, Lawn Tennis
and a

and announce it for

A large* and attractive variety of reading matter,
including a short story by Geobgb P. Lathbop,

has the

lady

goods

Sept.

suspected by anybody.
J»o

stock,

SPECIAL OPENING

£

Between the Western Cricketers and the Merion Club.
Timely

to the increasing demand
and Children’s Garand the room required to

for Misses

Thursday and Friday

The Town-Crier

jy'25

is not

Hats,
Caps
Hats,

Owing

ClJbO. A.

cle, which instantly removes
Freckles, .Tan, Redness
Roughness, Eruptions, Vulgar Flushings, etc., etc. So
delicate and natural are its
use

OPENING

PORTRAIT OF

we are

Soor

HATS

CONTAINS:

Remnants of Tapestry Carpetings

matter how
it may naturally be.
Lagan’s Magnolia Halm is a
delicate and harmless arti-

OUR

NOBBY

BARPER’SWEEKLY,

no

effects that its

AT

Family Newipaper

in the World.”

Wehav

curing

Complexion,

“The beat llluNtrnted

mohl

Haydn

Association

Rehearsals commence Sept. 18.
Copies of Oratorio, Joshua, can
be found at Stockbridge's.
Per Order,
•F. H. CLOVES, Sec.
«ep8
dtf

du

JERSEY MILK.
supplied with good Jersey Milk every
Extra milk
morning, Sundays included.
furnished when desired. Address

FAMILIES
aug24

.V. H. SOULE, Woodford’s.

|dtl

let 7b.109
Portland 4; Ogdeusburg B E 1st, 6s.. 106
Portland Water Co., Is.107

"Wit and Wisdom.
If a woman wore to change her sex what
would she become? A he-then.—Quiz

"

..

..111

MISCELLANEOUS

..108

as.107

“_....no

It Is Fun to Go Fishing-,
And now is the time when the fish bite, and
catch.
But you
you are pretty sure of a good
and the fish hooks
may also catch rheumatism,
will catch in your trousers and your hands
For
and make ugly and inflamed wounds.
wounds or for rheumatism the sportsman
needs Perry Davis’s Pain Killer. Mr. W.
C. Dickinson of Rochester, N. Y., who goes
fishing a good deal, says he has used it with
great advantage for these, !as well as for bowel

troubles; and thinks the “Pain Killer’’
ought to be kept in every family, and taken on
every excursion.

Tho Egyptian war will give about a hundred
paragraphers the opportunity to say that tho
Bedouins are no great sheiks, and that no matter how they are treated they will always Bedo-in something atrocious and inexcusable.
War is, indeed, a great evil.—Texas Siftings.
Corn Remover eradicates corns. Be
of base imitations. Get the genuine. 25c.

(Jerman
ware

A11

druggists.

very bob-tailed
horse): “Bless me! how short they have on*1
his tail.” Attendant: "His master is a'member of the society for the protection of animals
sir. In this fashion he will not annoy the
Old

gentleman (looking

at

a

MINIATURE ALMANAC.. SEPTEMBER 21.
High water, (p m),. 6.66
|I Moon
sets. morn.

Bun rises...5.46
Bob sets... .6.00

in Portland.

Vvrllaud Wholesale f*rlce» Current.
Corrected for tto Pbess to Bept. 91, 1882.
Iron.

JBread.
Pilot Sup ...8 50@11 00 Common. 2% @3
100.6 50@8 00 Refined. 3 @ 314
do sq

Ship.5 00@6 00 Norway-484® 6%
Cast Steel... 13
Crackers ft 7 00
@16

German Steel 8
@10
Shoe Steel.. 3%@ 3S4
Sheet Iron,

TOO.

Candle**.

Mould V ft.12

Common....6*4® 6S4
H. O.7V*@ 784
Russia.... 13y2@14

Sperm.25

Coal.—(Retail.)

Cumberland
@7 00
Acadia.6 50®7 00
Gaiv....9*4 @10
Lead.
Chestnut.5 75@6 25
Sheet.8
Franklin.7 50®
8
Lehigh.6 00@6 50 Pipe.7y2@

Pig......6%®
New

20@26

Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks ana Heads
Mol.City.. 2 25® 250
Bug. City.. 1 40® 2 00
Rug Sawed shk 110@1 25
Fine Sugar
46
Boxshooks
40®

20®

22®
23®

Pine.
Hard Pine.

Hoops, 14ft 26 00@30

@24
@27
@27
@41

Heavy.25
S laughter... 3G

Uppers.$60@70

...

..

58® 601 Boiling.
Nails.
35®2 601
Cask. 3 75@3
Alum.

Bangor) on

aceount of weather.

Cleared.
Brig Canadian, (Br) Cerrior, Sydney, CB—Gal*
Co.
lagher
hch Hattie M Mayo, Robinson, Cutler—NathT

Lydia

Y

Grant, Grant, Kennebunk— Geo W

Sch .Jerusha Baker, Chase, Machias—N Blake.
Sch Frances Ellen, Nickerson. Bangor—S W Thaxter & Co.
Sch Tiger, Dougla?, Belfast-Kensell & Tabor.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland—0 A B
Morse * Co.

Soli May Snowman, Oliver* Bath—N Blake.
FROM OUR

CORRESPONDENT.
WISCASSET. Sept 12—Sid, brig Martha A. Berry
Lee. Baltimere.
Sept 14—Ar, schs Ira D Sturgis, Hodgdon, Portland; Mamie Hill, Armstrong, Boston; Susan Stetson. Frisbee, do.
Sept 16—Sid, sch Albert Dailey, Goldthwaite,

Bridgeport.

Sept iy—Ar, sch Minstrel, Colby, Boston.

Ship Alice M Minott, now lying a* Phipsburg, is
to be towed to Portland and
placed in the dry dock
for now suit of metal.
Capt John W Dickinson is
to command her.
FROM

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

PortlandMatanZaS

20tn’ brig Emma, Richardson,

AratCaicntta 18th, barque Isaac L
Skolfield,
Bishop, from New York.
Ar at ijublin 16th,
brig Marenn, Jehns, New York

*n8*1»

et^^ew^¥ork°°*

Bertha, Crick-

Naval

carb.

23®

Tar, <$>bbl..

65®

Wil.

Pitch..

32® 38 Rosin.
Turpt’ne,gT
Oakum.
3@

Bleaching
powders....
Borax.

(a
55 (i

Cochineal.
Copperas
Cream Tartar

3 50r& 4 00
(w 4 00
3 50* 4 00
3 25*425
48@ 60

9
Oil.
Kerosene
Port. Ref.P’tr

18@19

Brimstone...

@10
@11
@ 7

Water White

....

Ex.

Stc-e

Pitch(C.Tar)

Ashes, pot— 6%(®

Bals copabia..
Beeswax.

12

DevoeBrill’t..

@13

g 14 y2

Pratt’ Astral.

Logwood.

Ligonia.

Gum Arabic..
Aloes cape...

Qimphor.
Myrrh.

Opium.4

Shellac.

85

13

SDerra.1 35*1 40
28 @ 30 Whale. 65® 79
64® 60 Bank.
40® 45
7

6.@500

38®

Indigo.1 00@1

Iodine.3 C0@3
®1
Ipecac.
Oioorice.rt.... 15®
Lai ex. 34®

Shore.

35@

45
Porgie. 40@ 60
Linseed.
66® 67
25 Boiled £0....
5 9® 60
25 l^ard.
110*1 14
20 Castor.1 20®1 85
40. Neatsfoot_ 90 Ca) 1 00
70 i Ela*ne.
62@ 62

45
25

Morphine.3 60®3
bergamot 2 75@3 001

Paints.
25®2 50! P. Pure Lead.
@7 20
75®:4 001 Pure Gr’d do. 7 25*7 55
751
Pure
do..
Olive.1 25®1
Dry
@7 25
6 00@7 SO
eppt. 3 25®3 501 km. Zinc
ttocholle
Yel.
001
2
w intergreen.
Vfew
@3
broPotass
Eng. V en. Red
3@ 3y2
mide.
38® 40 Red Lead.
7@7y2
Bice.
Chlorate.
20® 261
lodlae. 175@2 00l Rice, ^ ft.... 6S4@8ya
f@ 50 Rangoon
Quicksilver..
6yt@6y2
Naleratus.
2 10@2 20
Quinine
lit. Rhubi»b.. 76@1 60 Saleratus, £> ft4y.@ 61/*
Hall.
Rt. Snake. 26® 361
Saltpetre. 10® 16; Turk’s Island.
251
Senna. 16®
^ hhd.(bd.)2 00@2 26
ft 4y2@5! Bonaire-2J00@2 37y2
Seed. CmMtty
..2
00,®
3
001
Cadiz, du.pd2 < >0* 2 50
Cardamons
Soda, bi-carh.. 36<$4 | Cadiz.b’dl 1 75® 2 00
Sal.2%@3
Liverpool.
Sulpktr.3%@ 4% | Duty paid 1 87 @2 12
1 25®1 60
Sugar Lean
20® 22: In bond
16
White Wax... 60® 65 Gr’mi butter..
box
11
Liv.
fine
1 25® 1 76
sack.
Vitrol, blue... 10®
Heedit.
Vanilla,
bean..10 00@12 00 Clover, ft
Red Top, bag..4 76@5 00
H. Grass bu...2 60@2 75
Duck.
No. 1.
@38
Hpicew.
No. 3.
@34
Cassia, pure .28 @30
6625
Cloves.35 @37
No. 10.
10.18
8 oz.
Ginger.11 @13
Ma«e..
10 oz.
@22
90*100
Fish.
Nutmegs. 85® 95
Cod, per qti.,
Pepper. 22® 24
Ntarcb.
L’ge Shore ..6 25@6 60
L’ge Bank... .6 00@6 25 Laundry
6Ys@ 9
Small.4 60® 4 75
Shot.
Pollocu.3 75®4 50 I>rop,.
@ 7%
Haddock. 3 50® 3 75 Buck.
@ 8ya
Hake
3 26@3 50 \
Teas.
45
Souchong.... 25®
Herring,
Shore,pbbl.. 400® 700 Oolong. 25® 30
Seal
& box.
22®27 do choice. 45* 60
No. 1.
18@221 Japan.. 26 * 30
do choice.
Mackerel, {>bbi.
36® 60
Oil

Cod liver... .2
3
Lemon....

....

.......

...

....

..

...

Bay

Tin.

No. 1.
No. 2..

Strait ■(,.
@27
@
Bay
Shore No. 1.12 50@14 00 English .26 @27
No. 2. 9 50® 10 60 Char. I. 0.. 7 00® 7 60
Large 3 ....7 60® 9 00 Char.I.X... 9 00® 9 76
Medium.6 60® 8 00i Terne* ..6 75® 8 75
Coke.5 50® 6 00
Small.
@
18*
20
Clam bait... 4*00® 5 001 Antimony...
Zinc.- -. 8 00@9 00
l»uupowder.

Blasting
Sporting....

....

..

4 00@ 4 25
6 25® 6 60

Hay

Pree’d {Hon 13 00® 15 00
Loose.14 00® 16 00
Straw.10 0U&12 00
Lime.
Per cask.
105.
Flour.

I

Tobacco.

brands.
Medium....

Best

60®
60®

(Common....
35®
Half ft.
@
Natd Leaf...
80 @
Varuif*b.

70
68
45

Damar.1 76@2 60
Coach. 2 26@ 5 60
Farm
e
1 60® 2 00
...

4»rain.

Superfine.4 25®4 76 H. M. Corn, car
Extra Spring..6 76@6 26
lots, 85
XX Spring—6 00@6 60 Mixed Corn,
Patent Spring
car lots, 84
"
Wheats.8 75@9 50 Cats,
60
I Backed Bran 00@22 50
Michigan Winter beet.6 25@6 50
Midi..
32
Common
Cotton Seed,car lot 32 00
"
Miohigan....5 75@6 00
bag lots 33 00
92
St. Louis Win0oru,bag lots..
ter
fair
6 75@7 00 Meal,
88
"
65
Winter good..7 OO'a-7 25 Oats,
26 00
Winter best.. .7 50(§}7 75 Bran,
34 <*>
Produce.
Mids,
130
Rye.
Turkeys.
18@20

RAILROAD

issue six per cent, forty-year
AND INTEREST PAYABLE IN
GOLD,
City of Boston, at the rate of $20,000
mile, ana will issue its stock at the rate of
26,000 per mile; these said securities to be delivered to to the contractor on the completion of the
road in sections of ten miles each; said completion,
according to specified requirements, to be certified
to by the Chief Engineer of the Company before the
delivery of the bonds and stock for such ten miles.
The work of construction has already commenced
in the city of Topeka, and will be vigorously pushed
westward.
Subscriptions to these bonds may be made at
the office of the contractor on the following terms:
For $800, twelve shares of stock (par value $60
each) and a $1000 bond will be given, the latter
bearing interest at six per cent, from the date of
will

PRINCIPAL

in the

Sar

TIEiTlORANDA.
McNeil, Percy, from Pensacola
for hio Janeiro, was passed
by a pilot boat, (no date)
60 miles from So West Pass.
Nothing is known as
to the fate of the crew. The vessel
registered 611
bUit ln 1867 at Whldoboro, where she

owned148
wl°^h0w“-'
?aton- from APPle River,
put
Vineyard Haven 18th

This price will be advanced from time to tn'me as
the building of the road progresses, or within the
discretion of the contractor.
Full particulars will be cheerfully given to those
who may call at the office, or auy inquiry
by mail
will be promptly answered.

was

leaking 1000 strokes per *,nto
hour.
Sch Mary A Rowland,
Pendleton, from Bangor for
New Bedford, put into
Vineyard-Haven 18th with
®tex“ a°d rJggLng damaged, having been
m collision on Nantucket
Shoal-.
-Sch Chromo, Wooster, from Belfast
for New York
™
Veint. Capo Poge, 16th, but
e
aP^arent damage, by assistance of some
wreckers, and was taken into Edgartown.
E3r*See other columns.

c£n

®HrU^k
25LWi!£2Uti

DOMErm POSTS.
18th, ship Robert Dixon,* SmithwO—Ar
New
York,
wick,

P.HAimrv.CSwUrI.tnsir,th'
,Ch
BiAeVKSSo0NorwiLkE-Cldl4th>
RICHMOND—Ar

Ad“ A

C. G.

PATTERSON,

PRINCIPAL

CONTRACTOR.

New York Mutual Life Building,
MILK

Jordan, Dancan *

Springer^Kennebro*’

Re°nfe“do° Wil8°n' W‘tt8' *»*»;

H A

Ar
amo, schs

Cobb, Small, Gnantan19ih\bar,,I®JJ®Ml0
Normauiiy, Adams, fm Kennebec; Julia
S M Todd, Norwood. Calais.
Bak®rl If"18'8cb“
Jjaracpa:
A
R
tb'

SI,

Weeks, Littlefield, Portland;
Umron Arer’ Ame“bur> l Lizzie S Haynes.Gam-

children."
Dr. Alex. Robertson, 1057 2(1 Av., N. Y.
to

“Pleasant, Harmless and Wonderfully Efficacious."
Dr. A. J. Green, Royerton, Ind.
Iprescribe it as superior to any known remedy."
Dr. H. A. Archer, 62 Portland Av., Brooklyn.

Castoria is not narootic.

Mothers, Nurses
aud Doctors agree that for Sour-Stomach,
Flatulency, Diarrhoea, and Constipation,
nothing is so prompt as old Dr. Pitcher's
Castoria, By assimilating the food,
Castoria gives robust health and natural sleep.

Sullivan.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 16th, schs S S Blckmore,
Lon?. Providence; Sami Hart, Holbrook, and Fannie Butler, Warren, New
York; Abby H Hodgman.
Frye, do, (and Bid for Portland.)
NEW HAVEN—Ar
17th, sch Aimeda Wiley, Wilboo, Pensacola.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 18th, schs Silver Spray, Lam
Helen G King, Murdock. Calais.
8™1,K;lit,.n‘or<>i
Sid 18tb, sch Senator
Grimes, Clark, New York.
Ar 1 .ith, schs Lizzie
Raymond, Lord, Hoboken;1
Kalmar, Brown, Calais.
Sid 16th, brig F H Todd, Clark, New York
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOK-Ar 18th rche AlGoldtbwaite, Wiscasset for Bridgeport;
F T DrUko, Lindsny, fm Bluehillfor
Philadelphia;
Danl Pierson, Sumner, Wiscasset for
Philadelphia;
Merrill C Hart, Wharton,
for New York;
Bangor
J S Moulton. Crowley, St John, NB for do.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar
18th, sch Onward, Wheeler, Northport.
Ar 19th, schs
Mexican, Arey, Bangor, (leaky, and
with loss of an anchor.)
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, brig Martha A
Berry, from Wiscasset for Baltimore: Lizzie Wyman, Boston lor Wilmington, NC; schs War Steed,
New York for Augusta; A Hammond. Elizabethport for Saco; Martha Nichole, Apple River NS for
New York; Reuben Eastman, and
Koret, Gardiner
Gardiner for do; Gen Howard, do for do;
Wigwam
and Hyue, Portland fer do;
Harry P Percy, and
Carrie Bell, Kennebec fer do; Geo W Jewett and
Willie H Higgins.de for
Philadelphia: Sylvi, Batson. Calais ior
Providence, (with head of foremast
sprung.)
Sid iatb, sch 8 J
Lindsay, D B Everett, Sedona,
Jed Frye, V R Gates, Golden
Rule, N J Miller, and

M.
Peanuts—

N Y Factory.12
@13ya
Skims. 7Va@ 8

Malaga.

Wilmington.1 75@2 25

Virginia....2 26®2 60
Tennessee... 1 80«,2 00
Outturn,lb.
b®10c
Walnuts '•
12V«®16e
Filberts «
12ya@14o!
13
Paean
®l(ioi

Cheeae.

New.
Vormont_12

@13ya

Apple**.

1 00@1 50
Eating fc* bbl..3 60*4 00
Jookiug ¥>bbl...OO@3 26
Evaporated.14® 16
Dried Western....6@6y2
do Eastern.... 6@6ya
Per crate

.....

PortlandOity Bonds,Municipal.100
Portland City Bonds, aid R. R.107
Bath City Bonds ..100
Bangor City Bonds, 2<1 years.109
Calais City Bonds.109

Cumberland National Bank.. 40_ 58
Canal National Bank.100....168
First National Bank.100_167
Casco National Bank.100_167
Merchant’s National Bank... 75_120
National Traders’Bank.100_100
Portland Company. 95
Portland Gas Company. 50_ 65
Ocean Insurance Company ...100_108
A. it K. R. R. Bends. 109
Maine Central R. R. Bonds 7’s.120
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b’ds 100.... 112
Potlaud & Ken. R. R. Bonds,100.112
Bumford Falla <& B R. R. Receiver

..IDO
..121
..102
..111
111
..60
..170
-.168
..169
..121

..161
.100
HO

..

.110
..111
.12]
..113
..

114

STEPHEN

ON House
of land. For
or

address

jun28dtf

Belleville,

Healing Remedy.

any

Until

~

Mt>4

dTuT&Seow&weowly

REAL

FOR SALE.
2% story house containing 17 rooms, No. 281
«.ot 60x120 feet. Furnace, gas fixtures, double windows and doors go with theliouse.
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
Inquire of
93 Exchange street.
sepl9eod3w

for the removal of the buildings upon
PROPOSALS

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c,
Schnapps

the

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.

A public

saltr of over 30 years duration in every
section of

our

Schnapps,

country of Udolpho Wolfe's

its unsolicited endorsement by

the medieal faculty and

a

sale uneqnaled

Peucinian, Erskin, Bangor*

by any other alcoholic distillation have

NEWBUKYPOKT—Ar 18th, schs J P Ingraham,
Lewis, Amboy; Dolphin, Young, Hoboken.
Ar 19th. schs N J Miller, Lewis, Amboy; Samuel
Gilman, Jones. Weehawken.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 19th; sobs Charlotte Buck,

insured for it the reputation of salubrity

Smith, and Mark Pendleton, Gitkey, Amboy; Ida
Iludrou, Bishop, Rondout,
Sid 18th, schs Mayflower, Percy, Bath; Brave.
Stiatton, Ellsworth.
MA0H1AS—Ar 18th, brig Wm Mason, Hardy,
Portland, to load for Cuba.
BANGOR—Ar 19th, schs Caroline Kriesoher,
pevereux, Portland; Carrie Pitman, Nichols, from
Grand Banks via Bucksport.
FOREIGN 1*011 FM.
At Hong Kong Aug 12. ship Lucy A Nichols, Nickels, for .San Francisco; barque P J Carlton, Arnes-

for do; Mabel, Snew. for New York.
At do Aug 11, ship Ella S
Thayer,* Davis, from
Cardiff, ar 2d
Calcutta—Sid fm Saugor Aug 9, ship R R Thomas.
Ross, New York.
Sid fm Bordeaux 6th inst,
brig J H Lane, Shute.
Sydney, CB.
At Valparaiso Ang 12, barque Ada
Gray, Plummer, for Antofagasta.
Ar at Tampico, luth inst, sch Yo Semite,
Russell,
Pearlington, Miss.
At French Cayes Sept 13, sch A P
for

Emerson,

Turks Island 1st inst, sch Canton, Henley,
Poitland, (aad sld 6th for Providence); 6th, brig
Clara Jenkins, Coombs, Boston, (and sailed 9th for
Ar at

Belfast.)

**eazley» Kavanaugh,

for

New

vAi Matanzas 13th inst, barqne EvaH Fisk, Newell, for North of Hatteras, Idg
° sugar; sch Fred Jackson, Snow. disg.

can

he

Primary, Secondary

or

Tertiary

Mercury
system
Cures Scrofula, Old Sores, Rheumatism, Eczema
Catarrh, or any Blood Disease.
Cures

Springs

from the

When Ilot Springs Pail !

have

We

cases
and were

our

finally

town who lived at Hot
cured with S. S. S.
McCammon & Murry.

Louisville, Ky., May 13,1881.

has given better
I have ever sold.

medicine

Every purchaser
S. 8. cured
and

satisfaction than any
J. A. Flexner.

Denv er. Col., May 2,1881.
speaks in tne highest terms of S.
L. Meisseter.

me

Ears, after

Scalp Sores, Sores in Noseverything known to the mediof

undersigned have formed a co partnership
for the purpose of transacting business, in the
sale of Lime, Cement, Brick, Plaster, Hair, Fire
Brick, &c., &c., in the city of Portland, at Central
Wharf, under the firm name of L. C. CUMMINGS
&CO., Manufacturers of Jacobs Lime. This copartnership will go into effect October I, 1882.
S. D. OARLETON, of Rockport, Me.,
P. J. CARLETON, of Rockport, Me.
L. 0. CUMMINGS, of Portland, Me.,
eel 9
d3 w

1

In

County

1882, a warrant in insolvency was
by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the court of insolvency for sai l County of Cumberland, against the estate of said
CHRISTOPHER C. ELLIS, of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, adjudged to be
Insolvent

debtor,

on petition or said
on the thirteenth

debtor,which

petition was filed
day of September, A. D. 1882, to which date interest on claims is
to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property by
him

are

forbidden

DRINK

doubt, come to see us, and we will CURE
TOC, or charge nothing ! ! Write for particulars
and a copy of a little book ‘‘Message to the Unfortunate Suffering.”
Ask any prominent Druggist as to our standing.
ft ft WARD will be paid to any
Chemist who will find on analysis of 100 bottles of
8. 8. si. one
of Mercury, Iodide of Potassium, or any Mineral substance.

particle

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., Props.,
[PER BOTTLE]
Atlanta, Ga.
Price of 8mall 8ize,
l$1.00
1.25
Large,

the

and

acts

BRIGHT,

claimed for it.

ICures all diseases of the

Lungs.
Swedish
Pepsin
Pills
Cures Con-

Exhilarating

W. E. WOOD, Agent,
9 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

eod2m

aigesnve organs.

and.

and circulars—Sent Free.
F.W. A. Bergengren, M.D.,
Lynn, Mass.
Proprietor.
I consider Swedish Botanic Compound the best
Blood Purifier and Spring Medicine in use.
W. B. WATSON,
Lynn, Mass.

With iscautful Pottery

pamphlets

CentreitJ

Limoges,
Longwy,
Japanese,
Sarreguemines*
Satsuma, Kioto, &c.j

A lady writes: “After years of severe suffering
from female complaints, nervousness and dyspepsia
your Swedish Botanic Compound has entirely cured

Fitted complete with the

me.

fr

SWEDISH REMEDIES.
For Sale by all Druggists,
eod&wly

^

PURE COD LIVER

Loil

AHD LIME.

.

I

English Duplex, Oxford
and Harvard Burners.

?or Sals Wholesale and Retail.

G. E. JOSE & GO.

ociodtf
in hereby
subscriber has been duly
of the Will of

Notice

NEW YORK.

Ji3__

dly

And Medicated Cotton

T® Consumptive*—Many hnve been bap
py to give their testimony in favor of the use of
1 Pilbvr’s Pure Cod-Liver Oil and Lime."
Experience has proved it to be a valuable remedy for Consumption, Asthma, Diphtheria, and all diseases of
the Throat and LuDgs. Manufactured only by A.
B. Wixjjor, Chemest, Boston.
Sold by all drug-

Instant Belief for Toothache.

A few applications of
Medicated Cotton, wetln

-4 Obtunder, placed In an
aching tooth, will deaden the nerve and glv«
relief. Obtunder, Medicated Cotn and Instrument, all complete, for 26 cU.
Fonaalfl by all Druggists ami Dealers in Patent
Medicines, and by the Mann faaturur,
O. I*. MAeALASTEii, D. D. S., Lynn, Maas.
-,

Cirmanent
sep6

y&w-

NOTICE TO STEVEDOEES.-P. L. S. B. S.
On and after October the 1st, the rate
of wages will be as follows: 30 cents
per hour for day work, and 35 cents per
hour for night work, and time and a
half for Sunday work, on all European
steamers and vessels. P. J. HIGOIJfS.
Portland, Sept. I6lh 1SS2.
eeplbdlw

sopl6STATh&wlw

gists.

NERVOUS

A

Cure

DEBIJlItI.
Guaranteed.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment : a specific for Hysteria,
Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, IjOSB
of Memory, Spermatorrbma, Impotency, Involuntary Emissions. Premature Old Age, caused by overartion, self-abuse, or over-indulgence which leads
to misery, dooay and death. On# box will cure
ulains one month’s treatrecent cases Each box
sia hoxe
ment. One dollar a box
for Hve dollars; sent by mall prep io on receipt Of prioe. The
C. West & Co., guarantee six boxM
John
proprietors,
to oere auy case. With each order received for

boxes, aecomi anied with Hve dollars, the protheir written guar;
prietors will send the purchaser
if
six

the treatment does not
return the money
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a cure.
&
HAY
00., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
Me., at Junction Middle and Free Sts.
nor X
d&wly46
ante# to

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has
himself
that trust, as the law
taken
upon
All
upon
directs.
persons
having demands
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit
th9 same; and all persons indebted to said estate
are called upon to make payment to
FRANCIS E. PRAY. Executor.
Portland, Sept.*9th, 1882.
sepl4dlaw3wTb*

The Undersigned Photogra hers
of Portland,
the indulgence of their patrons, have
agreed to close their places of business during the mombs of July and August of the present
year on Monday of each week at twelve o’clock M
to remain closed for the remainder of that day.

ASKING

M. F. KING.

J. H. LAM SON.
C. W. HEARN.

15,1882___jyl5dtf_

Portland Grocers’and Flour Dealers’ Association.
ANNUAL MEETING of this Association
will be held at the Board of Trade Rooms on
MONDAY, Sept. 25th, at 2.30 P. M., for the elec-

THE

tion of Officers for the ensuing year, and to transact
any other business that may come before the meetPer order
O. G. BOYD, Secretary
ing.

Portland, Sept. 19th 1882.

without

change—at

Mon-

m.

Crawfords* and Fabyans’

on

1.05

Train* arrive in Portland :
a. m., from Bartlett and Intermediate Stations.
12.50 p. m. from all White Mountain points.
8.30 p. m., from Montreal, Ogdensburg, Syracuse
and West.
J. IIA1HICTOIY, Superintendent.
Portland, June 23d, 18
jun24dtf
8.40

Bumford Falls & BuckJleld
railhoad.
rrr:

-■_■.■■Lam

sepl9dlw

Leave Canton for Portland and
9.50 a. m.
Portland for Canton mnnn

4.30 and
inr^ST^rit-ewiston,
Leave

C-r.

—

—^-^^a.

and 1.30 p.

m.

ra.

Leave Lewiston at 0.40 a. m. and 2.26 p. m
Stage connections with Byron, Mexloo, Dixfleld
Pern, Lirormore, West Sumner and Turner
OTIS HAFFORD. Sunt.
Portland, June 28, 88
Je28dtf

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
MC1MMER ARRANGEMENT.
Monday. June 19.
Trainj will leave
7.30 a. n., and
T.#J P- ra., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7.30 p. ra.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.45 p.

sure

boy
(at any railroad
boat offleo In Now England) via
I*

tieuota

BOUND

BROOK

or

(team

FARE,
PUUd.iphla

{JgJSB, **;g®

New York and

NEW

Ml

ENGI.ANJ* AGENCY,

Washington Street, Boston.

mh26.lt

H. P. BALDWIN.
Agent 0. B. B. of N. J.

Gen

Boston & Maine

Railroad,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Ou aud after Mouday,

Sept. 4th, 1882,

FA8,ENGEK TRAINS WILL LEAVE
___

PU8TLAIVD for BONTON

in., 12.66, 0.00 p. m.,
•—SfSSat 0.16,
SS^’^S-SSarriving a- Boston at 10.45 a. m.,
—“-“-1.16,4.56,10.00 p. m. BUTTON
8 46

a.

POKTI.AND at 9.00 a. m.. 12.30, 3.30
7.00 p. m„ arriving at Portland at 1.00, 6.00, 8.00,
OLD ORCHARD REACH
11.00 p. m.
FOR BOSTON at 6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.66,
6.29 p. in.
BOSTON FOR OLD ORCHARD BEACH at 8.00, 9.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.30, 7.00 p. m. PORTLAND FOR SCARBORO BEACH AND PINE POINT at
6.16, 8.46, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 4.55, 6.00, p.
FOR OLD ORCHARD
td.
(See note.)
BEACH at 6.15. 8.45,10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12.65,
4.55, 6.00, \>. in. FOB SACO AND
Bl DDE FORD at 6.15, 8.45, 10.25 a. m.,
VOR

12-56,

m.
FOR
4.55,
p.
KCNNERCNK at 6.15, 8.45 a. m.. 12.66,
4.55, 6.00, p. m. FOR Vr ELLS at 6.15, 8.45

C.00.

6.00 p. in. (See note.) FOR NORTH
R8 HWU H, SAE TION FACES, ORE AT
FACES. DOVER, EXETER, HAVERHILL, LAWRENCE, ANDOVER AND
LOWELL at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 12 65, 6.00 p. m.

h.

in..

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with ail
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastporc, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refresh,
meats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Law rence and Beaton
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be bad of M. E. Williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at VTnion
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dfef
sep2

Grand Trunk

Railway of Canada.

MONDAY. JUNE 24»th,
run as follows:
DEPARTURES:
For Anbnrn and Lewiaton, 7.10 and 9.00
and

after

ON I88‘J, trains will
a.

p.

m., 1.15 and 5.10 p. m.
For (xorham, 9.00 a, m.f

1. 309 3.30 and 5.10

m.

For iTlontreal, Quebec and
a. w. and 1.30 p. m.

C hicago, 9.00

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiaton and Auburn, 8.35 a. m.
12.45, and 5.50 p. m.
From (xorham, 8.35, a. m., 12.35, 5.00 and

5.30 p. m.
From Chicago,
12.35 and 5.30 p. m.

ITlontreal and Quebec*

Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on night train and
on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
Parlor Cara

T1KCET OFFICES

74 EXCHANGE STREET
-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT OF

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
To Canada, Dei.'oii; Chicago, Milwaukee
Cincinnati. St. I.ouia. Oiunhu, snginaw, Si. Paul. Salt l.ake City,
Denver, Sau Franci.eo,
and all points in the

Northwest,

West

nail

Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.

W. J. SPICEH, Superintendent.

iou2UdtI

The
Steamer
LEWISTON,
*1127 tons, Capt. Charles DeerRailroad
which
leaves
Wharf,
ing,
j,
*
^ will at Portland, every Turaday and
r raday
evening, at 11.15 o’clock, or on the
arrival of Express train from
Boston, (nr Bocklitnd, ( amine. Deer Bale, and Medgwirk.
(Stage from Sedgwick to Blue HU1 on arrival of
each Steamer) Mo. Weat and Bar Harbor*,
Millbridge, Joneapnrt and Mackianport.
Ketnrnang, leaves Machlasport, every Monday and Thuraday Morning*, at 4.30 o’clock.
Mount Desert at about 10.00,
arriving In Portland
the same evening, connecting with Pullman Train
and early morning traius for Ronton.
The New Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND, 1000
tons, Capt. WM. E, DENNISON will leave
same wharf every Monday, Wedueaday and
Maturday evening*, at 11.15 o’clock or on arrival of Steamboat Ex ress trains from Boston for
Mount De«erf (South West and Bar Harbors)
touching at Rockland only, and arriving at Bar
Harbor at about 10.00 A. M. next day. Connect
with Steamer for Nullivnn from Bar Harbor.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 A.M.
Monday Wednenday and Friday, touching
at South West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in
Portland about 6.00 P. M.
jt~

toJSjK

*

Going East. At Kocklnnd with B & B. 8. S
Co, Steamers each trip tor Kelfant, Bangor, and
River Landings, also with Steamers for Grrft’a
Landing, Blur Hill and KlUworth. At Bar

Harbor with Steamers for Lamoine and Nullivan.
At Nedgwick with Stage for Blue Hill*
Tickets sold to all points as above.
COMlIVtt WEST.
At Rockland

Mondays

E.

CCJSHING,

Clinton, Ayer Jane., Fltchbnrg,
Nashua, Unwell, Windham, and hipping at 7.30 a. ra. and 1.05 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at

1.05 p. m.
Ear Rochester, Mpringyale, Alfred, Waterboroand Saco Hirer.7.30 a. ra., 1.05
ra.. and (mixed) at 0.30
p. m. Returning
•ve Rochester at (mixed) 6.46 a. m., 11.15
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 6.45 p. m.
For Gorham, Maccnrappa, Cumberland

K.

Westbrook

Mills,

and

Woodford’s,

at 7.30 a. m.,
1.05, 0.40 and (mixed)
•0.30 p. m.
The 1.05 p. in. ttain from Portland connect, at
Aye' Jusr, with lloosac Tsnnel Route for
11 tWest, and at Union depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
UMpringlleld, also with N. Y. & N. E. R.
K (“Steamer Maryland Route”) tor Fhfladelbln, Baltimore, Washington, and the
outfc and with Boston 9c Albany R. R. tor
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTrunk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Parlor Cars on 1.05 p. m. train from Portland
and S.0O a. m. train from Worcester.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offloee and at KoUms ft Adams' No. 22 Exchange street.
* Doee not
stop at Woodford’s.

8

J. W. PETERS, Supt.

jel7

dtf

Manager.

General

dtf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. 8. CO.
FOR

»t

Ear

with

Portland. June 14, 1882.

On and after

m.

Thursdays

and

Sanford S. S. Co. from Rangor and River Landings for Portland.
The City of Richmond w ill stop at Beer 1*1©
each trip going East, to land passengers.
GEORGE L. DAT,
Treasurer and General Ticket Agent.

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

"’

Maadwieh

9.land.. New Zealaad aad
Australia*
Steamers sail from New York on 10th, 20th and
3oth of each month, carrying passengers for San
Francisco and all of the above ports.
Steamers sail from San Frar. cisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand

m

and

Australia.

For Freight, Passage, sailing
lists and full
information, apply to or address the General Eastern Agents,
CL L. BARTLETT A
€©.,
115 State Street, enr. Broad St., Boston*
or
w- 9- little a 00.,
4
1*38(1 tf
81
Rxebanir* St..

Portland.

ALLAN LINE steamships!

ft QUEBEC
VEHV

to LIVEBPUOL

ATI) R D AY

Shortest
Ocean
Voyage—Only
FIVE DAY8 from Land to Land.
Extra weekly ships from
GLA.C«V, Li Ter.
pool. Queenaiowa, l.ondouderry, and Galway to BOSTON direct.
The steamers are unsurpassed for
safety and speed

CABIN, $70

aad

$SO.

Intermediate $40, Steerage at low rates
Apply to E. A. WALDRON, 40 Exchange St. T
P.

McGowan, 422 Congress St., or I.K V K A:
ALDEN, Or acral Agrnla. New York, 207
Broadway: Boston, Mass., 15 State St.; Philade
phia, Pa., N. E. cor. Broad and Chestnut Sts.

_dly

BOSTON

STEAMERS.

Eastport,

Me.,

Calais,

Me., St.

John, N. B., Halifax, N.
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
ON AND AFTER NONDAY, WEFT. lMhWteam•*

er»

<h>«

Aina

will

TTTT"**I Ccave Railroad Wharf,
foot of SUte street,: every
Monday, Wednesand
day
Friday, at 6 p. m. for Eastport and St.
Jobn, with connections for Calais, Kobblnston. St.
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woods took. Grand

Menan, Campobelie, Digby, Annapolis, Yxrmoath,
Windsor, Halifax, Monoton, Newcastle, Amhersk
Pieton, Shediao, Bathurst, Dalheosie, Charlotte to wd. Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei
stations on tbe New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Coonties, and Prince Edward Island Kail Roads,
and Stage Kontes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any InFreight
formation regarding tbe same may be bad at tbe
offloe of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes,
Tickets,
State Rooms and further information apply at
Company’s Ofttce, 40 Exchange St.
T. C. KERSEY, President, and Manager
dtf

Boston
-AJST>—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct

Steamship

Line.

Leaves each Port Every Wednesday and

Saturday

So

Wfcai fag«.
From Long Wharf. Boston, 8 p
From Fine S»reet Wharf
at 1C a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

m.

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R.R., and

by connecting lines, forwarded free of
Faanagc

Ten Dollars.
Meals and Room

For Freight

or

de*1*

DIRECT LINE from BOSTON to SAVANNAfir
at

connecting

Savannah with all rail lines to point*
the South and South-West, and with rail
and
steamer lines to all points In Florida.

South
commission.

Magnificent passenger accommodations. New
Steamers-Fastest time and lowest rates.
The elegant new iron steamers of 2200 tons
each
GATE CITY and CITY OF COLUMBUS, will
regularly every Thursday from Boston and Savannah.
These steamers are considered the finest on the coast

sail

For

freight or passage apply to
RING, 18 T wharf, Boston, or
SAMPSON, 201 Washington St., Boston.
W. H.

Semi-Weekly Lice to New lork.
Steamers Eleanor* and Franconia
Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf ■
Portland,.every MONDAY and
at S
F. M. and leave Pier 37, East THURSDAY,
River, New Vork.
*
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine aocommnda.
Mens for passengers, making this a very convenient
acd comfortable route for traveler*
between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
Mwuners will touch at Vineyard Haven on their
na»•age to and from New York. Passage, including
*oon>. Wi meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to
destination at
once. For further information apnlv to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 9k
Excnange Street. From Dee. 1 to May I. no nan
sengers will be taken by this line.
dfJcSdtY^

I

PARKER’S

I

HAIR BALSAM.

I

Bound Trip 818
included.

Isimilar article, on acicount of its superior
■cleanliness and purity,
pit contains materials
only that are beneficial
to the
scalp and Hair

long Wharf, Boston

and always

I OFFICE.

Tl_

Passage Tickets, Cabin, Second Cabin, and
Steerage, outward and prepaid, with choice of the
fastest, largest and best lines and steamers, crossing on the lane routes free from ice and icebergs,
viz: the White Star, Anchor, Cunard, State, National, American, Red Star, Hamburg American,
North German Lloyd, British or Italian lines, to
and from all ports in Ireland, Scotland, England,
France, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Norway.
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Spain and Italy at
lowest rates of passage, via: Cabin, $50 to $100.
Second Cabin, $40 to $60, according to berth and
steamers.
Steerage $2o to $32. according to
port. Return tickets very low.
Sterling and Continental exchange in
to suit.
Also agent Morris Europea -and
American Express for packages *snd freigh#toall
Also agent for the celebrated
parts of the globe.
Acidia Coal by the cargo. Apply to

Restores the Youthful Color to Grey or Faded Hair I
I Parker's Hair Balsam is finely perfumed and Is
■ warranted to prevent failing of the hair and to re- I
■ move dandruff and itching. Hiscox & Co.. N.Y. I
SOc. mi |1 eh'*, at dealers In
drug* and medicine*.
#
■

I

"PAitKER’S

GINGERTONIC
A Superlative Health and Strength Restorer.

If you are a mechanic or fanner, worn out w'th
overwork, or a mother run down
or
by
hold duties try Parkkr's Gingcr family house,

steamer and

Tonic.

If you are a lawyer, minuter or business
man
nausted by mental strain or anxious
cares, do not taka

ex-'

sums

J. L. FARMER, Agent,
No. !ttl Exchange Siren

mohlS

dtf

CLYDE’S

PHILADELPHIA
—

AND

intoxicating stimu!ants,butuso Parker’s Ginger Tonic
If

you have Consumption, Dyspepsia, Rheum*.
Ism, Kidney Comp ants, or any disorder of the lungs,
stomach bowels, blood or nerves, Parksr’s
GingS
Tonic will cure you. It is the Greatest
Blood Purifies
And ths Bret and Surest Cough Cura Ever Uied.
If you are wasting away from age,
f
dissipation or
: any disease or weakness and
require a stimulant taka
Ginoes
Tonic at once; it will
t
and build
invigorate
( y°“ “P from die first dose but wUl never intoxicato
s It has saved hundreds of lives; it
may save yours,

f

—

NEW ENGLAND
STEAMSHIP IjINE

FROfft
la

x ms
eiejant dressing
is preferred by those
who have used it, to any

k

General Ocean Steamer

PASSAGE

CAUTION!—llsfn,. ril lubrtitvtex.
Pwkrr’.GIugrrToiilsfc
•ompowd of th. beil r.meda.1 agimti in tb. world, Md I.enllralT
dilferrot from preparation, of
ginger ulone. Send for circular far
HUcpx A Co., N.r, SOe. A .1 sise^ at dealers In
drugs,
GREAT SAVINQ BUTINQ DO JAR fas

BOSTON
onnectlon with

OLD COLONY RAILROAD.
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
BIVKR. there connecting with the Clyde Niranere, sailing every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY

and lay,n£ fragrance has made this
delightful perfume exceedingly popular. Thera
is nothing like it. Insist
upon having Flores,
ton Coloonb and look for
signature of

direct to

Phil adolphla.
with Clyde Steam
Lines
Char let*
8.

on

Connecting there

to
and

ion,
C., Wnnhingi'""Ce,
all Rail and Water Lines.
Rates and Bills Lading given from any
Through
point In New England to Philadelphia.
For Rates and Information apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
No. 3 Old State House, Bouton, Mass
feb20d

every

cen

<?6a 4cox 9

botlle.

drought

Any

supply you,

or

93 and T3 ernt (ire*.
SAVIN'. HI YIN.;

1-ARGK

denier

Effectually

inflammation,

colds,

completely heals

the
Fires end restores the
wuse of taste end
smell jbeneticial results
are realised
by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hav Fever, Ac. Unequaled for
colds in
the head.
Agreeable to use. An-

U.

Trip per Week.

On and after
June
2d the favorite and superior seagoing steamer New Kruni.wick, will leave Rail Road
Wharf, foot of State St., every FRIDAY at 1.00
p. m. (or on arrival of morning trains of Eastern
and Boston & Maine Rail Roads, aud Grand Trunk
Express Train from Montreal,) for YARMOUTH
arriving there next morning, where connections are
made with Western Counties
Railway, Fishwlck’s
Express Line of Steamers, and stage lines for all
the principal places in Nova Scotia.
Fricght reocived cn days of sailing up to twelve
o’olook, and positively none taken after that time.

FRIDAY,

H. P. C. Hersey, Agt.,
ma23

cleans.*

protects the membrane
from additional

(LIMITED.)

One

perfumery
nuinssy

Ihe nasal
passages ot
^atarrhal virus, cansing healthy secret ion*.

Allays

,

In

•30. gJ2gi

iM>24_TT&SAw
CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm
:

YARMO

DkW

A.

aug29_eodSm
Maine Steamship Company

Passage apply to
£. B. 8AIff?iO!Y, Agent,
lO

SAVANNAH

in

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.

.kites''_P

AND

STEAMSHIPJDOMPANY.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Philadelphia,

HOUTK.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

l?Sfr“3l»S4, Passenger
*^£p3Porllaad
S..

IREEN STREETS,

Express Trains. Double Track Stone Balias

C. B. CONANT.

July

train—arriving

m.

a.

treal at 8.40 p.
Parlor Cars for
p. an. train.

AND THIRD AND BERKS STb.

cjiveiv, that the

appointed Executor

SARAH JOHNSON, late of Portland,

18 BEAVER STREET,

NINTH AND

TABLELAMPS

Mummer.

consumed.

according

tions.
After July |*t
Parlor C’er for Crawfords’ Fabyans’, St. Johnsbury, Newport and Montreal, will leave on 8.26

Stations in Philadelphia
Philadelphia & Reading XI. XI.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portland For Rociton and Way stations at
and
5.30
1.00
p. m. Boaton For Portland at
8.30 a. m., and 6.00 p. m.

or

Zoedone is the national Non-Alcoholic
Beverage of Great Britain, where over
Ten Million Bottles are now annually

SWEDISH REMEDIES

WILBCRS COMPOUND 07

STATION IN NE’i KQRK iSAum n.

ELEGANT

Beverage

Best

Philadelphia.

FOR NEW MARKET at 6.15,8.45a.m.
FOR ROCHESTER,
FARMINOTON.
N. H., AND ACTON BAY at 6.16, 8.46 a. m.,
12.55 p. m. FOR WOE FRO RO at 8.46 a. m.,
12.55p.m. FOR CENTRE HARBOR at
FOR MANCHESTER AND
8.45’ a. m.
CONCORD N. H., (via New Market Jet.)at
6.16 a. m., 12.55 p. ra. (via Lawrence) at 8-45 a,
THE MOBNINO TRAIN
in.. 12.55 p. in.
EEAVES KENNEBl'NK FOR PORTat
7.25.
CAN D
note—The 12.65 p. m. train from Portland Wilt
Not Stop at Scarhoro Beach or Pine Poinl
and will Stop at Welle .Only to Take Pom.
oil
all
engera For Boaton. Parlor Cara
through trains. Parlor-car seats secured in advance at Depot Tickot Office.
B3P~The 12.56 p. m., train from Portland connects with Sound Cine Stenincrs for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.00
p. m., train with all Rail Einea for New York
and the South and West.

Sold everywhere lu all first class places.

When taken together
to directions,
have times and times again cured consumption
second stages.
tn the first
Thousands of
testimonials of its wonderful cures. Write for

au!6

and invigorating without
Reac ion.

NON-ALCOHOLIC.

stipation.

HmS*

a cnarm on tne

For sale by all Druggists

and Grocers.

Lung

Balsam

THIRST-ALLAYING,

DIGESTIVE AND TONIC.

ALL DRUGGISTS.

Swedish

like

New York, Trenton &

12.35,

TT&Seomly

system

-BETWEEN-

of

THIS
day of September, A. D.
issued

an

win.

5.MO P. HI.—To Bartlett and intermediate sta-

Bound Brook Route.

Cumberland

of

September 14, A. D. 1882.
CHRISTOPHER C. ELLIS, Insolvent
Debtor.
is to give notice, that on the thirteenth

In case

Pa eager Trains leave Portland :
S.‘A5 A. 1?I.— For all stations running through to
St.
Johnsbury, Swan ton, Burlington, Vt., and
Ogdensburg, N. Y., connecting at St. Jobnsbury
for Newport, Sherbrook and Montreal.
1.05 P. I?I.—For all White Mountain Resorts,
Fabyan’s. Crawford’s, Protile House, Glen House,
Summit Mt. Washington, Bethelem, &c.
This
train runs through express and will not stop at
Flag Stations, White Rock, Hiram or W. Bald-

my25__

Insolvency.

Court of Insolvency for the
State of Maine,

If you

strength e n s

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, June 19, 1882.
jol7tf

THE

date first above written.
GEO. W. PARKER,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolfor
of
said
vency
County Cumberland.
sep!4&21

An Altera- |
tive Tonic &
Blood Purifier. It purifies the blood

rates*

Co-partnership.

ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the

Compound

t Sleeping Cars attached, runs daily, Sundays included, between Boston and Bangor.
tBuns through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not run to Dexter, Belfast, Bucksport, or St
Jehu Sunday morning
Limited Tickets first and second class far
8t* John and Halifax on sale at reduced

Bo

Memphis. Tenu., May 12,1881.
We have said 1,296 bottles of S. S. S. in a year.
It has given universal satisfaction. Fair minded
physicians now recommend it as a positive specific.
S. Mansfield & Co.
S. S. S.

fem.,

Cashier.

Malvern, Ark., May 2,1881.

in

Jolio, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 p. m.; fleulton, 10.16
8t. Stephen, 10.46 a. mi; ttucksport,
а. in.;
б. 00 a. m., 6. p. mf; Bangor, 6.45, 7.45 a. m.
t8.GCp. m. Dexter, 6.30 a.m, 4.15 p.m. Belfast
6.05 a. m., 2.20 p. m.; Mkowbegan, 7.55 a. m.,
2.55 p. m.: Waterville, 9.20a.m. 210., 110.08
p. m.; and 5.15 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a.m 9.67 a.m., 2.55p.m., tll.OO p.m.;
<*ardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.16 a. m., 3.16 p. m.,
111.20 p. m. Bath, 6.55 a. m., 10.38 a. m., 4.00
11.66 p.
m.
(Saturdays only)
runswick, 7.25 a. m., 11.16 a. m.,
4.30 p. m., fl2.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.15 a. m., 1.20 p. m., 4.25 a. ra., (Monday's only.
Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 11.15 a. m., 4.16 p. m.
Phillips, 6.65 a. m. Farmington^ 8.20 a. m.:
Winthrop 10.18 a. m. being due in Portland
as follows: The morning trains from Augusta and
Bath, 8.35 a. ra. Lewiston, 8.40 p. ra. The day
trains from Bangor, and all intermediate stations
and connecting roads
at 12.35 and 12..45 p.
m.
The afternoon trains from Waterville,
Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.42
p.m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50

WILLIAM E. GOULD

Notice of

the worst

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert
SVMHIEB AliBANGEMENT,
and Macliias Steamboat Co.
Commencing Monday, Jnne 26, 1882.

obtained by inquiring at

copartnership!

_

Aromatic

Cushman. Titimma

the lot

recently purchased by the Bank, situated on Middle, Exchange and Market Streets.
Parties will Btate a fixed price at which the material shall be taken down, cleaned, sorted and piled
either upon the present lot, or in part removed;
naming the date at which the work shall be complet-

ed.
Full particulars
the Bank.

ils

LEA YE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON*
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.00 p. m.; Mt.

a. ra.

will be received until October first

lot of land on Danforth St. rear Emery, will be sold at a bargain. Apply soon to
A. F. MOULTON
8elGd4w
188 Middle St.

Swedish
Botanic

as

and all stations on E. A N. A. Railway,
1.20. and t!1.16| p m.; At. Andrew*, 8t. Stephen, Fredericton, Aroo«took County,
!Hoo*ehead Lake, and all stations on B. dk
PiMcataquiM R. It., 111.16 p. m., (or 1.20 p.
it;., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Mucksport, Dexter, Kelfa*t and
8kowhegan, 1.15 p.in., 1.20 p.m.,til. 15p.m.
Bangor and Dexter, 6.15 p. m. (Saturdays
only). Wnterville,7.00a. m. 1.16 p. m„ 1.20
p. m., fll.16 p. in. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,
Augusta, Hallow ell, Oardiucr, Richmond.and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 1.20 p.
in., 5.16 p. m„ til.16 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. m.
l. 20 p. m., 6.16 p. m. ana 11.15 p. m. on
Saturdays only; Rockland, and Knox &
Lincoln
R.
1.20 p.
It., 7.00 a. m.,
m. ;
(5.15 p. m. Saturdays only.) Auburn
und Lewiston, 8.15 a. m., 1.15 p.
m.,
5,06 p. m. Lewiaton via Brunawick 7.00
ft. m., til.15 p. m.; Furmington, Phillip*
and ftangeley Lake an 3 15 p. m., Monmouth, Winthrop, Readfleld, West Waterville and North Anson, 1,15 p. m., and
Farmington via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.

sepl 3dlm

PORTLAND.

OF

eligible

SOLD BT

other causes,

MINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
On and after Monday, June 19th, Panscnger
Train* will run as follows: Leave Portland
for 8t. John, Halifax and the Province*,

RE.

promptly attended to.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

EAND FOR SALE.

Schiedam Aromatic SWEDISH REMEDIES!

or

Pullman Car Ticket* for Seals and
Berth* *old at Depot Ticket Office.
New, first-class dining room at Portsmouth.
Through trains stop 10 minutes for meals.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
General Passenger and Ticket Agent.
D. W. SANBORN, Master Transportation.
Jul7dtf

9th.

PROPOSALS

Spring street.

^

ruuiHaa,

by

mail

Immediate Possession Given.

jjll

general beverage and necessary

trains leaving Boston a
7.00 p. m. and Portland at 2.00 a. m).
to
ticket*
all
Through
point* Went and
South
may be had of J, M. French, TicketSeller,
Eastern Railroad Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.

CHEYEY,

PORTLAND,
Orders

Sleeping Cars on

man

Street,

ESTATE.

in.

Pullman Parlor €arm
On trains leaving Boston, at 7.30 and 9.00 a. id.,
12.30 and 7.00 p. m. and trains leaving Portland,
8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 0.00 p. m. (Through Pull-

Piano Forte and Organ Tuner,
258 Middle

The

a

at 11.00 p.

Canada.

October

J. D.

STORE

WOLFE’S

SCHNAPPS.

Rail Lines for New York.
Train* leave Boston.
At y.JIO a. m. and arrive in Portland at 11.65 a.
m. At 9 a. m. and arrive in Portland at 12.55 p.
m. At 12.30 p. m. and arrive in Portland at 6.00
p. ra. At 7.00 p. m. (daily), and arrive in Portland

ang29d_

TO LET.
Nos. 117-119 Middle st.
Now occupied
by 0. A. Parsons & Co., as Wholesale Druggists. Inquire of MRS. H. E. THOMPSON, No.
164 Brackett st.
jyl4dtf

cause.

P.T.SarniuUjthe great Showman, says
“Among my vast troupe of Equestrians, Teamsters, Horses, Camels, and Elephants, some are
always strained, bruised, or wounded. My Surgeons and Yeterinaries all say, that for casualities to men and animals, nothing is so
efficacious as Centaur Liniment.” ^
438 Fifth Av., New York, May 8th, 1875.

Sunday, at 4 p. m. for Saco, Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston,
arriving at 6.30 p. in. connecting with Sound and

will be closed

f'eare;

points.

tt p. hi* for Cape
Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 10
p. m. connecting with all Rail Lines for New

Dr. Keoison’s Office

235V3 Middle St., 2d story, over stores occupied by Merrill & Keuh, and A.
L. Merry, hatter. These chambers have been occupied by Mr. Fernald, Merchant Tailor for many
are in the centre of business, spacious, well
ocated and have all modern improvements.
Inof
W. W. THOMAS, or ELIAS THOMAS,
quire
Commercial St.
aug5dtf
No.

all Southern and Western

At

LAW,

Collections made on reasonable terms in all parts
of Canada, and promptly remitted.
aug7d6m

TO LET.
CHAMBERS

Ontario,

A

Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, (Jonway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, kookport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Cnehea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At 14.55 p. mi. for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk,
Conway Sunction, Kittery,Portsmouth,Newburyport,Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving
at 4.55 p m.
connecting with Sound and Rail
Lines for

g. ponton,

NOTARY PUBLIC Ac.,

Stamdisk, Maine.

m.

this train for Boston.
At 8.45 a. m. for Cape

ffi!wnle\t

BARRISTER AND ATTORNEY AT

stable, with from one to eight acres
particulars inquire at the next house,
C. H. ALLEN,

ana

a.

special Sleeping Car will be
ready for occupancy In Portland Btation, at ».00
p. m. (Sunday nights lip. m., ana is attached to

Ha 37 Plum Straat.

“Edward

4

a. m.

BERKY,

ami (ga/ocl

Moo/cr Job-

To Let or Lease.
Ocean st., Wooaiord’s, a nice, large, two story

An infallible cure for Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia, Wounds, Burns, Sprains,
Stiff Joints, jpavin, and Lameness from

vegetable decomposition

Haven*01*1’ Soli

He

by law;
Three months have
profession had failed.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
siuce I quit taking 8. S. S.; there is no sympprove their debts and choose one or more assignees
tom of the disease remaining; I am permanently
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency
cured. It stands unrivalled for Blood Diseases.
; to be holden at Probate Court room in said PortJno. S. Taggart, Salan. anca, N. Y
land, on the second day of October, A, D. 1882, at

corrective of water rendered impnre by

Boston.

Portland.

THIS

cal

As

bury,

Fortiund Unity Fre»» Stock 1.1st.
Corrected by Wooduuky & Moulton. Inyestmon
Bankers, Cor. Middle ana Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Descriptions.
Offered. Ask
State of Maine Bonds.
...114
..lift

Hotel.

passed

......

Store.,.18®20

IB^^All business relating to Patents promptly and
jnl2tf
faithfully executed

House is situated in close proximity to the
landings of the European, New York and Bos*
ton Steamers and opposite the Grand Trunk Depot.
Easy connection with other parts of the city by
street cars. It is in first-class order throughout and
will be leased t< responsible parties furnished or unfurnished at a reasonable rental. Inquire of
au22dtf
AUG. P. FULLER. Portland, Me.

Portland

Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.30

HOTEL TO LEASE.

trils

The Great

Trains leave
At

LEI.

The International

S.

Ar 17th. sch Pannv A HAIH.

..

—

West»'oinuiercial St.
auglOdtf

S. S.

Mail.

18® 20

OF

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

match Co.,

Star

Removes all traces of

“Especially adapted

Briggs,

American & Foreign Patents,

WANTED,

age.

for

..

Lemon*.
Messina.6 00@6 60!
Palermos.6 0CKg6 60

AN

eod6w

7^oma8io,n,UlllTan’

..

Creamery.32@33

—

experienced salesman to travel for a wholesale house, to sell groceries, provisions aud
flour.
Address P. O. Box 1116, Portland, Me.
au30
dim*

In

Ar

LYNN—Ar 18th, schs
George & Albert, Jo.

Herbert O.

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

Wanted.

BLOOD DISEASE

bar®,,e Elinor Vernon,
^9th'schs
Humphreys, Pensacola;
Win Douglass, MclnCrockett, Thorndike, from Windf,?r' NS,
vcata.n;
f ELee,
sor,
Annie
Cole. Mach^as; Geo D Perrv
Machias; TenDee£J^n“* ana ^ McNichols, Flynn,
Thomas. Rockland; JC
a?d,RuEorter,
Bel®n Thompson, Steele, from
br>g Myronus. Jordan, Brunswick.
£*A0**}.
Sid 1 Jtb. barque Jose R
Lopez, for Sagua.
Passed the Gate 19th, scbs J M
from
Hoboken for Eastport; Four Sisters,Kennedy,
fm Amboy jor
Bangor; J H Deputy, do for Augusta! Angola,
do
*

20th, barque Jennie

BUSINESS CARDS.

BOSTON.MASS.

au!7

New

Ar 19tb

Ar

HJS&SEY,

WHnnt,

schs Silver Heels,
Rradlev Riverss, do; M A Bulger, Calais; Grace
Power, Simmons, do;*
^ ineydrd. Rose brook,
Wilmington.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, schs R H Queer,
iAbby’ Kennebec-‘ Joe Cook,

lux

Iiow Kite* for Board are offered by the various Hotels.
For further information and Tickets apply at the
Company’8 Office, 40 Bxchaaxe Street
sel6dlw
T. C.
President.

TO

cures

..

i-rorutioDN.
Mess Beef.. 14 50@15 Ot
16@16
I
Ex Mess.. 15 60@16
Eggs. 23(0/24
Irish potatoes2 60®2 751 Plate.16 00@16 60
Ex Plate..16 50@17 00
Sweet potatoes3 26@4 00
Unions, crate 1 60® 1 60 PorkBacks.. ,.29 50@30 00
V bbl 3 50®4 00
bbl
Clear.28 50*29 00
C rnberries,
Mess.00 00*00 00
Maine. 9 00® 10 00
Cape Cod,12 00@16 00 Hams.14Vfe@16
:'.oond Hogs....
augur.
@
Granulated...
9% Cov’ed Hamsl6 ©lByfe
Lari*.
Extra 0. 9
Fruit
rub, v ft. ...1314*133/8
Musc’tl RaiBins2 25@2 60 Tierces, ft ¥U3V8 @l3yt
London lavere2 80 o 2 95 Pail....
13y2@14
Ondura Val.
BeaoH
11@12%
Turkish Prunes. 7@7%o Pea.3 75@4 00
French Prunes. 12y2@141 wledimns.3 25f@3 5u
Poaches p bktl 75.®2 251 German med 2 2n@2 75
do V cratel 75@2 60| Keiiow Eyee. .3 40@3 50
Butter.
Orange*.
Palermos ^bx 7 00@8 001
Mesaiua,pbox.7 00<a8 OOl Gilt EdgeVermont3 2*3 3
Valencia ^case $10^12 Choice
24*26
Good. 22*23
Extra large
*

TICKETS ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE.

K<SnD6d7-

York: L B Willey, Willey, Boston.

JU-MiAUJ OW N—

sel2dtf

sel9d5t

™

nge

Portland to C'amopbello Inland and
retnru, (30 day.)..$4.73
Portland to Eu.tport and return (30
day.. 4.30
Portland to St. Andrew, and return
(30 day.).. 5.33

STREET,

SmiCKennelmo!
Har‘te
<jireenbauk, Pillsimry, for
PWladelnhiaf
NS.
BAI lTMORFA1rw ES?' C™ckett' Windsor,
nJJ.y1'J®E—Cld 18th. schs James A Garfield,
Geo V

KATES OF FARE:

CANVASSERS WANTED.
sell The Eagle Clothes Wringer. Sold only by
canvassers.
Good salary or commission. No
J. W. HIBBARD,
capital required.
sep7dtf36 Temple St.

16th, sobs Maggie M Rivers.
>«A Levering,

Woodbury, Bangor:

Street.

TO

STEAMERS.

York.

Eastport and
St. Andrews.

Coat, Vest and Pant Makers
wanted. Also, first-elass machine
operator. Enquire or address
A. T. NICHOLS,
s#p9dtf
Brunswick, Maine.

AN

OFFICE:

...

Chickens.
Fowl.

Hampshire

the resorts of

Campobello Island,

CAPA BLE girl for general house-work In a
small family. References required. Enquire

A
at 65

By Portland

early day.

Company

low excursion rates to

Girl Wanted.

CO.

OF KANSAS.

This

SCHOOLS.

GIRLS

The undersigned has within a few days returned
from an extended examination of the line, facilities
and prospects of the Topeka, Salina & Western
Railroad Company. This examination was made by
the solicitation of the Directors of that
Company,
with the hope of making a contract for the construction of its line of road. Many days and much qareful thought were given to each point involved, and
the result is that a contract for construction was
entered into on the 81st ultimo between the above
company and the undersigned.
This Company was organized for the purpose of
giving railroad facilities to the people of Shawnee,
Wabunsee, Morris, Xiickinson, Saline, Lincoln and
Osborne Counties, and is to run from Topeka, southwesterly and westerly, as above indicated, to Delm,
near the eastern line of Osborne
County, a distance
of 181 miles.
The line of this railroad passes
throngh the very
chociest districts of the State, including that remarkable territory known as the “Great Wheat Belt of
Kansas.” This particular territory has been, and
now is, without adequate railroad
conveniences,
there being from 16 to 30 miles on each side of this
proposed line unencumbered by anv railroad, notwithstanding the population of the eight counties
through which the roaa passes numbered in 1881
one hundred and twenty-five thousand
souls, and
every acre of land susceptible of the highest cultivation.
Towns of considerable importance are
aleady on the line, and an insurance of the completion of the road will develop many more at an

bonds,

Boptember

Address I*. 0. Bos 100,
Paris Hill, Me.
sop9d2wf

tale.

'*

tart.
Alcohol & gal. 2

THE

WESTERN

Leavitt, Lombord, Philadelphia—coal

Sch Fanny* Edith, Warren, New York.
Sch E A Stevens, Mills, boston.
Sch Nellie Rate a, Ashford, Saco.
Sch Grey Eagle. Colson, Banger,
Sch Sarah E Hyde, Murphy, Frienkship.
Sch Kmerold, Bryant, Calais for Boston.
Sch S Sawyer, Eryant, Bristol for Boston.
Sch Emperior, Webber, Boothbay for Boston.
RETURNED—Brig Havillah, (from Baltimore for

Seh

22 Select.60@55
24 Fine Common.. ..40@52
25 Spruce.13 00@15 00
00 Hemlock... 11 00@13 00

BONDS

TOPEKA. SAUNA &

SchManitou, Arey, Perth Amboy—coal to Henry

True & Co.

@25

Gd.L>am’g’d23

Short do 8ft10 00®12 00, Clapboards.
7ft 8 00@
Spruoe. ex.28 00@30 00
do No. 1.17 00@19 00
Pop’rStavesl 2 00@14 00j
Spruce r’gh
@12 00; Clear....25 00@28 00
I 2d Clear 20 00*24 00
K. O. Hud.
.25 00@30 001 Pine.26 00@50 On
Staves
Shingles.
Cooper.
@30
1 Cedar ex.. 8 75@ 4 60
Cop. Bolts
Clear. 3 25® 3 60
M.T. Sheath@20
ing
| Cedar No.l 2 60® 2 07
Bronze do...
Spruce. 1 60® 1 66
@20
Y.M. Bolts...
@22 Laths,
Spruce.... 1 75@ 2 00
Cop bottoms
@32
Pine.
@
i
matches.
Cordace.
13 Star,¥>gross 1 95® 2 00
Amer’n $>ft.l2y2@
molasses.
Russia.12%@ 13
55
Manilla.16%®17% i Porto Rico.. 42®
Manilla Bolt
I Muscbvado.
40@ 42
Rope .18 @19% I NewOrleans
Sisal.11 @12
85
i new crop..
65®
Barbadoes new 43®
45
DrugM and Dyes.
Oxalic...
A.cid
41
16® 181 Cienf uegos new40®

Ammonia,

INVESTMENT.

OF

mouth of

A

6 per cent.

L Paine.

lard,

Am. Calf....
90@110
LNinber.
South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Clear Pine.

Heading.

Spruce
35in.

York,

Light.22
Mid Weight 25

Rio.12%@16

t

GOOD

A

offer to the public euring th#

Apply

YOUNG LADY desires a place as assistant in
some school either public or private, to teach
Latin, Mathematics and tne English Branches.

This powder never vanes. A marvel of purity,
More economical
strength and wholesomeness.
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the miltitude of low test, short weight,
alum or phosphate powders.
Sold only tn cans. Royal Baking PowderCo.,
New York
febl8d&wly

25th.

NATIONAL 8. S. CO.

_dlw*

TO

Absolutely .Purer

WEDNESDAY, Sept. 20.

Blake.
Sch Stella Lee, Hamilton, Boston—W H Robineon, .Jr.
Sch Exchange, Buckmaater, Beaton—E G Wil-

lit'aiber.

Coffee.

Java, $*ft....

POWDER

FOKTV year

sey.
Seh Clara

IN'

Wanted.

■elO

Mouday, Sept.

Autumn Excursions!

A

NEWS.

Arrived.
SteamBhip Franconia, Man gum, New York—mdse
to Henry Fox.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque Benguela, (Nor) Freiglesand. Liverpoolsalt to Emery & Furbish. Vessel to Ryan & Kel-

selOdlw

A girl for general house-work
at 1§8 Neal Street.

to

b«?18*__dlw

GIRL.

GIRL, to do second work, must furnish good
recommendations. Apply at 136VAUGHN
ST.
sep!9dtf

City
City

railroad from Mouday, Sept.

18th,

Wanted.

SAILING DaVS Olf STGAM8H1PM.
FROM
FOB
of Para.New York..Aspinwall ..Sept 21
of Merida.New York. .Havana
Sept 21
Alene.New York..Kingston... .Segt 22
Newport.New York..Havana
Sept 23
Foscolia.New York..Rio Janeiro..Sept 23
Circass’a.New York..Glasgow ....Set t 23
Britanie.New York Liverpool...Sept 23
Arizona.New York.. J iverpool... .Sept 26
France.New York. .Havre
Sept 27
Gallia.New York..Liverpool....Sept 27
Alvo.New York..Kingston
Sept 26
British Empire—New York..Havana.Sent 28
Andes.New York..Port Prince..Sept 29
Cyphrenes.New York. .Rio Janeiro.Sept 30
Saratoga.....New York. .Havana.Sept 30
Samaria..Boston.Liverpool.... Sept 30

new

Wanted Immediately.

GOLD

Powder contains no alum,
ammonia, terra alba, or any other injurious
ingredient, but is made from absolutely pure
Cream Tartar. It has the largest sale of any

baking powd

se!9d3t*_ilK’onnufrfiiil Street.

I.. C. YOl'Nfi, Woodford’. Me.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing; Sunday, June 18, 1882.

—

Tickets will he sold at Ilangor
for Katahdin Iron Works and return, good for excursion over the

JOHN W. PERKINS & CO.,

FORT OF PORTLAND.

Congress T?east

WASTED;

APPLY TO

A MACHINE

TO

Katalidiu Irou Works

MIDDLE MTREET.

PACKER

In this city, Seyt. 19, Mamaio L. Blaisdell, aged
13 years,
[Funeral service Friday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at No. 42 Montreal street.
Burial at convenience
of the family.
In Bath, Sept. 13, Elizabeth B., wife of George
Hawley, aged 67 years 11 months.
In PittstOB, Sept. 14, Warren R. Lewis, agel
66 years.

INLAJRUSTE

—

STUDLEY’S,

selt)d3t

©BATHS

flies.”—Exchange.'

poor

AN

In tins city. Sept.
20, at the Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception. D. R. McDonald of Boston
and Mini Mary A.
of Portland.
Keating
In Gorham, Sept. 16.
by Rev. S. B. Sawyer, Emery
Rich ami Miss Emma R. Hawkes, both or Standish.
In Winthrop, Sept. 19, by Rev. G. F. Cobb, Chas,
H. Rogers of Holliston, Mass,, and Miss Cora A.
Shepard of Winthrop, Me.

RAILROADS.

Grand Excursion Eastern Railroad.

Experienced Cloak entter. One that understands cutting and Bitting all kinds of LadieB’
and Children’s Garments. Apply at

In this city, Sept. 19th.
by Rev. A. Dalton, Benj.
C.K Johnson and Miss Margaret Ann Peterson.

RAILROADS.
_

WAITED.

niRBUCEg.

Inquirer.—No: it is not fashionable for musical paragraphers to make pmus on the names of
It would be eonsid
the composers this year.
ered bad taste to make puns on Tseliaikowsky,
Dvorak, Moszkowski, or any of the recent
composers.—Musical Herald.

EXCURSIONS.

_WANTS.

.10*
io*
..in

HAY FEVER.
—*»

*&■

ELYS CREAM BALM C0„
Owego, N, Y.

__dAwlv48

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

kinds, in the
ORIGINAL
•f all

PACKAGES,

—FOB SALS BY—

R. STANLEY

Rail Road Wharf

&S0N, Importers,

ItttlFOKE IT.,
PORTLAND, OTK.
Also, General Managers for New

dtf

England,

FOR THE CB1.KBK.tTeO

mm

)Steamers!
FARE $1.00.
Tlie favorite S tear mors Forest City ami John
Brooks will alternately leave h KAN KLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. in. ami INDIA
Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.

Wharf’

Moketo and Staterooms for sale at D. H
YOUNG S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail ami pound Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J-B. tOt LU, Jr., Ueneral Agent.
«pr5
dtf

Summit Mineral

Spring Water,

au£l*OM nABBi!,'«N> mahw.
WTOTICK

-Ll

Ik 1IKRKHV

«IVENf,

that the

subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
himself the trust ot Administrator of the esppon
tate of
JANE G. RING, Lite of Yarmouth,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
de-

mands upon the estate of said deceased, are
reto exhibit the same; and all persons in
to said estate are called upon to make
payment to

3uired
ebted

CHARLES HUMPHREY,
Yarmouth, bept. 6th, 1882.
9. K.

«*

Administrator

IVIEEii;

dlawSwTh#
--

Advertising Agent,
ST.,

BOkTOIl.

JEsr&firsxrsut ssrss-a
****'•

BriUsh Provtnees.

w

“»*

“•

**

